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New Series No. 491
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 25, 1937
Volume CV; No. 12
LIME CRUSHER AND Time is Growing Short 'FOURTH MONDAY
.
World's Smallest Cow 'Bock Urges Gilbertsville
QUARRY IN COUNTY
on Subscription Offer —I-CROWD SMALLERDam Nowfor Flood Control
ASSURED FOR YEAR
THAN EXPECTED
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

CIRCULATION APRIL I3--2.9315, SW0aN TO,
DISTRIBUTiON SHOWN
•

Rev, R. L. Hart Owns

1. Kendal.,
immediate
-after they
owing
an

Subscribers haven't much longer to take advintage of the Ledger & Times' big triple-barreled
subscription offer—and the Histories of Calloway
c,uiity -are 'ruing- fast. WP-stiii are-Thmable to
guarantee that subscribers who wait until the last
minute will get a copy of the History. -

2,000 Tons Made Available
to Far-more in Coisaip---This Winter
TO RESUME CRUSHING
MONDAY.,.._28tb-r-

On.ly four _weeks( from thie coming Raturan •
we are going to give away ABSOLUTELY FREE
that beautiful $97.50 genuine mohair frieze living
room suite.
_

Who anywhere has a smaller
cow than sominiature milk factory owned by the Rev. R. L.
Hart, of near New Providence?
The Rev. Hart, Calloway county's superviser of aural hightiorirnilvs world -110120r9- for his Jersey Plunket heifer
until someone comes along with
conclusive proof-- or a smaller
one.
.
ifele" Windt inneteen
months old, is just 35 inches in
height and weighs but 350
pounds. She gives just a little
over two gallons of milk a day.
The Rev. Hart says she gases a
gallon of milk from a gallon of
fresh corn. The yield is about
a gallon at each morning and
night milking.
Pictures of the little heifer
were being exhibited in Murray
Wednesday.

Day Cause
of Many Staying Home
to Catch Up With Work

Unusually Pretty

MULE TRADING IS
-SLOWER-THAN USUAL

:-ADAMS-DIESAT HARRIS GROVE
stunts-19

EF ASSISTANT OF TVA ASSERTS
• -DAM -NECESSARY

id-Ws. Milburn Stamps,. of
Prominent Farmer Died et Pneu- Mr.-acollege addition, has been awarded
monia at His Henke Last
In the judgment of most experithird prize in a national contest
Thursday
enced observers in Murray, the
sponsored by the Modern Litera- Explains Flood Situation on
Fourth Monday in March crowd
ture Magazine.
Tennessee During the
was the smallest in several years
A. T. Adams, one of the most
Miss Anna Eva Gibbs, daughter
Emergency
and many said they did not believe
prominent farmers and highest reit was as large as that .here on the
spected . citizens of the Harris of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gibbs, also of
Fourth Monday in February.
Grove section, died at his home the college training school won CONSTRUCTION IS
The swapping ring ors, Third
south of there last Thursday of honorable. mention in the essay
UP TO CONGRESS
street between Main and Walnut
pneumonia, following a two weeks event, conducted by / the same
was bustling with activity all day
illness. Mr. Adams. who was 73 magazine last month. The magaCarl A. Brock. assistant chief
but it appeared that the throngs
years old, was universally admired zine is an educational Journal.
engineer of the Tennessee Valley
around the court square and in the
Young_ Stamps won third place Authority, told the Lower Tennesand respected for his many 'fine
court house and, court yard were
qualities and had a host of firends among entries fro"'all over the see Valley Association' in a letter
far smeller than in Fourth Monwho join the family in mourning United ,States, including virtually received Tuesday, the Gilbertsville
days in March of previous years.
every state in 'the Union,. on • his Dam "should ne undertaken at the
his death.
Mule sales were not up to exHe leaves two adughters, Mrs. autobiography and was given a earliest practicable time, in view
pectations. Outside buyers did not
Hera Hart, who kept his home for copy of "Letters from Fraternities", of its importance for flood conpurchase many, mast of the buying
him, Mrs. Adams having 'passed a book written to -Ben Ames Wil- trol."
being done by local farmers. It
away several years ago; and Mrs. liams, the author, by an old New
Explaining that the TVA, with
was said that prices asked slowed
Ophie Armstrong.
Two sisters, England farmer, A. L. McCorrison. only two dams available for flood
0.
M.
Farrington,
State Adminthe sales. Prince
Mcneyriolds.
Announcement of these honors
Mrs. Hazel Ellis and Mrs. Belle
storage, had been able to keep out
west of Murray, who has been
istrator, Will Speak at
Story, both of the county, and a won by these outstanding young 32,000 cubic feel of water per secdealing egtensively in muter', said
brother, D. T. Adams: Dover, students of the Training School ond from the flood peak at the
Court House
that he was offered $1,175 for -four
was made in chapel at the college
Tenn., also survive.
most critical period.
Mr. Bock
mines and $600 for one ,of the
0. M. Farrington, state adminisMr. Adams was a faithful meth= Monday morning by Dr. James H. said: -The Gilbertsville Dam would
pairs.
trator of the Agricultural Conser- her of the Sinking Spring Baptist Richmond, president.
form the largest reservoir of those
Most Murray merchants report- vation Program, will be guest
church and a large crowd attended
in the system yet lo be built and
ed their volume of trade up to best speaker at the mass meeting of
the funeral services which were
for this reason' and because of its
eapectations.
of Calloway county Sat- conducted there Friday morning
excellent location so close to the
It is believe' .aat the extremely urday, March 27. at.1 p. m. This
at eleven o'clock by the Elder R.
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. which
pretty weather caused many farm- arrangement has been made possF. Gregory and Elder J. J. Gogh.
permits-sure and effective control,
ers to stay all Acane and catch up ible through the Calloway County
Burial was ill the church graveit would be most important' for
with their. work. _ Murray- was Farm Bureauand the Agricultural
yard.
flood control.
annosf vacated. -by. aural residents Conservation Program.
Three Other Person Tattered As
"When the construction of this
Tuesday as a bright stin and calm
County Agent Joan T. Cochran
Car Leaves Highway and
project . can be begun will, of
weather resembled early May and
wishes to urge all farmers to meet
Overturns
course, depend upon the authorifarm activity was at high pitch.
in the court room of the courtzatipa and appropriation by. Conhouse promptly at 1 o'clock and
Fred Brown. egad N. Was fatally gress. In view of its importance
injured in an automobile wreck for flood control it should be
hear the claseuation by Mr. FarBy Helen Falter, Reporter
rington, which will relate to the
The shorthand class of Murray near Lynn Grove late Friday widertaken at the earliest praeticpossibility of tobacco tax
and High School met it the usual class night. Brown suffered a crushed able time. The extent of work
Other things affecting the farm hour February 24 for the purpose chest and. brain injury, never re- during the next fiscal year will
In addition to 230 hogsheads of
of organizing a shorthand club. covering consciousness. He died also depend on the appropriation
Pmgrstn.
tobacco . which were shipped to
Mrs. Hinkle acted as chairman un- an .hour after the accident at the therefor by Congress".
France Sunday by the Outland
til the president was elected. The Mason hospital where first aid and
Engineer Bock pointed out "that
Bros. Co., it is learned that Ken- Hooper Darnell, 82,
Dies Near Pottertown officers elected were Henry Ful- treatment "failed to revive him.
ourk program for the improvement
nedy and Swann also *nipped lla
ton, president; Mack 'Coleman,
Three other occupants of the of the Tennessee River .system is
hogsheads of leaf to Sunny France
Hooper Darnell. 82 years of age, vice-president; and Mary. Elizabeth car are in local hospitals' ellowing
.1r9m omp1eted. bm:ng, in fact,
that same day.
treastsree.
Cress,
secretary
-'
and
'en! Inlelhyttries- sestatned thi Only well-tinder Way. •
The Kennedy & Swann tobacco Ated Saturday morning -at. his horne
The name of the club, colors, the accident. Ben Purdom, sufferwas consignee to La Havre. the near Pottertown, 9f p.m, infirmi"With-- our - tinaijed
,for
port' where many American soldiers ties of age, following an illness of flower ,and motto were selected. ed a broken and badly lacerated flood control at present we know
nose
as
well
as
Several
Faker
numerous
months.
was
cuts
appointed
Helen
Mr.
and
Darnell
•
rehad
landed during the World War.
that sae are unable to completely
A special train backed up from made his homean that vicinity all porter and Rachel Linn. sergeant- bruises about the face and body. control Tennessee River floods and
Mildred
Helmontoier,
at-arms.
.of
his
life.
Kankakee,
•
Bruceton to carry the several car
for that reason we feel that there
The club had its first meeting Ill., received scalp wounds and is --great need for completing the
He is survived by two daughloads of Calloway county tobacco
skin
abrasions.
butenett
Cunningto New Orleans, where it is to be ters, and a son, Charley, all of Wednesday in honor of St. Patprogram, which includes the Gilrick's Day. Games were provided ham, local presser. received :ra bertsville Project, as soon as pracPottertown.
transferred - to ocean steamer.
broken
collar
bone
and minor cuts
ticable.
Burial was in the family grave- for by the porgram committee and
delicious refreshments were served and bruises.
tt Pay! to Read the Classifieds yard Sunday. a.
"At the time of the recent -flood,
The car failed to make a curve
W the refreshment committee.
the Authority had three dams In
in the highway near Lynn Grove
'aillatch us Climb".
operation. Wilsen and
Wheeler
school house. -The car left the
Dams on the main streams. and
hard surface and plowed some 75
feet from the road, into - a ditch Norris Dar on Clinch River, a
tributary. Wilson Dam, constructand cin higher land, turning over
ed before the Authority was creseveral times.
ated,---aas relatively little flood
Fred was proprietor of the Aura. Within this Week petitions will care.
capacity, leaving only
ora Lunch, popular restaurant near storage
be. sent to representative men in
These representative men of the
the Post Office. He - was a well Wheeler and Norris; -both „conevery precinct of this county, this I various preciActs are requested Fourth Birthday of MurrayltC
petition' calling 'tor a local option ; to use care in seeuring only legal
liked person and has many friends structed by the Authority, for
Camp To Be Celebrathat
sorrow at his untimely death. flood control use. Both of these
elecfion in Calloway County on and registered voters as signers of
ted April 4
liquor. Charges. of having illegal
Surviving are his widow, Mrs. dams were used to the fulteet-exL. A. Burkeen.pone of the most Saturday, June 26, 1837. These the petition.
tent for flood water. storage .durstills were placed against McNutt
men nave been
popular and ablest farmers in the representative
The Fourth Anniversary of, the Mocelle Fitts Brovirn: father. Buie ing the flood : period,' all flood
When the signatures have been
and M: C. Cook also of Calloway
Brown;
mother,
Mrs.
Bobbie
Wadesboro district, makes his chosen by the Central Committee 'secured, please see that the signed Murray CCC camp will be celewater above Norris' being imcounty after the discovery last
of the campaign and are requested petition is put into the hands of brated Sunday, April 4, with an Brown, Detroit, Mich., and one pounded and held ota of the Tenweek of a 60-gallon still in a barn
formal announcement thts week as
brother.
Buddie
Brown.
Carlisle,
use all diligence in securing the Rev., A. V. Havens, pastor of the open house to which the public is
nessee.
Ohio, and
Mississippi
--back of McNutt's home, 'and one Funeral Services at Poplar Springs .as
candidate for- - magistrate from signatures of as many legal voters First Christian Church. of Mura coridally invited, it was announced P9.
Today for Wife of SanRivers and, as much as passible
of 100 gallon capacity in a gulley
Funeral
services were held from
in
this
that
county
as
possible.
this
week
by
and
Lieut.
ford
secretary
McClure
Robert
district.
of
;
ray,
Hisle.
the
in
Central
the
August
Demoabout- a quarter of a mile in back
the home on- North Fifth street, beings., retained in the Wheeler
Copies of this petttion will be at !Committee It is important - that camp commander, and William H.
cratic primara, of Cook's home.
Monday afternoon at 2:00, with Reservoir.
Martin,
camp
educational
.wife
adviser.
Mrs.
of
Lena
SanMcClure
properly
the
cared
petition
for
be
Cases of both men on the still
Mr. Burkeen needs no introduc- the various churches in Calloway
"The result of- this flood control
Elder R. F. •Gregory officiating. A
known
McClure,
citizen
circulation.
well
ford
I
after
We
hope
its
to
county next Sunday, Easter SunThe Murray CCC camp has been
acharges_were continued until April
large crowd of friehds attended the operation was that over the most
tion to the people of that district
Clied
of
Wednesday
returned
near
signed
Brandian:
not
petitions
have
day, .and we earnestly request all
one of the outstanding camp's'of
5, and both were released on $250
perioa of fifteen
days,
services and burial in She city 'critical
of pneumonia following a ten days as he - has been one oa its' out- legal voters who are interested in Pater than April 1, 1937.
the nation since it Was founded In
bond. when the
Mississippi
River at
cemetery.
Mrs. McClure was a !tending citizens all his life and temperance sobriefy to sign this
In this campaign. no one has 1933 and in 1934 won the prize
Sheriff Carl Kingins raided the Illness.
Pallbearers were. active, Jack Cairo was at- or above the unpre-We-gine-last Thursday afternoon.. member of the prominent McCuis- haaalss'ay.s stood in, the highest petition.
any ax to grind and certainly for having the best camp .in the Dodd, Hubert Garrison, Hemp. g_ul- cedented stage of fifty-eight feet
iincrlrighTy
ton
larnfly
5th
Corps
Area,
malaise/1g
"put
of
the
anyone
desire
to
Is'aio
INA
were
brought
into
The
Murray
great
State
of Kentucky has
Both
esteem of each and ever • one of
ridge, Earnest Bailey, Fred Bailey. arid- esheri each 1ntsTiain' rivets ilae" --and destroyed. Along, with the by all who knew her. She was a them. He has been a meniBer of made it possible for the citizens on the spot". The good women of states of Kentucky. Indiana, Ohio and Ansel Griffin; honorary, Lbw- was viewed with alarm, 32.000
Springs
of
.
the
Poplar
member
and
West
Virginia
Temperance
Woman's
Christian
the
stills were found 400 gallons -of
the board of stewarts of the _in- of any and every county in the
ell King. Win. Packmann, Prentice' cubic feet of water per second was
mash and eight gallons of liquor at Baptist church. Mrs. McClure was dependent Methodist Church for commonwealth to determine by a tlnion are loyally supporting the
Plans include having various Overby, J. I. Grogan, Kirbg Jen- stored by these darns and kept out
old.
ysars
50
McNutt's, and 400 gallons of mash
more than 20 years, and has just popular vote whether or not In- campaign for they know that civic leaders fin' dinner that day nings, Verate Diet and Deltin Car- -of the flood peak."
Besides hbr husband, she leaves completed a four-year term as toxicating beverages shall be legal- womankind must, bear the hard- and refreshments will be served
at Cook's.
raway. s s
a
The LTVA. headed by Dr. Rich-three daughters, Misses Opal, Lo- trustee
for
the
Independence ly sold in that county. That is the ships of broken homes, and broken to all who visit the camp between
mond, plans . to send a delegation
rene and Lavelle, McClure; two school district.
purpose of this election. Surely no heart's.
the hours of two and four that
National Honor Society
• to Washington April' 3 to petition
sons, Hoyt and Orville: three siscitizen who believes in democratic
Art Old Book says: "Wine is a afternoon. Farther plans will be
,AlL,his _life, ...Mr. Burkeen .
at. Murray _High Sopo Congress far an increased appropters. -Mrs. Kate Ellison, Ntrs: -A
t
Mad
abbleet
to
italeh
a
o
ced
next
week.
•
'
'saeadiankmocker,
is
raging,
rati
,
rfatiOn• ftir The'Mitiertaente Bain.
a deep and effective interest
McNutt and Miss Julia McCuiston taken
in his church and schnol in, in a procedure. We boast of the rule and whosoever is deceived thereby
The Murray High School faculty
brothers.
Toy
Ervati
and
two
and
f
the
majority
and
that
is
all
that
Parker
CHARLEY
Police
is
Burman
not
McCUISTON .TO RUN has
wise." "At the last it-biteth
Chief of
good roads and bridges for his disa
selected eight students from
like a serpent and stingeth like an FOR MAGISTRATE IN CONCORD the
states that all skating must stop McCuiston, prominent Calloway tritt and section as well as the en- any fair minded man can ask.
junior and senior classes to
farmers.
county
due to its hazardousness. Skaters
We hope it will be understood adder." These statements of Holy
tire county.
Mr. Burkeen is
become members of the National
Charley McCuiston, who is as
Funeral services are to be held thoroughly known as the kind of that this is not a political cam- Writ have never been disproved.
pay very little attention to motorHonor Society.
1st and, traffic: Several serious ae- at Poplar Springi this afternoon at man who, when he make a prom- paign, nor an attack on any indi- Let us rally to this campaign of widely known' as any man in the
Phil Cutchin, son of Mr. and
The seniors named are as follows
Concord district and as familiar
•eidents have been avoided by cau- two q'clock by the 'Rey. R. F. ise, keeps it to.the very letter. Irie asidual or group. Also we. hope righteousness and sobriety.
Mary Marrs, daughtbr oflhe Rev. Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, was elected -.with,
its
problems
and
needs,
skatert_darted in Gregory and burial will be in the issuea - the following brief state- no word will be said that is •unhas
• , llannapsoteaasas
,Sigaaedi
z.* Xarrw, Dot Currier, captain of next year's Murray High
arasslisay, ,.
advised The 1"10,.. „Times''drat antlit O
- 4fair and unjust to anyone: Wiest is
t on streets
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daugh
Of Mr. an
S. P. Martin,
Mrs. Chas.. School basketball teens at a meethe will be a candidali•for Magisin day time and nighl" This
oth
done
will
be
done,
we
hope,
in
all
P. -Currier; Mary Elizabeth To& ing of letteenen Tuesday morning. To the voters of Wadesboro disr
Pastor First Baptist Church trate from that district
in the
must stop before it is too late and
kindness
to
every
one
concerned.
erts. daughter of Mr. Mitt Mrs. W.t Phil's dad is athletic director and
tract:
• _.
A. V. Havens,
August primary.
someone pays with his or her life
The city of Murray and CelloP. Roberts; Jane Sexton, daughter basketball coach at the college and
In announcing myself as tacanPastor 1st Christian. Church
from such an accident. .
rc::
riehea
rs been a loyal of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Sexton: Sadie one of the widest known athletes
didate tar_your magistrate, I am 'Way county have a special obliJ. Mack Jenkins
Parents are requested to coafar the Dem- Nell Jones. daughter of' Mr. and in Murray hltsory.
•
gation to the young life of Keninterested
ia
good
reads
''
and
in
officials
Pastor 1st M. E. Church
operate with the city
The Murray State College bas-ocean. party a4nee- early
tucky. in that • great college is
John- L. Jones; B. C. Allbrit- •-•Jitheriy Hart. son of Dr. and Mrs.
bridges
sine--r
-pledge
that,
if
electthe
reminding their children of
ketball team and Coach Cutchie
His formal announcement will ten. san'of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy All- P. A.
boasted in oui midst, and hundreds
Hart, who starred at center
ed,
I
will
do
all
in
my
power
for
dillagera- to themselves and the will be the gilests of the Young
follow soon.
of fine young people come to us
batten. as
on the 1936-37 team. was elected
,
carelessness they have in ,skating. Business Men's Club at their reg- better roads and _bridges in our for their college training. Spme.
Names selected afrom the jeniat bollarary naptein...for_ .the _season
district. I want to try to See
!kat-Mg -on the public streets and Mar dinner Meeting at tri4 'Nation'ciass
are
Rebecca
Robertson, just closed. __During the----lieason.
each and every one of you before of us feel that thew fine young
sidewalks is against the cite ord- al Hotel next Monday night.
people
should
be entitled to live in
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Coach Preston Welland appointed
The Ratsehorses went -to the election day and ask you in per- Murray and irtasratroavay county
Farmers interested in obtaining
inances and will be enforced for
Robertson .and Mac Coleman, son an acting Captain for Each game.
_._
finals in both the K. I. A. C. end son for your vote and .influence, without this demon of drink being No. I Timothy hay at about $1.25
the safety Of all concerned.
of Mr7` and Mrs. Coleman.
which will be - forevera appreciated,
.
Phil is also a quarterback on the
City officials also deem* it neces- Southern Intercollegiate tournaconstantly before them. If there per hundred should contact the
The 4211 Council will meet April
Congratulations are in order.
football team and has been an athYqur friend:
sary for all. stray dogs to be im- ments, losing only to Western dun- .
were no other consideration to
3 to discuss plans for Junior Week
„
office of the Farm Bureau. Prices
letic luminary since entering high.
the entire season. Two of the
pounded. 'and disposed of. If you
L. A. BURKEEN
prompt us to vote these intoxicatand Spring' Rally Days
club
A Taylor county feed merchant
have a deg that, you thank much players. McKeel and Burdette, who -Pont., Advt.
ing beverages' out of our midst, have been quoted the Farm Bureau officers and leaders are expected estimates that 75 per cent of the school.
a
of. get‘a license on its caller and will coataptain next year's team;
.ours---obligatton to these young from some large'firms from Jack- to attend. The -meeting will' be farmers supplement corn ration
Leslie county homemakers will
'
as there are a number won all-S. I. A. A. honors.
keep it
C. Fletcher, Powell county. has peOple shOnla.atampt every legal son. Mich., and anyone interested in the Directors'.Room of The Bank for hogs with tankage.
An informal program is being sold Atlas Sargo seed with a 97 voter to ekercise his sovereign in obtaining hay at this price are of Murray at 1:30 p. m.
have
of stray dogs. Any running loose
cabbage
and
two
otber
vegeThree ridge-ventilated Kentucky.'Will be .immediately done away arranged by Preston Holland, press per cent germination test for 6 right of citizenship, in protecting asked to contact the secretarymes, besides beans an potatoes,
s
type
tructitobacco
tob
n in
are ununder con_ tames,
-with- for ttle safetrof the public. ident of the club.
Icents- per pound.
this young life Committed to our trbasurer or the county agent. . I It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Lincoln'county,'
in their spring garden*.
asaassarasesosanartal:::.•?t:,
.4t.:10991:.
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Assurance that Calloway county's lime crusher and quarry
would be operated throughout the
year was given by tiarth
TaraAnd the Trade Orders are containing .to be
uson, Kentucky Commissioner apf
_ •xtremely populat. Hundreds of dollars 'worth of
Agriculture, following his 151t
food and clothing and other commodities have
here Thursday, March 18. Celle:
been purchased by our subscribers in Calloway
way farmers, through this project,
county with these orders, one of which is given,
are saving as much as $1.00 per
with each dollar paid on aubscriPtion in the county. _
ton for lime, in addition to the
benefits they reeeive from the govWe are glad to report that our list of new
ernment program and from crop
subscribers during this big, rare special offer, is •
improvement.
still growing. Thirteen have joined our family of
After an inspection'df the unit in
readers since last Thursday. We are getting them
the sot-it/least part or the county,
every day./
_Mr. Ferguson told the Murray
•
Chamber of Commerce that the
Don't delay—time is growing short. Just a
state tractor'and crusher would be
little More than four Weeks left. Better hurry!
ready to resume operations Monday, March 29, and that the unit
would probably be operated vetthout interruption for the year.
Calloways'*lirne project has been,
rade Orders Given
described by government officials
on These Merchants
as one of the best in the, country.
quarry
employed,
to
CCC labor is
Merchinctise
orders
given
the rock and prepare it for the
with Ledgeaskaa'imea. Sgbsrripcrusher. Theostate,sigriculture detions in Calloway county will
Respected Citizen Of Faxon Compartment provides the crusher, the
be issued to and including April
munity Is Genuinely Mourntractor, and .the operators. The
1st on the following eligible
ed by Many
county agents and the Farm Bumerchants. Ones order is given
reau' supervise the handling and
with each and every dollar paid
"Uncle Jimmy" Garland, one of
distrnatitiora of the nme to the
on a county subscription and
- fanners. The Murray Chamber of the best 'coevals and most influenyou can have your choice of the
„Commerce assisted in organizing' tial citizens of- the northeast secmerchants below.
./sthe unit and in arranging for the tian of Calloway county passed
Whoever it is issued on will
opening of -the quarry. away last Friday at his home near
honor in full, just the same as
Farmers cooperating in the soil Faxon of .complications, following that much cash.
conservation program obtain lime a three weeks illness. Mr. GarGroceries
at the quarry at 75c per ton, which land, who *is .71 years old, had
Tolley & Carson
s is the _actual cost of .the aoyalty, lived in that, same neighborhood
Kroger Stores
gas and oil for the tractor, dyna- all his life and was known by- all
Murray Milk Products Co.
mites and board and room for the as a man of the finest attributes.
Shroat Brost
20Q0
Approximately
operators.
Besides has widow, Mrs. Martha
Gas and Oil
crashed
have
_been
. tons of lime
Garland, alarge family survives
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
is
of him. It includes four daughters.
this winter. The lime rock
Clothing
T-high atuility, testing over g, per Mrs. ,tarrie
Hicks, Mrs. Becky
Lerman Bros.
cent pure lime.
Walker, Mrs. Amble Willoughby
National Stores
Mr. Ferguson said that this was and Mrs. Elva Dyer; four tons,'
W. T. Sledd &
the only crusher in. the state that Bert and Arthur, this county;'Fred
'Regal Dress Shop.
had been permitted to operate and Johnny of Corinth. MississipT. 0. Turner
through the winter. He described pi; a sister, Mrs. Josie Robertson
J. E. Littleton. Hazel, Ky.
setup as very efficient and ex- and four brothert Amos. taither,
If. I. Neely & Son. Hazel, Ky.
pressed the belief that the pro- William and John Garland, all of
Miseellsenous
, ject could be continued indefinite- this county. Also surviving are 12
Superior Laundry & Cleaners
ly..
grandchildren and three greatModel Cleaners
R. H. Vandevelde & Co.
grandchildren.
Boone Cleaners.
Although he neVer joined a
Capitol Theatre
chureh, Mr. Garland expressed a
preference for the Church of the
Latter Day Saints.
Fungral services, attended by an
unusually large crowd, were conP. M. McNutt Fined $100 on ducted from the Center Ridge
Charged of Possessing Untaxed
church Saturday afternoon at two
Liquor; M. C. Cook Held.
o'clock by the Rev. J. H. Thurman. Burial was in the Hoopea
A fine of $100 and costs was graveyard.
Public-Spirited Farmer Seeks Elecf
levied against . P. B. McNutt. Cal. tion as Magistrate in
loway county, Manday,• on a
That District
.
untaxed
possessing
-charge
of

)S
.D
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"UNCLE JIMMY"
GARLAND DIES

dise to
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SATURDAY SET FOR
TOBACCO TAX.TALK

T

/mien

Our French Friends 1
Crave Our Tobacco

FRED BROWN DIES
FOLLOWING WRECK

Murray Hi Class
Forms New Club t

•

SHERIFF KINGINS
DESTROYS STILLS

L A. BURKEEN IN Message To the Citizens of Calloway
ANNIVERSARY OF
WADESBORO RACE County on Local Option Election CCC CAMP PLANNED

MRS. J. S. M'CLURE
OF BRANDON,-DEAD

-0.-et•etti-ew

City_ Officers Say
Skating Must-Stop

Phil Cutchin Named
Tiger Court Captain

Young Business Men
To Honor Racehorses

i

L=

,Farm Bureau Makes
Timothy Hay Offer 4-H Club Council
To Meet April 3
•
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I Sults
earpeneeriag Li) Paducah.
65 Women at WI),A Sewing Center
Demme
Jee mos- Ramsey and
Han o fixed Mrs Nanney String.
Male 74J0 Garments in Two Weeks,ers
chinmey recently. They put

College Campus To
Clinic Hospital Notes I
Have Parking Area

Not in Book

sin a new. Dre back and straightand-buttens as well. The- 'county ened -the' arrhes
the rent on the building. and
"Thou art the man." 2 Sam. 127.
Exhiiiit of Work Done Bx . Pafse
the-- cier paasr the heat and
March 'lilies in my yard have
1-ocal Group Will B.W.
held their beantiful yellow blooms
liaht
Held in Near Future
The •Sewing Center le rearming ebeye the sleet three years handan exhibit of its work soon. Misseeuntonge
unpretentious .
-sios bat sowVac .. _1 have. bested
,
Ine tenrknas Pr°4ee,l.en
; -.1%-lrell
e-eilaspr-Tlf-Ehrtnent will be -disislayed. ing here this egasone ,e,
Ed Jones and his. mother. Mrs
(
,' and" the, dressmaking and sewing
but
by other agencies. 1111-1,
•
, experts of •Murray can drop in to Bell Jeties. were -in Murray shopat
enniene nnd le women _meted
look .0seer the stitches, and inspect ping 'Saturday, March 13.
ardeellV- mws °:
rill/eh" the buttonholes. The exact date I . Pelts. rbt9We; Schroeder and chiles, nee third,(Moe La the bedding,
rdwar-d,
- ---Lruzter -Mitt--Tarnes
4."1"""
"
tb•' ''later along with the location
n7 ee are recovering from measles.
mg gime have been turning out
-Talmage Sims is up from the
43.etv.v
.
11 760 and 1000 • garments
measles. His mother. Mrs. Myna.
every awe
lriES 1,o- clothe the
McClain is expecting to take them,
nee
need, Sal Calloway courdyi Hun- '
'The fiord eeeth not as man
dredge-4er garments are made on ;
see h: for man looketh en the out--earderetresertecernsertearie
appearance,
war
; er with light showers.
tributes, throughout the state.
looketh on the heart." I Sam, 46:7.
J. D. Jones planted p.Aotoes on
Melt the Murray Sewing CenCedar Crest. I missed your fine
ter, • WPA project under the sup- March 12.
letter last week.
_ Some gardening has been done
emesios of Miss Elaine AWL
TOY Jones has' been engaged in
•11....
0
transporting cars that we:e
M;re tobacco beds have - been Paducah to Michigan,
heea
°Phddahick
;, the
a sown Isere than in the past severall
bour
dhve
sliach
schont
Ahall' ha
rh
or
ysillit'I; whoearpenterillil
merr-Bers"Of"t&Tler iros-e- Their ; yeaft '
in Paducah. was here Sunday to
machines. and listen while santRobert Huekeen built a brooder
Visit his family.
one Shows the proper method of s house far Mrs. Alice Burkan last
el hate every false sway." Psalms
a particular bit of sewing or week. •
119:104.
pattern cuttang, Each has her
"Wickedness proceedeth from the
- 111u-din flyers has returned tome
Notebook into which is jotted the wicked." I Sam. 2413.
after ves.iting .relatives near KirkMrs. Pearl Sims and little daugh1110m:dins of the lesson.
sey.
Cloth isoprovided by the state; ter. Mary Frances. of Benton Route -e
-Atl-eead--a-Ki.ngse4s4a.-e4h
hnd In ermunting j.s matte
5. are visiting her parents, Mr.
Old Glory
and Mrs.. J. W. Jones here. Mr.
cacti yard e it and for the-illte

President James al Richmend
the committee
has authorized
which has' made plans for a packine egrea on the campus to have
the work begin, according to R.
E. Broach. a member of the csornWtiffee. 'The parking space will be
'
,
• .constructed between the walks
. leading, to the south and east entrainees a the liberal arts building
'ainde - Will take care of 25 or 30
cans. Parking on the pavement
will be aiscontinued, and cars will
-beixtiretr- rming north tit the Said
-area.- 'Work will begin in a few
deo," said Mr. Broach.

••••••••••14.......

sr.

--------of
xter announce the arrival of Hubert hays, a well kithesn singer
'of Tennessee, will conduct a tinga bilF pound son born Tuesday.
which -.will continue
Voris Gresham, of the Farris ing school
week et 7 o'clock
• Machiee Shop, is under treatment 'throughout the
Homer Peck, Edmonton, Ky, was
each evening. All singers over the
for an injured foot.
discharged Friday following treat-,
county are cordially invited to .at- Duster Neese. Parts, Tenn., is tend this rare treat in your midst.
silent. •
injured
an
for
treotment
Sampson Schroeder, Almb, was under
H. B. Neale, who was stricken
shoulder,
eliosharged Monday.
with a severe stomach trouble
W. M. Kemp, Paris, Tenn., was
first of the week, has been very
dieehargeci from the Clinic Hosill but is reported at this time as
pital Sunday following treatment.
WATCH RUNS 4 YEARS, 8
very moth improved.
STO,PriNG
N. W. Lyons was helmeted last
MONTHS BEFORE
Mr. and .Mrs. J. L. Norsworthy,
Thursday for treatment.
, •
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gordon of
prominent
T. L. Suess was admitted blist
EllArl Douglass.
eeenaed warn visitors of Mr. and
Frisiay.
farmer of near Penny, told the
Mrs. John. Culver Supday.
Harlan Easley, -near Farmington.
Ledger & Times Mondays_ of
The ,Rev. Blankenship filled his
underwent a tenailesperatiun inhis watch.* 11 jewel Eigin, that regolOreappeintment. here Sunday
had run without stopping for -4 at 11 o'clock. A large crowd eats
Mitchell Cunningham, Murray, is
years and 8 months. In this
in attendee-S.C.
length of time the 25 year old
undergoing treatment for an inLL16y Miller and Mr. and
each
wound
was
jured Shoulder.
piece
time
.
Claude Miller and family
MIS.
wind-.
In
Douglas.
night
by
Mr.
Miss Charlune Henry. Buchanmoved to Paducah. last week. Mr.
an, - Tenn., underwent a nfaisor
ing it the 1794 time the main
and Mrs. Louie Clark, who resided
.ing siarekee.
t Del s
Tuesdair-44tosemesit-itleosi,
lengthy duration the time piece
W. M. Martin. Hazel, was adaccompanied them.
mitted Tuesday for treatment.
was very accurate and was
Nearly all the men at this neighMrs. Elmer Hutson, Hazel, was
never- off tithe more than a few
borhood attended fourth Monday
seconds. Isn't this some record
admitted Monday for treatment.
in Murray-Weekly Header.
ottyeevidehre Cent -yes--heel'
ton, was admitted Tuesday for it?
It pays to read the elamilled ads.,
treatment.
,
Mrs. Nanney Pace, Hardin. was
admitted Tuesday for treatment. •
Mrs. J. D. Wilson. of 'near MurKorean, Kobe, Tenn. 76, derkea
ray, underwent a- tonsil operation
Ample stock from old reliable proBeginning Sunday. March 28, at sewer t4 right prices. Write
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dudley Dumas noon - at the Church of 'Christ, J. B. Lucas, Fraiiklin, Ky.

Brook's Chapel

District Court of The
„.linited Staies_
Western' District of Kentucky
At Paducah

.

•-• liie IN TI1E MAPIER OF
Bryan E.
Regulations fall to krovidu
1
for emergencies like this, RoZoOriefiefor. Rafelthug Su."35
19th day of March, 1937,
Karns explains when it haepens in
.ciereiwie:. movie adaptation of on considering the bankrupt's petiBooth Tarkington's famous comedy, tan for discharge heretofore filed
at the Capitol 'Theatre Sunday Sad in • the Clerk's Office of this
Menday. Eleanore Whitney's the _Chart- .
girl.
IT „IS ORDERED by the Court
_. _ .
_ that a hearing be had thereon on
the 13th day of May, 1937, us open
Curt --at Louisville. in said dis1
ttrice
the houe -of 10 oesiock a.
- in.. 'and aft known creditors mid
Patients admitted to the Mason other persons in interest are diMemorial - Hospital' during' the past rested , then and there to appear
week:
and show cause, if any they have,
Miss .Suzanne. SnOole,- Murray; why the prayer of the said nettMrs. Ada Outland is new with Elbert Lemon.,Benton; John Willie trifler for .discharge shall not be
her daughter. Mrs. Coeie Phillips Mitchell; Oscar; here_ a; caisson, granted. A Copy of this order shall
• .-ifter spending the winter with an- Murray; Mrs. Richard Helmontoler, -be .published at least 30 'days bes
• slier daughter. Mrs. Carl Farris Of Benton; Ben Purdom. Murray; Mrs. here the date of said heating in
, Providence.
Elgin , Underwood, Murray; Baby one issue of The Ledger & Times,
Mr.• and Mrs. E. D. Winchester Wilma Josephine -Warren. Lynn i -newspaper printed in said district; and the Clerk of this Court,
ere the parents of „a son born Grove; Rudy .ilertege .Ssrhes, Berl
'
March 13. The infant has been ton: John Tom Miller. Murray; lilt least 30 days hedeifiThe date of.
earned Joe Pat_
John James Freeland, Buchaniva mid hearing, will notify all known
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Adams of 8enn.; Hal Lawrence. Part. Tenn.; Creditors and other parties in inMurray, *heated little Doris June, Rob 'Roy Hicks. Jr. Springville, terest, of said hearing by mailing
Parker at .her grandmother's, Mrs. Tenn.; Mrs. Fred Kibbler. Dreeden, to them copies of this order ad!Cure Parker Of Cherry, Sunday Tenn.: Wayne -Ray. 'Parise Tenn.; ares:sed to them at their places of
fternome.
•
- Mrs. Mark Elkins, New Concord: residence as disclosed by the recChat. N. Parker, Napoleon Park- Othal Smith, Paducah; Novice ord or otherwise ascertained by
and _Unsay o•f. St.- Louis, Mo. Freelence
Paris, Tenn.; .wiena the Clerk.
.
'HAMILTON. Judge
ee.egfsected to spend Easter here. Francis Starks. Hardin; Mos. James.
Mr.' and Mrs. Ofus. Gilleland and Sanford McClure, New Concord... 'I-• S.)
• .
Dales- vSsited in Tenn.-cc,. Lut, --Patient
s -dismissed - during- „,
tde
_A Ne.
C
"4)/
T.7Bettle3
khatm
:. Clerk.
.
.
week end.
•
past week:
'Misses Ernestine Phillipe is
Mrs. Hubert
Murray; P'
spending -this week- -ea-Murray BarbeonrGis
Givens,
'C-Povid
aerriwnence
m7mrs PY C. -1N-- •Wilst-DAI;kitY''
' -Citrk.with her meek. Bryan Phillips; and H. B. Peeler and baby. Eddyyille;
(or
Saturday
COY'S
sent
to
Topcoat
Any Suit cr
Wm.- S. Colson. Murray; Mrs. Por. any) inorning will be returned that evening.
James Fkiwel Huey visited-his ter White arid tab,Murray; Chas.
-ister,'Wet...tenses Bucy of Murray, Darnell, Golden Pond;- Miss SuzWestern',,Distriet of Kentucky
SiiITS and TOPCOATS
Saturdey night.
At Paduesh
mine. -Snook: Murray; John TOM
Cienned and Pressed ...
James W. McCuisten of Detroit, Miller. Milner sliaby Keys, Mute
.
:s -expected to arrive home 'some. ray; Rudy Siress. Benton:- Roger . IN THE MA.TTER OF .Joe Haf.
CleanBeld and
,Mr. end Mrs. sCarl Far.ris had Brow; Blaze; Bay Pratt. Inek
Overby.
Bankrupt. No. 3610
•1fed
ATS
ock
98
aes their dinhes Wessel -Sakurdiri..Ciaside ilaseunisat.
On the -19th day . of March. 17,
Hickman; I
Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland and ter Chilton. 'Hiclutan; Baby Wilma _on considering the bankrupt's peson Dale.
•
- .
J. Warren. Lynn Grove; Mrs. °Hal tition for discharge heretofore filed
'e Mr. and Mrs..t.ucish Riding and Smith, Paducah; Miss Carmel Mill- in The Clerks Office of this
children and Mrs. Sesie. laserter Cr, McMinnville, Term.; Wayne S. Court-sotts...y.hetedeaneepaducah Saturday and Ray Pail, Term_ ,
IT. IS ORDERED by, the , Cola(
.
_:.
3w.rla,.
be leall-e. ins-en
' for a short visit.
the 13th day 'of May. 1937. in open
Court .at Louisville. in said ,disNorth Fifth'Street
. o'clock a_
Read the Glanville/1 teetums.
trics. at the
- tors end
--- ass
egieethspereens .rn - in eat' are diWhC‘ther 'you use pasteurized I retied then and there to appear
milk or raw milk you should know la1dshost cause, if any they have,
of the surroundings of the dalry
,the prayer of the said petidairies that produce the milk you
ed for discharge shall not be
.cores-tune.
ghanted. A' copy of this order
.
If you use Grade A 'Raw milk shall be - published at least 30'days
yi.sie . your- dair-yman and see . if before the date of said hearing -in
you' are pleased with. the manner one issue of-'The Ledger & Times.
•
the milk is handled. The Grade A a - newspaper printed in said disRaw dairies are: F: C. Holland, 9. trict. and the Clerk of this Courts
SeWall. Gatlin Clopton, Mrs. J. S. at least 30 days before the date of
Pullen ,mid- TE-M:-. Miller. said hearing. will notify all known
If you use pasteurized milk visit oreditore and other • parties ,in ttt..
all cethe dairies that furnish the terest of mid hearing -by mailing
Milk Plant-- with. raw roar --'he- to them copi•es oefethis - -order- -admilk from these .dairies- is .poured dressed to them en their places
'together and 'pasteurized,. there- of residence --ae disclosed by the
fere, yeti- use milk from - all the record or otherwise aecertaiaed by
e Clerk. •
follOwtngf A. B. Lassiter. If. W
Jetten, Hail' Hoed, Irwin
ELWOOD HAMILTON judge.
and
1936
1935
1934
Rhodes. sGrava Cool. Malcolm 1L. S....
Harrison. 'Graves Co.), Dr.. Will A.Cipy
Usod Cars from
COWS FY016
1•04.911t
Meson's farm -in Tennessee. near .W. T. Beckham, Clerk.
Wm**umus Co." from
Clievroi•t Doeleo,
-Hazel. Raymond Workman, Lynn By C.- -P. Wilson. Deputy Clerk.
- Grove. Mr.e. Jetton, Hugh Gingles
and Lexie Ward. .
.
BUY NOW FOR
leel 4 tflealit4eLET #114-- 4924-CHEVROLE3 0.44 11
We invite the public to
r.0nit tee:ern-ens
-Nee tires, „Dena miles.
REASONS
THESE
appearance is. very smart
Intl give new ear performthese &drive and see if you'
nd attraeUreseellerry, an - -Sake. its roomy- Maher
supply.
Western District of Kentucky
body provides big car rid- ,
money---bye sate
Calloway County Heattb-.apt,
At Paducah
ang-eameanderelerfateirTS,
repair bills on.
avoiding
Iln fine condition--mechan1929 CHEVROLET COUPE
present
car.
your
kally and in
IN "THE MATTER OF - Robert
-Nee tires ;Jai License. in
appearance e
.... excellent stM . A
Wallis- Key. Bankrupt No. 3590.
12
s
tires
2
Have
good
*sterilise- at
-- lelsref'ttEtelltOLET e'en-PE
-01i--41tejleth-STariit March.' 1937;
dependable, battery-,A.aceviceablelay in good
1934 ssTANDARD CIILCROon considering the _bankrupt's peLET. (41A4-13e-Act today is - - shape. Will give you quaileasy starting.
tition for discharge heretofore filed
)ou aant ti.. buy a.. slightly --1-.* service and
$1
20
priced so low .,_._
in the Clerk's Office of this
6.94irs-cylinder( hevroiet
.3 Oct fun. choice of
Waldrop
By
Clara
it this bargain
.
CHEVROLET TRUCK
Courtass.ortment-all
fine
`0”-''''''
aria of . . ..
-Lone %sheet base,.ii good
IT IS ,ORDERED py the Court
-,
Ttu. Murray High School forensic
makes-all models.
rendition.
still
haid
anyC.;411E-TE
___
leek
CHEVROLET
a ilea iirle she had .- thereoa on
tearn havrebeen eery stiCcesaftrt this
'tiring- mid gtyr you esernee.
il*S'aip-Sieltiniffy- to
._
enjoy Chevrolet's famous • Priced
Year: • Members of the first teen* the 13thi day of May 7937. in open
4 Drive a car that's
at
heauty, performance and
are. nessetiee. Hugh MeElrath and Court at Leuisville, in-saidalisteict
guaranteed OK.
economy ales.this unprece1930 C HEVROLET COACH
Mary Nee Farmer; afirmatiVe. 0. at the- hour .of 10,eeclock a. m.,
like
ek-rited
price. Looks
_1hie motor is in. perfect
of
Take
advantage
5
Sparks' and Kathryn 'Outland. arid "all known creditors and other
nee An excellent
running sondition; !photo,
buy at
today's low prices
-The second team. negative. Noble -persons in interest are directed
• tete in emideeeinditioa, looks
Mahar:sal and Eleanore Gatlin; af- then'and there to appear and show
while they last.
194.
Only...
Feehatiee Martha Lou Harbereasel cause; if any -they hove.- why the
LET e 0 A C Hprayer of the 'said Petitioner for
Lexe
Act today if you
1934 (11FAROLLT
11.-±rry Jones.
want to . hey a
Sedan-It's Urea. meals; apel/urine the past week- the tetiens elatellesegisaff-eitt beogranted. A
holstery show no
slightly melt ilexyrti CITEWItei..er 14E-17e574
.tek, rder shell tts pubhave debated AIM°. Faxen,- Hasel eopy of.this
motor has been checked
-Deluxe *ix, wire 'wheels,
eylinder coach at
-Modeles before the
so lost a price. - and carefully tuned. Low
bilge roomy, cermfortable, deand 'Weittli. On the AlTho'-fienton lished- at.
Many extras, at
mileage, parked te, an "O.
pendable. Ltke new in evgleen, but. date of Fiiid- Hearing in one* iasue
tripOio
decisions
were
"an
by
K. That Countseseat a bars ery re4peet. Backed
001)on
other trips. except Heath, of The 'Ledger & Tenets e newsgain price
0. K. that counts."
•
our team' was successful. The de- paper printed in said distrirt.- and
Special price of
' of
baters are coached Iy 'Mr. W. 8; the Clerk of this Court, at - ieastsi
days before the date. Of saiti
Moser, .who Is a very - capabl
hearing, will notify all knowni
leader.
credis and other _partieLla„- in:
•tercet of said hearing by mailing
. Read the Classified AWL!
to them 'owlet of this order -adatiemed to them -at theii places of
cneees
residence asediselosed by the. rocesea or otherwise ascertained . by
- and
the Clerk.- • "..ELWOOD HAMILTON.
IL. S.
s s
first day
_Liquid, Tablets • Headache 30 -y-AttestoSalt
e.
NosThreps
Minutes
We-4 Maple Street
TELEPHONE 97
, W. T. Deckhanie-Clerk.
Mu
Try "Rub-My-Tisfm"--World's Bast
By' C. W. Wilson, Deputy Clerk.
!ailment

0, th,

Wv

_Ilospital_Nrws___

SUPER-SERVICE

Murray Route.5

Alt-Pressed up

LESPEDEZA SEED

Cedar- Crest News

Get

for Easter!
•
MODEL

BE A
MAN
certain that you look
your best

EL.1,y_qpp

SPECIAL ONE-DAY SERVICE

District
ct CoUrt of The
United States

80`
65c

H

A courteous attendant
Will check your oil .
if oil ,is needed, drain
-and refill- wtli--Dt&-MOND Z60-the heatresisting oil.

g.

I

Where Do You
Get . Your Milk? pi., i-iost,.:.. --_

TRAINED ATTENDANTS

"ELL SAVE YOU MONEY

,y-ipu want to buy
on any used
• if you'll s• me-this week!" •
-YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER

A LL

Super-Service at- It's time for new... .
tendants appreciate
the necessity of keeping GENERAL TIRES
your car in the best
condition possible.
The,

i

givea

you

1

Drive in ... fill Up with
al' tank of D-X high test
gas, so essential to high.'
compression engines.

BUY WHERE MILLIONS ARE BUYINGr rIi

'strict Court of The
niter' Sta$4.---

-pieesect--erttrr-keitffin

42°9

Whether it's an oil
change or just to'check
your your tires, our at-tandants are more than
willing to oblige you.

$475

$140

MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL

el9c, - ,.13-34

Guaranteed Long Wear
4:40x21 Special at . $4.85
4:50x21 Special at .. 5.25
4:50x20 Special at
5.25
4:75x19 Special at
6.00

S150

$430

$315

$320

Every Automobile
Service at One -Stop
... except major
mechanical
repairing

TIRES %.

$350

$475
raLyiBit

Modern, up-to-date
facilities, com b ined
with a trained staff of
men, enable us to prepare your car for all
types of driving.

111"110.

041
00..

tiffisstie

0
/a

°"45
••

tigga

ay
lpgs.tit e

1003
es10/

Come in today and
let us service your car
and get it ready for
spring driving.

2,019,839

1,425,209

1060,231

REASON!

5:50x17 Special at

tile

7.25

BUY NOW!

LIBERAL TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCES

it's constant care that, keeps,
your -ear in- the-best of furñing Condition. It -will al- ways be smart-looking, too,
if we are given charge.

Simonizing
Greasing
Polishing
Washing

ao

USED CARS ALL MAKES-ALL MODELSAT UNUSUALLY LOW PRICES

ess-

6w
eseramme.

OF

COLDS
FEVER

PORTER MOTOR CO.

,

Super Service Station

-Sseee.,.e.esee.ths-eneatres_e_temerositenwsteserMates eoleseesesstr.

esteassesellessere

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

sesse.;,tesees_
s

.0.

4
C.

to
•

-
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To Calloway County Subscribers of • • •

The LEDGER B TIMES
The Home Newspaper That Has Stood the Tests of the Years

REE
35c MERCHANDISE
ORDER
With Each Dollar Paid on
Calloway County
Subscriptions

11
11

Beautiful 497.50 Living Room Suite
Two Pieces Genuine Frieze Mohair

The Merchandi,se Order plan is the same as that used by The
Ledger & Times two and three years ago.

•

On Display al E. S. Diuguid & Son Furniture StOre-

44

For each and every dollar paid on a Calloway county subscription to The Ledger & Times, until further notice, we will give a FREE
ORDER good for 35c in trade, within 60 days from date a issue on any
merchant who is eligible at the time the order_is issued. &list of merchants on whom merchandise orders are being given will be printed
each week. Orders will be issued.on any particular merchant only
during the week or weeks which he is eligible.
The proposition is really simple. Frankly, it's a rebate 54-yotir
s'ubsdrPtion of more than one-third. You can buy anything an merchant the order is issued on has ... groceries, clothing, shoes, dry
goods, gasoline, etc ... and he will accept the order at full value---735c
. cash.
7gliaZ to4-xp1ain- anything that-1s
offer.

ANVII:te

Mr. Merchant:
• •
Merchandise orders will be issued each week
on any merchant of the subscriber's choice who has
an advertisement of the minimum size of 10 inches
in The Ledger & Times current at the time the or—„
der is issued.
We will redeem the Merchandise Orders' in
CASH. You do not have to take out the merchandise orders you take from our subscribers in trade
of any kind—either advertising or printing—we
will PAY YOU...CASH FORTHEM IN FULL.

_Sat., April 24,1937
To Some Calloway County Subscriber to
THE LEDGER & TIMES;
-

FREE

Ask-Us for Detads arOurOffice on North Fourth Street

As long as they
'LAST!

"Hi.story of Calloway County"
UR supply of these attractively printed and complete histories is
O
limited and we canAot promise that they will be given every subscriber for they cannot possibly last that long.
So come early, so you'll be sure to get your free copy of "The
History of Calloway County."

First come...first served. One copy to each subscriber
... as long as they last

11

Certified Circulation
• •
The Ledger & Times circulation has always
been a circulation of NAMES—not CLAIMS. We
have always quoted to advertisers the actual circu-lation—a true count of our subscription list.
The circulation of The Ledger & Times in
Calloway County ALONE is in excess of 2,400.
That is600 more than the circulation of any Calloway County newspaper before the Ledger & Times
was formed by a merger of The Murray Ledger
and The Times-Herald..

Come in today and we'll be glad to explain all the details of this
GREAT AND'UNUSUAL THREE-DECKER OFFER

The -Ledger & -Times..

,t
The Old Home Newspaper That Has Served Calloway County Faithfully for
More Than 40 Years
JOE Ti-LOVETT, Editor

-11
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useful gifts.
rigart.
The afternoon was spent In conLOther Dunn Jr., Glenn Valentine, Bill Hendrick.-- Joe Graves yersation
Refreshments were served.
Baker,. Buddy Valentine. Virginia
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Beach. and Betty Lou Beach
Raymond Edwards, Mrs. Ruby Edwards. Mrs. Tilden Edwards. Mrs.
Surprise Birthday Dinner
Susie Edwards and baby, Rex
C.1 -E
Friends and relatives gathered Dale. Mrs. Burgess Parker Sr..
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Har- Mrs. Tom Bell Sr.
1 Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
lon Nanney recently to celebrate
Mrs. Walter Edmonds. Mrs. C. D.!
afternoon each week.
Mrs. Nanney*s tand birthday.
Holt. Mrs. 011ie Mae Hendon, Mr.'
e---1
A delicious meal was served at and Mrs. Oury Hurt, Mr. and lira'
hour.
1.1.461.61•11P
Milus Hendricks, Mrs. Alice Rest-..-PlaseeenhannaSiL,41 1T-5-- Zeirta Cain thn noon
-Ms. and Mrs. Rudyter's_liorne.._
l
--"T
versation and kodaking
and son. Bclabie Joe.
- Hour: 7:30
the occasion
Those
present
for
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hurt and
Thinsda-e; Mali* 25
as follows:
baby. Ila Fay. Mr. and Mrs. LesGarden Club. Hosts: Mrs. In J. were
Mrs, .I03/13 Houston Will , enterKr and Mrs. Lee Bell and eo_n. ter Workman. Ehno Wililains, Miss
' H ti . Mrs.W
Caudill; Mrs
thr Magazine
.
einia in her I
Craw- Verna Mae Williams. Miss Robby j
tare
Wells OVerby, Mrs. Willie .Linn. - Glynn Dale. Mr. and Mrs.
'home- flour: 230'p. in.
..., ...
_1 7 _
ford Barnett, Mr. and Mrs. Tom- Sykes, Miss Maud Hendriek and
f..
mie. Mr and Mrs. Boyd Mizell Miss Sue Hurt.
Zrlikun-ASEILJ
ET and P. W..'s Club will have - Training School Withers' Club an
RUBY Der and-Bettli
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Its regular supper meeting. Hosts will, meet in the seventh grade Lou.
Lora Edwards. Mrs. Bertha Cul•
are Mrs. Ethel Bowden, Mrs. C. A. 'room with the Junior High mothMr. and Mrs Joe Nanney. Mr. pepper. Mrs. Joe Bruce VAlson,
-Halm Mrs T. P. Liesran- and Mrs- ers as hosts.
Wilson .3kr.-and. Nem
MsKanne_Y Antde_
- G. B. Scott is 'Subject. Teachia Children- To ter. Anna Lou. Mr. and Mrs. Euin Torn Linville. Mrs. Louis
B. 0. Jeffrey.711rrs.
Outland,
peogram T chairman.
Love Good Pictures, Bonk& and Bizzel, Mr and Mrs'. Ben Schroe- Mrs. Annie Falwell, Mrs. Ida Bucy;
Music. Appearing on the program der. Mr. and Mn, Wilburn Kelly. Mr. and Mrs. Smoot Hendrick, Mr.
.1Priday, March MI'
are Mrs. John Rowlett, Mrs. E. S.
Mrs. Julia Griffin and daughter, and Mrs. Otis Falwell, Mrs. Virdie
The Delta Department will have
Diuguld Jr., and Miss Deny Dorothy Lou. Mr. and Mrs. Har- Winchester, Mrs. Hilda Evans By-,
the April program on this date Hinkle.
azavi
nil
lon Nanney and daughter, Mary num, Tilden Edwards, Miss Rude
and will have as guests their chilA special display in the Art
Alice, "Uncle Lite" Duncan. Ervie Edwards. Mrs. 0. H. Hdliland,
dren and a few ethers. An Easter 'Room will be
cementer them.
Richard. Desiree Schroeder, Sam- Cartez Evans.
party for the youngsters is being
Hour: 230 p m.
mie Kelly. Jack and Joe Kelly,
planned. Hosts are
Mrs. Geo.
Hart, Mrs Zelna Carter. Mrs. HerMeets
E. G. and J. C. Chapman, Robert Home De
High School Day at the College.
man Doran, Mrs. „Wallace LassrAt Lowr, Haase
Herndon, Raymond Morris, Wilson
Many .students Jr-km.1_1W_ hear
- ter:-=Mrs. -"Leine - Carter's
and- LfiriniCeAutry
and towns will be guests_ of • the rhairress.
-Legal Knowledge" was the
home. Hour:, 2:30 p. m.
•Schroader,, Burlie Schroeder, WilCollege.
subject of a most interesting and
liam Howard Stone. Bruce and
helpful
program
given at the
The Book Group o: the AALTW
Mrs. Carlisle CuSetsie had guests William Hill. Catherine Hill.
March meeting of the Horne DeDuncan,
Elbert
Turner,
Allevel
Suzanne
will n-reet n, with Micefor two tables of *Mini ni .ber
partment on Thursday.
vin and Hollnee Hall. Inez and VelSinook. "'Yang- and Tin"' by Alice home on 'Friday alUrsb000.
Mts. C. S. Lowry graciously reda
May
Hale.
Kathleen
Hale.
Mrs.
Hobart tern be discussed
The prize for high 'Koine was
ceived the members in her home.
Tinnie
Colson,
Frances
and
James
won by Mrs. Wells Arise&
_She was assisted in entertaining by
itotardis, March 27
A' delectable salad -Oak was -Richard Bernett------. The Alpha Deparmient wel have
Vera Fulcher, Ariah Nanney, Mrs H. B. Bailey, Mrs. Arthur
served by the host.
- -.Farmer, Mrs. Luther Robertson,
-an open meeting including as its
Myrtle Chapman, Geneva Burkeen.
Playing were Mrs. Wells
and Mrs. John Ryan.
.. Pur. guests all members of the Murray
Zen& Bell Schoader. Gracie Nandom. Mrs. Zelna Carter, Mrs. Geo
A deinty Easter boutonnire was
Woman's Club: Mrs. Mary Lanier
Hart, Mrs: John. Miller, Mrs. Roy ney. Detid and Albert Nanney, green each guest upon arrival.
_Magruder will be guest. _speaker
and
Junior
Jalskson.
Afternoon
StewartChas. fire. Mrs. B.
Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft presided and
Place-Art room in the Training
visitors were Ray and Gartie Tur0 Langston. Mrs gutehin.
introduced the following speakers
Sc hoe!, bu.ldleg.
ner.
and Uteir subjects:
• • • •-•
Hosts: Min J H. Coleman Miss
"Laws That Safeguard Home and
. Mary Coleman. and Mrs.: C. L. Miller-Ishers• Wedding
Mr. and Mrs A. A. Daugherty
Asesesseed
'
Sharborlouen.
had guests for a buffet supper at Family". Mrs. C. H. Jones.
"Why Make a Will?", Mrg, N.
Announcement is made today 'of their home Thursday evening
Sunday, March 26
Hutson.
'Their guests were Mr. and Mrs. P.
the
marriage
of
Miss
Neva
Mille
t
;
Easter Services.
A pleasant social hour followed
of Mayfield. and licbert Johnson Mason McKeel. Mr. and Mrs. during which a spring salad plate
Thursday. April .1..
of Murray
The wedding loalli-!Charles Sexton. Ur. and Mrs. R. L. was served.
Delta Department will have an place NeaN`Mber 14 at. Metropolis,. Ward. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Turner
e e e
„
'
April Fool party including, is 111. bliss Elizabeth Clark and Roy Jr, ...
Mrs. M G. Carman enteetained,
Vents- *heir lintaialadif.. and a few liefffisaiti. --a -Paducah. were' the
Mrs. T H. Stokes had a few tea the Monday bridge club at her
Others. Committee:. Mrs. A. D. only attendants.
Ettitterworth. Mn: F. E. Crawford. 'The bride as the daugther •of guests ..on Monday afternoon at 5 home.
Mre.Ronald- Churchill, Mrs. Wil- Mr and Mrs. Dave Miller. She is o'cloeic to meet her 'housegueilk • •After the game, she had tea
bert Outland arid Mrs. Harry A graduate of Murray. Training Mrs.- Spencer Martin of Kansas guests in compliment to Mit-Anna
Brdsch
School and Murray State College.. Ca. Mo.. and Mrs. N Brockerman Hire, who is a guest of Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Hire. .
The -groom. son of Mr. and Mn of Bostsan. Masa.
W • • • •
They were enroute to .the east
J. E. Johnson. is employed at the
and stopped for a short stay in C. W. Watson Honored
Cobb Hotel. .
I the city.
With Dinner
Mn Joe T Lovett, Editor

nereeense-Pfab

elven.

.e

t6, 1937.

Phone TM,"Please

T

• •

Miss Betty Lou Beach
. Entertained Ois Birtiday.

Mies Daisy • Hinkle entertained
with. an. informal meepUren.st her
enapartment following the recital of
Mic(Iletty Lou Beach was
te
.rtained Saturday. March 20. with Mien Vaginialee'Thomson end KM
a party ilionoring her seventh Margaret Marshall. The later. two
• , were honor guests.
birthday:- .•
Spring Meant- added a Pretty,
Clever .gaines furnished entertainment for the guestmavith prizes colorful note to,. the apartment.
Included were parents of the
for the winners., .
The hcnoree received many love- honorees. Mr. and Mrs. Therrison.
and Mr. arid- Mrs. Marshall. Mrs..
17" gifts. .-^.
Refteshinents were served from C. S. Lowry. Profesor Price Doyle.
the dining table decorated - to car- Prof. and Airs.• W. H. Fox. Prof.
ry out the Eaeter-nriotif.
and Mrs. R. C McGavern.
--Thete present were Jane Jones. -111465 :tlara Crawford. lefisi Elaine
BettY Jo Gooch.'1 Avenel' Farmer.. Crawford. Mr. and Mrs'P. W. OrdCharlotte Bomar. Betty Ann Val- way. Mass Mayrelle Johnson, Miss
entine. Ruby Parrigan.
Daisy Hankie, And Flinyd McClure.
. Betty Ann Smith. Jean Parrigan.
• • - • •
' Euva Nell' Thurman, Bonny Lee Mr. And Mrs. Raymond Edwards
King His. Marie Parrigan. Mary
-Given Shower
Travis Willard, Betty , Jean- Thur."- . .
. .
i. Mee Hugh Hurt entertained
Min.
-Mary -Jane Dunn. Jacqueline with a "household .shower SaturKendle. Margaret /Jean Humph- oar March - 13: in honer of., Mr.
reys. June Hendric - Martha Jean arid Mrs. Raymond- Edwards. '
tie
'Baker LeDen Mere
Elmer Par-'honorees received many nice and

1

I

1

La Vithite Beaixty
Shop
Peoples savings Bank

Ai
held
day.

1

-,Social -Calendar

BENEATH' YOUR EASIER
150NNET" Have a Truly Flattering
•
Hair Dress
CALL NOW FOR YOUR
EASTER-PERMANENT
OPERATORS
Demos Futrell
Maybelle Score. Miller
PHONE 199

M. 1
Ht

l

Children and grandchildren of
C-. W: Watson surprised him with a
dinner last Sunday in honor of his
61st birthday.
The day was pleasantly • spent by
the honoree,and guests and all his
children were present except .Mrs.
Emery Hook and family of Ecarse.
Mich. Mr. and Mrs. Hook and son
Vanier have bought a home in
Eccrse where Mr. Hook has a poRutin with the Great Lake Steel
Co.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs
Bryan Staples and son. Rob Lindell, Mr. and Mrs. Hansel Ezelle
and sons,. Taz Watson and Doris
Earl, Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Watson
and sons. Dwight Ineven and Bobby
Gene. -Mr. and Mrs. Udell Watson
and son.-Jerry Dwain.

sider
gran
was
Soul
Sp
tan
rs.
Mrs.
- tin,

Join the Hundreds Who are Saving Here!
Thin t Mass Seeing-This-Group of law

Easter Frocks
Every Dress Individually Styled and Priced
at only...

You Save $1.50 to $3

THANK YOU!
'err made'-.tie opening a wooderfal sere-ens.. tried Seemed-11y to thank eaeh and every
in.. of yen ;Rho dropped in. in them I want te repeat my appreciation of their visit.
rei to those I nes unable rei see let me use this method of slum in; my awn-et-Melon.
lAr're in new. !spacious. welt lighted quarters new, and no matter. *bet the sprint
I ignitions demand. ee hive it es match, any budget. We shall always hold our custom
of p1701111111 quality at unusually low price's.
- MILS. G. B. scow.

Last Minute Shopping Notes
_
A

new Purse•
as TO1P-41I . . .

New Silk Frocks
New
Spring Dresses
$2.98

•

69c .

TOUR ENTIRE
• ENSEMBLE
'as low as a

- NEW

$5.14'

GLOVES
New Washable Doeskins
you prefer (-ALF. or KID. -Notice anyeay,
,
hand-stitening.•

mo he
hoick ettereet
piPior. nen ddsiddsSnlect from Mark. brown. nag
ot the newen beige and: cop,
pers.

the

REGAL
SHOP

popular shade for the new Spring Season is included in this
vast showing!

Save on These New

SPRING COATS
Here are coati without equal for style and
Materials-at such a ridiculous. low_pricel
Positively a savingn of'62 to $3 cm these coats
,--Compare and he _convinced! ,

$6.95 value for

"Neva-Wet" Processed

CREPE ZUKI
PRINTS

. *4'95'

* STRAWS * FELTS
Every New Spring Style
2 Thrilling Groups

98c

$1.9

Pretty, intriguing new spring models.
in a vast selection . . felts, stra
and ribbon styles. Compare--you'
-find you save 50e-to $1.50 on theee
spring hats.

Moisture-repellant. mildeanresistant, ,perspiration, spot and, stain resistant. All these features
at no extra cost. A marvelous, soft washable.
non-slip crepe in a Vast selection of lovely new
spring priers.' This silk fabric is. different and, '
the raindtpps are laughed away 'by these gay'
and inspiring patterns. YARD

Every New Style in

Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping

SPRING
SUITS

Women's

FOOTWEAR

$9.95
Straps, Pumps, Ties, Oxards ... White ,
Black and Colors

• Plain or Sports ,
• Double and Single
100 per cost An Wool

SUITS
$12.95
• Worsteds

$14.95

SAVE 50c to $1.00 a Pair!
Other styles
•-.yr,-r-1-1:-• • . .

5-95

LONG PANTS
ATT sizes included . . . Juniors
and Students

•

1

• Serges

Boys' New Easter

SUITS -

Patents, kids and combinations. Noveliete will you find a greeter
selection of spring rtyles at such a remarkably low pride. Arch
supports included.
P

at

Values to $1.00

Men's Dress
_ Shirts
.White. solid col&Trillitaila
avella rfd
. selection of attractive patterren.
,.
-perfect:A tti g
collars, a feature value in this sale

WORK SHIRTS

Colonial Room

MEN'S DRESS HATS

"Murray
Most Beautiful
Dining Room -

SLIGHTLY SOILED
sin. eft...a
•.
Narrow or broad tainie 'entitled- Tarn felt
bats. For the man who wants a hat, for
work. Browns. greys, blanks, navies. Lea.User sweat bands. This is relilly a bargain.
You'll have to come early far-best selection._

r
ri7pulisr puce's f r rn,
rTIOVeg the Antiwar of the
hotel dining room. The CAL oniel Dining Room of the
N*-.'y National" prides Iton- its lonely appeiroments and as
fine cuisine. appesiegle served,-

•

All Head Sixes,
Made to Sell
for $1.98, now

75c
Mee

n _.._

Noon and Evening

•

•

98c

MZ11'; NEW %PRIM,

OXFORDS
Genuine Goc;Ci- $1.98

„New National Hotel
ELZABETH DUMAC

Ease
Al

Th
Bapt
meet
lace
Th
al, q
- byel
Anionsii
11. Pr
Mrs.
Hour

96"

THEN TO THE

IWO for

Ci
Miss
Huff
Beal
Mi
read
Peen
pray
• ?di
estin
ards1
Mi
Wall
Beal
Mi
tentl
ity,
vette
Ti

Every

Spring Silks

To Church' First.

Dinner

Citel
,se MI

$8.95_

All sizes

The'BRING-A-GUEST' arm, r

MRST SCOTT'S NEW

Plain or Fur Trimmed

A SENSATION IN

Miss Jo Robertson entertained
her bridge club at her home on
Dieselay evening.
- Contract was enjoyed • and afte-rwards a pretty party plate was
served.
Members , present were _Miss
Madge -14itterson. Miss Mary Frances Johnson. miss Jane *ay. Miss
MOIneeWincisate-hillits_Sue
Purdien.
Miss Margaret Overby. Mies Iso.11-e Waldrop,- Miss Larielle Siress.
Mies Marilyn -Munn 'Mina Edwien
Hinton, Mies - Jo Robertson. -"MN:Mar-the Robertson substituted for
nt,:ne Eleanaire Gatlin

at Mrs. Scott's

intrc
C. A
and
ant:In
A
frest

Save $2.00 to $5.00 on These

And.„your

Hose

Cl
Miss
day
Lesli
Den!

• Princess Styles
•Swagger Models
• Full Lengths
• Three-Quarter Sports

15c

The Garden department will
meet_ ext Thursday. April 1. at the
inane of Mrs. George S. Hart at
2:30 o'clock.

was

Sea

COATS

• 16-inch SHIRTINGS
• Fast Colored PRINTS
• New ROMPER CLOTHS
• 36-in Bleached Dosseses
• 36-in. CRETONNff
• 36-in. BROADCLOTHS
• sheer Figured DIMITY

$1.98

Trnin

Matched with
Gloves
as.low
$1:04/
And a new
as low, as.
And a big •
bushy Flower

All
Sizes

10c

Miss Jo Robertson Is Host
To Club

,e•

EXCITING LOW PRICES ON SMART
SPRING

• Fine Fast Color Prints
• High Grade
• Sheer Printed Dimity
• 36-in. Pajama Cheeks
• Crisp Sheer Organdy
• Fast Color Swiss Lawns
• 32-in. Cheek Gingham&

.95

Mt
repn
cieti

Manager.

Actual Values
to 79c

49c

The Country's Greatest Values in Guaranteed Work
Shoes
Full

elknuppers in black and brown, best
compeeritloh soles or lesither soles. The shoes
you've wanted. Choose from 12 styles in
these sensatioisal work shoe values. Plain or
- rubber heels-leatherchliteptst.oeA-lhlesielzeps.lates.

lenperfectenaketlie.ac_ahiren, liee.v.v. coverts. _
fine... yarn chambray and Defiance. cloths
Two large ideated pcicgets; extra full cut.
with -Ormsby of buttons. Buy them by the
dozen. It's a knockoled.

Watch Our Windows for Newest Styles and Murray'sGreatest Values!

NATIONAL STORES coRD

I'•
packs, Braun.;

SAVE Sw

Murray, Kentucky

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

4.

Is•

-
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Myrtle_ Wall, Mrs. Rpbert Jones,
Mayor Neville Miller of LouisvilieTCLAUDE ANDERSON TO
Mrs. Clete Farmer, Mrs. Nova
issued a joint statement Monday
ASK FOR RE-ELECTION
Douglass.
terming "att-down" strikes unlaw_ ....
. Mrs. Luther - Dunn, Miss Eliza
ful
and urging workers throughout
When chapels ring with Easter
Claude Anderson, psepent tax
Spann, Mrs. Alton Barnett, Mrs:
the state to refrain from taking commissioner, told The
Participants in the district and
. themes;
Ledger 8/M. E. Zone Meeting Held
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & A.
Ronald Churchill, Mrs. Shipley,
part in them.
'Ti. mother knows what Easter state musical contests. to be held
Times today that he weuici rnioire M.js called to meet at its hall on
Here Tuesday
LOUISVILLE, Ky.t_etferch 23„
Mrs. Katie Covington,'Mrs. Wells
in Murray March_ 28 and 27, enter.
means
formal
statement
that
"as
warned
announcement soon for his Thursday night. March 25 at 7
The
'Governer A. B. Candler and
Purdom, and Mrs. Lassiter.
.
An all day Zone Meeting was
Who gave. of life, 'twas hers to tamed the student body of Murmuch as we would regret the nec- re-election. of the office he now o'clock. Work in F. C. All Maseru;
e
ray
State
musical
College
with
a
held at the M. E. Church on Tuesgive;
essity for such action-in the event holds.
urged "to be present.
Mettle Belle Hays Missionary
day.
Who bore a cross that I might live. pregrarn under the eerecticin of
they (workers) do occupy property
After
due
consideration
and adJake Dunn, Mtiss -Society Meets
Prof.
Price
of
Doyle,
the
head
No solemn prayer, nor fervent cry
-they will Tie immediately remov- vice from friends over tile county
Mrs. Max Hurt, zone leader. pre,
- C. H. Redden, liser•Sibry
music
State,
Murray
department
of
ed therefrom."
sided over the well planned proThe Mattio Belle Hays circle of A wish might pilot through the
Mr. Anderson states he will be a
4
on Monday morning, March 22, in
sky
Expressing themselves as "anxi- candidate again.
gram of the day. The devotional the Methodist Missionary Society
Johnson county
farmers who
auditorium.
the
college
aus_to maintain._ . friendly rela.was led by Mrs. Ellis Paschall of met Thursday evening. March 18, could tell to you, Oh! Mother-dear
Wortd --W-ar- veteran -and ptipe--have-ettileel and blond -tested their
Oliver Hood ,a student at the
tions between capital and labor
South Pleasant Grove.
.at the home of Mrs. Roy Farmer How.much I've missed you through
ular gentleman
MAN
WANTED for Rawleigh
throughout the poultry flocks are getting a 10the
proTraining
opened
School,
the
year.
May.."
Governor
and
Chandler
Speakers of the day were Mrs. with Mrs. John. Farmer and Mrs.
county, Mr. Anderson has faith- cents a dozen premium price.
Route of 800 families. Good prof- or Miller
entitled
clarinet
with
solo
a
gram
,in
their
statement,
urged
l
iarrell Cooper of Paris. Term., Garnett Jones assisting hosts. Miss
fully served his office and it is
its for hustler. We train and help
mediations as a means of . settling
rs. Nina MeLatin, Paris, Tenn., Lola Clayton Beale was leader of Though heaven and earth hold tis "Berceuse" from "Jocelyn", by you. Write today,.
It Pays to Reed the Classifieds
with great interest to his friends
Rawleigh's,
accompanied
was
Godard.
at
He
apart,
disputes.
Mrs. C. A. Bishop,' Mrs. L. J. Hor- the fallowing program:
that he is to make the race for the
KYC-181-SA2,
Freeport,
the
R.
piano
McGavern.
by
Mrs.
It.
I
feel
you
near,
near
Mother
heart
tin, Mrs. E B. Houston, Mre G.
Scripture, leader.
office again.
Ill.
ltp 41
MiSs Mary Elizabeth Roberte : a
measseastel Kerby-aceadega- • .Jamboree" Minstrel
--The-Trerreing of Chrtsttair Lead- A§ W.011-114.-Kciala .was..1traage.
•
the
School,
Murray
student
High
of
and
new
CERTIFIED Jervis,Golden Prolific, at Auditorium on April 2nd W. H. TKEVATHAN
More than a hundred members, ers, kiss Margueritte Hulcumb.
MAY BE
And you would press me close to appeared next with a two-part Germination 99%,-Purity 99.9%.
representing eleven missionary soEffects of Education, Miss KathCANDIDATE IN WADESBORO
piano invention of Bach. No. 13.
you
1911
and
Hendon,
Hazel
Route
The
junior
cieties, were present.
class
of
Murray
State
leen Patterson.
--day-eeold -yew
Miss ILL.. He,: *low -ot--(tlao- At noon a—deliCrais luncheon
P k Fagg.
Christ an7The—TaFeObTelii,"
know,
'/Wieithan, one i3T-T5e-hea
Tralnirls School, played a violin
was served by the Alice Waters Miss Dorothy Rotriertson.
Minstrel to be given April 2 'at
CORN WANTED-good dry white
No
other
place
I'd
rather
go
bI
"Rejre
solo
entitled
Hubay
7:90 p. m. in the colNge audi- known farmers in the northern
Society.
All the talks were centered
Than to your side, to own anew Kati", with Mrs. McGavern at the or yellow corn.. Market price. W. torium. The "Junior Jamboree"
around the main theme of "Chrispart of the county told The Ledtfc will feature such impersonations
My debt of gratitude to you.
piano. Then Miss Louise Putnam, H. Broach. Tel. 269.
as ger & Times Saturday
Circle No. 3 of the Alice Waters tian Education as ah Evangelistic
See With Ease in
that he was
Written
by
Mrs.
7s.
D.
Stark
-Training School stuednt, presented FOR RENT-8-room house with a negro sermon by "Jug" Mitchell,
Missionary Society met Wednes- Force".
seriously considering entering the
Piano Presto No. 1 from Beethov- tub and shower bath;
CLEAR-VU GLASSES
furnace a hilarious spiritual message, tap race for Magistrate in the Wades- .
day afternoon at the home a Mrs. • epelicious refreshments were
en's Sonata Opera No. 2. The protfc dancing, swing musk, solos, girls' boro district in the coming priLeslie Putnam with Mrs. Carrie served to 20 members.
i'VE STRAIN, nervousness,
they were each .given an Irish gram wits concluded by a trom- heat. Call Tom Bailey.
dancing chorus. whistling duet,
headaches, lassitbde. all deThe April meeting will be held
Denham assisting host.
name, the words jumbled in a moat bone solo by Max Miller, Murray AUTO LOANS-strictly confiden- cake walk, negro quartet. endmen, mary.e
tract from your efficiency
Mrs.
Cochran presided and at the home of Mrs. Gingles Wallis confusing manner, which were to
Mr. TreVathan lives cn the old
and are all results of impairHigh School student, entitled "My tial. Your car or truck only se- wide awake with cross fire jokes,
introduced Mrs. W. J. Mecoy, Mrs. with Mrs. Walter Boone and Miss be placed in their proper places
ed vision or improper glasses.
Song of Songs", by Smith. He curity., pp endorsers, payments re- and LeRoy Offerman and his highway, just ,north of Rockhouse
Kathleen Patterson, hosts:
Mrs.
C. A. Matto/a. Mrs. J. A. D
la -the ract teetei
and the- guests were -to be c-atted waritedbltipMile-d - at the eeratie by aleekr"N. A.'(Aslier) Klapp, Tel. swing time band supported by a creek
Come in today for
and Mrs. Burnett Warterfield who Rue Beale will be leader of the by this name during
of the Wadesboro district and has
the afternoon. Miss Roberts.
374W, 503 S. 8th. St., Murray, Agt., glee club of 25 voices.
April program.
Examination
appeared on the program.
made
his
home
tither. unique contests were given.
there
for
more
Paducah,
Guaranty
Finance
Co.,
If you can laugh end don't mind
oliver Hood. Max Miller. and
A social hour and delightful re•
than
half
a
century.
Miss Vera Reed was the winner of Miss
tic a real side-splitting treat besides
Helen Hire will peEticipate Se.
freshments were enjoyed..
The young ladies of the Metho- a contest and received a green
JOE T. PARKER
He is regarded as one of the best
a real rice dark-face comedy plan
• •• ••
dist Church are sponsoring the sate book marker for having the most in the state contest to be held in
Da-MeNess man in nearby
Optometrist
informed citizens of that .tiectiun.
to
attend
this
feature
of
the
evand
on
•27.
March
Lexington
26
of Easter flowers of all,, kinds for Words beginning with the word
Circle No. I Of Alice Waters
(Ifritory; $8.00 to $12.00 dailY. ening.
April 2, 7:30 o'clock. AdMisses Mary Elizabeth Roberts and
next Sunday morning. The corn- "Pat".
See or write to J: H. Henley,
Masi°leery Society Meet.
mission 15 and 20e.
Louise Putnam will enter the dismission realizedrealized from the sale of
Route 1. .
The honoree received Many love- trict contest which war be held in
Circle No t. of the Alice Waters these flowers for Mrs. A. 0. Woods
Murray on the same days. •
Misaionary Society met with Mrs. will be used toward paying the ly gifts.
FOR SALE-Ford V-8 coupe, 1932
The hoses served a delightful
Humphreys Key and Mrs. Jack obligation of the misisonary somodel, good condition. See Autry
Broken lease replaced exBeale on Friday, March 19. , •
actly like original at reasonlip
Farmer, Murray. Ky.
ciety,. Your order, given to any party plate.
Mrs. Bob Gatlin was leader and member; will be appreciated.
able cost.
Those' anjoyin( the _occasion
FOR SALE-good Korean Hay,
Will Hutchens!, prominent .lunch
read a scripture lesson from
were Mrs. Howet Smith (Mrs. KelLiberty
3
miles
near
Schoolhouse.
stand operetor near the college,
Psalms' and led the group in
ly), Mrs. Euel Jones (Mrs. MurMisses Keys And Rinuiler
Bernie announced to The Ledger & Times
Northwest of Hardin.
prayer.
phy). Miss Bessie Schroeder (Miss
Receive Honors
ltp this week that he was adding a
Correspondents and leial adver- Crouse
• Mrs. Jeff Farris read an interSullivan4,-'Mrs. Ivy Culver (Mrs.
esting article on Christian Stew-.
Miss Alice Keys and Miss Olara O'Rourke), Mrs. Chas. Smith (Mrs. tisers who get their copy in by FOR RENT-good home on high- new and modern ice cream freezer
to his present lunch stand and
ardship.
Rimmer have been selected as two Clancy), Mrs. Jesse Culver iMrs. Mende,:way. near town, nice orchard.
Mrs. Walter Boone, Mts. Gingles out of 12 to found in Kentucky a Mulligan), Ness Vera Reed (Miss
T. 0. Turner
good gaeden, reasonable rate, psis- 'barbecue pit. • The installation Veil
begin at an early date with the
Wallis, and Miss Lula Clayton chapter of the Delta Kappa Gam- O'Brien).
Brooks Chapel
session at once. W. H. Fineey. lp.
intention of completion by, April
Beale gave a vocal number.
ma, hatIonal honorary sorority in
'
Cole's Camp Ground
Mrs. Ruel Jones, who could not
Mrs. Solon • Higgins gave the the fieldeef education.
'Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum 15.
Capitol Theatre
•••
be present, sent-a gift.
tenth Decisive Battle of Christiana:leaner* accessories and" parts. N. 'The Mills Novely Co. will install
They 'leftTuesday to* be present
Lerman Bros. •
ity, which, as thoroughly appre- for the initiation and banquet at
a, a Asheri Klapp. phone 374W, the modern electric unit and Mr.
Superior Laundry & Cleaners
elated.
ralrmer &. Hart Dress Shop. tfc Hutchins expects to carry a comthe Brown Hotel on Wednesday
Parkers Jewelry Store,
plete line of home made ice
Twenty-six were present.
evening.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
FOR SALE-1933 five-passenger creams, sherbert* novelties and
This is quiet an honor and is a
R. H. Merman •
Chevrolet. in good condition; with frozen delights.
compliment to the college as well
Murray Milk Products Co.I
Euselielt Claes Has
heater. Mrs. K. Robertson, 501
as to the capable women.
Dees Sink of Hazel
All Day Quilting
JI8p
Poplar St.. Murray, Ky.
_
Mrs. A. 0. Woods
'CoOtt", Three-act Farce
The Euzelian Clam of the First
Knight News
library
FOR
Shower Given For
and
SALE-Piano
Will Be Presented Saturday
Baptist Church had an .all day
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
ta,ble. Cheap. Mrs. W. E. Wyatt. lp
Mrs. Edwin Morris
• Night at Almo High
meeting at eie. home of Mrs. Wal2--__
Protemus Palaver
lace Lassiter on Wednesday.
FOR RENT-2 or 3 unfurnished
Mrs. Jesse Culver and daughter,
FRAKFORT, Ky., March 22Farmer-Rhodes
.
The freshman class of Almo high
The members had their devotione Misa Vera, were hosts at a shower.
frms,'modern conveniences. Mrs. the state taxes on ice cream,
Rev: J. Mack Jenkins
present
school
a
will
three-act
al, quilted during the day and en-. complimenting Mrs. Edwin Morris.
, H. Maddox, South 8th Street. chewing gum, soft drinks, nuts and
Midway News
toyed a - bountiful covered. dish „
afternoon, Merck 17, at comedy entitled "Hoo-dood Coon"
(Wedriescial
tic cosmetics goes out April 18. one
ray.
ee
Cedar Knob News
at
Saturday
7:30
o'clock
night at
uneen at lee noon hour. •
theiPthome on Roete I.
4:Apy after the deadline for KenEagle
liTED-a
school.
binder
in goOd tuckians to file their
Entr'act music
-wheat
Present we've Mrs. Goldie Ore
The-St. Patrick's day motif was Ahno High
income tax
Clark's River News
acindition. will buy or trade a returns
will be furnished by the Parker
Mrs. Vester Orr, Miss Estelle used throughout the occasion.
under the new state law.
Rev. Sam Pekiartin
gciod milk cow. J. "..K... Broach,
in clothes cleaned by BOONE and those cleaned
Houston, Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs.
As the guests entered the home string band.
Theettie -OK
cream, sett
Rev. C. L. Francis
Alp drinks, etc.. was repealed
Puryear, Tenn.
'The play is a halarictis comedy
by infer* methods
by the
Across the River
revolving about the antics of an
H. I.. Neely & Son, Hazel, Ky.' ' ELM'S.-chicks 6c up. IktItin has 1938 General Assembly which
old negro, the hoo-dood coon, who
fit'e highest pens Leghorns. Illi- passed the new state income tax.
will be played by Ruin Edwards.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
nois' Contest. Champion Heavy It is modeled along the lines of
The cast of characters includes,
Breed' pen 1938. officially Pul- the federal income tax.
old than, Paul Culver; old maid,
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45. lorum Tested. Approved. Helm's
Nadean Cleaver; edit agent. preaching at. 10:50 and 7:30 o'clock. Hatchery,'Paducah, Ky.
WATERS-COOK
Alp
Waudell Jeffrey; lunch counter Young peoples' Bible class at 6:30
A
marriage
license was i,ssued
SALE-L.plenty
good
FOR
of
girl, Claudine Phillips; young col- p. m•
last Saturday in County Clerk Mrs.
lege girl, .Brooksie Nell Burkeen;
Wednesday: Ladies' Bible class rfghurn syrup,, Mrs. Marion Mary Neale's office
to Fred M.
lson. Hazel,
A15p
young college chap. Hayward Bed- at 2 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7:30
Cook, 23. and Mattie Lets Waters,
well; wealthy yourig man, Howard p. -en.
WANTED TO BUY-ilk or 20 fresh 18, both of Murray:
Belcher; bolshevik, Pearline RowThe tope ear discussion at the
Miss Waters is the daughter of
land;. flower girl, Vivian Cleaver. morning worship will be "The cows. See E. D. (Jake.) Shipley.
Route 7, Murray, Ky. \
ltp Mr. and. Mrs. Rich Waters. The
INSURED
The suppAting cast are. Mary Church :the Body of Christ". The FOR SALE-nice young sew and groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs.
Nell Jones, Dorothy Caldwell, H. unity that should characterize the five pigs, J.. H. Moore, Hezel W. H. Cook.
MORTGAGE
B.'McMillan, and Mary Nell Keel. church and how that oneness or Route 1.
SYSTEM
unity may be attained will be the
Forty cale'es - have been placed
TELEPHONE 234
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH points stressed. '
FOR RENT - furnished garage
ong Garrard county 4-H 'club
Jesus said: eNeithie pray I for apartment, hot water, near the niembeis for fattening.
e
these alone, but for them also egullege campus. J. G. Glasgow. tfc
Citron Hubbard, Pastor
•
The Sunday • School opens which shall believe on me through
SALE
Walnut
-9
Dinpiece
FOR
promptly at 9:30 a. m. G. A. their word; that they' all may be
Murphey. superintendent. We have one; as thou. Father, art in me, ing Room Suite, like new; Livseparate . classes and class-rooms and I in thee, that they also may ing Room Suite, 3 piece with bed
for all ages and (sizes. Capable, be one in us: that the world may divan.: .Underwood Typewriter.
12 Ga, pump shat gun, Lawn
ieve that fhoit flak' seet_rne.4
consecrated teachers are in charge.
other Household
Mower
and
Then
it
folloWs
that
the
oneness
Morning Worship at 10:45 o'clock.
items Call at 900 Poplar St.
The paietor's subject will be, "AND should be such as- the relationship
ltp
of the Fathet and the Syn. It would J. B. Shelton.
PETER". Mk. 16:7.
also seem that Jesus provided an LOST-brown bill fold'
with ident- Evening Worship at 7 o'clock.
adequate. means. -far _that .unity. eificatiou - rant-and
The-pastor inn speak,on. "GOD'S
"Come now, let us reason together, with natne Charles
Edwin Bali,NALV,ATION." saith the Lord,"
cum engraved.- Lost either on
Rom. 10:-8.10.
A mostecordial invitation is ex- 'College
campus or between camPrayer meeting each Wednesday tended to air our services.
•
pus and town. Return to Treman
evening at 7 o'clock. The midC. L. Francis, Minister
• Itc
Baucum.
week services is most imeortant.
in the spiritual Me of out .people.
Those who do not attend regularly
cught to begin to do so.
We are having a special offering
Result!' guaranteed 25c. If -not
The new brick hohse with 6
for our building fund on- April 4.
leaaeCLin_icutr_.days _go haela,so.d_
Ali 'our Tnembers:arctirgett 'lb take "eer"' 154 76x176: $1tee
'$‘" rash; get your,25c. Flugh the bladder as
note cif this time of' special giving.- balance :in 20 yearseadvertising in you would the bowels. Help nature
hnd begin now to make prepara- Farmer-Rhodes ad in the second eliminate impurities •end excess
acids whieh. can cause irritation
tion for it. Gifts from •willing- section of this "edition, et located that
results in getting up nights.
hearted friends on the outside will on South Sixth street. The loca- scatty flow, frequeet desire, burntion was unintehtionalle omitted ing, backache, or leg pains. Get bd.
be deeply appreciated.'
All are cordially invited tit wor- from the ad and The Ledger di chu leaves, juniper oil, etc.. made
Times'is.glad to Make this correc- into little green tablets. Just -say
ship with us next Sunday.
Bultets to any druggist-Dale, Stubtion.
blefield & Co'
It Pays to Read the Classifieds

Easter for Mother

Murray Students in Chandler Not In
Program at College Sympathy With
"Sit-Down" Idea

A Call Meeting
of Murray Lodge

MISSI1U ED
AVVIERTISI

•

It

Not Everybody in
Calloway
county subHutchens To Add
scribes
to
the Ledger
Cream Freezer
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

HONOR ROLL

id
et
ts

Parkers Jewelry
Store

ALIN FRESHMEN
TO GIVE COMEDY

5,

Ice-Cream Tax To
• Go Off_Aril 16th

O

You'll See the Difference ....

•
PREPARE for that Easter Parade NOW!
Freshen up that Suit and Dress
•
STILL PLENTY OF TIME for Easter
Cleaning; BUT avoid that Saturday rush!

Under the

Have You An 1890
Home?

•

11/111

on can have
AfrFrAt------ -7-4-

5

Boone Cleaners

Ak)

1111:

HRIT CLASS?

THIS GREVE BIG NASII NOW*
JUST A FEW DOLLARS MORE

p.kit WAY or

Addition

Does Bladder liritation
Get You Up! ..

a New bathroom

Central Heating

s•
In

or

r

•

•

BABY CHICKS

OTHER ividDERN CONVENir:NCES
The FHA,.4 not restricted to loans for building
and remodeling the exteriora,gf houses. You can
pave new, modern plumbing and heating under the
cost; ath atitaVeuts
samt tow,
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

R. H. Vandevelde & Co.
Plumbing ... Heating.,. Wiring

Sheet Mel

HARRY JENRINS, Manager
North Fitt

125

,

•
For Sale Monday,
March 29
• --

400 Rhode Island' Reds.
350 Barred Rocks.
200 White Rocks.
41;19 White Leghorns.
100 Brown Leghorn..
and a few of other breeds
We are hatching more than
.801"
rn 4,000 chicks each week.,
si me, write or phone 155J
your order for any
Monday
Pik
'Iip

-I

Man had bad dog named ."Tait.' Opened the
INCOME TAX!

an—ci—

EE • •

Thos. L. MeNutt.
Income Tax Accountant
•
U. S. and Kentucky Taxes
•
NOW IN MURRAY
•
Have All Blanks and Returns

•
urray Hatchery

Actin' photograph of Nash LaFayette "40e 2-Dock:Reale

•
*Nat AS, UTTER AS $101 $2 A MONTH EXTRA
YOU CAN GET OUT Of THE "All THREE"(Lae—

Ask about the rorreenierti terms ariar maw ratel.orotiake th,ottilt
Ste Vast C. I 'T. Boars Ma! Ausemase Cruising Gear
mailable on all Nest models of .11g54 extra east

A check•up recently mode In ton repreasnastrus cities
. showf that the six cylinder Nosh koPayetto-'400"
4,1>oof Sedan witt„truntt DELIVAR for lust a FEW
dollars moss than Is.
isquippad 4-Door
sedans of the "All Mr's"small cars. In many ploc•s.
Om SLIGHT ditiarepti In price emovnts to Pm, $1 oil
$2 o month •51•Ion your tins, payments.

NASH

.•

•••••--

PARKER BROTI-ItRS GARAGE
.
5

•

with

•There's no reason to put up with
"small car" limitations ... When you con
get this groat Ws car fer so little more

truna:

•le&x ,x.,••I

mr-

-44114or

.

4/

%sae'

5.

•

•.
•
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Dr. and Mrs. Chat Hire. Helen the sermon of A, V. Havens, min- following the crucifixion. 'Those
Sunday.. after attending the funeral several days the last of the week..._1, tives in Benton the first of the
and Eleanor hire and Oliver Hood ister of the First Christian Church, who had loved Christ and had folMr! and Mrs. Reginald Butter week.
and burial services for,,Mrs.' Mcleader, those
Keel's step-father. Mr. Rhodes, in watil_aterr guests of Mr. and Mrs, I Sonny Crass, son of Mr. and will leave Friday morning for at the morning worship service lowed Him as their
and
condemned him
Paris. Tenn.. Friday and visiting Jess Eggner-in Benton Suriday. ' I Mrs. Maurice Crass, is recovering Lexington, Ky. Helen Hire will next Sunday, which will be Easter who had
play the violin and Oliver Hood Shnday. According to Mr. Havens, jeered Him must Surely have tossMr. Mr. McKeel's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Violet Speight, who wait, troni the measles.
through a ,sleeplessMrs. W. H. McKee'. 7
employed at the Sloe Bird Catiq Mrs. Fred Brown has been ill the clarinet in the state contest. this Setninh will seek to present a ed restlessly
,
the past week with measles
common sense approach to the night.
secured
has
here,
employment
to
at
admitted
was..
Colson
Wm. S.
Mrs Nina McLarin. Mrs. Harold
crucifixion of Jesus and its sigThen came 'the dawn and "The
Paducah.
..
Mrs. J. Mac Jenkins will leave the Mason Hospital Saturday for Boswell's Cafe in
Mrsa. zEzse
one llmeoe
ftin
Pg
ariosf,
per,atatenndded
on
T
s
on
nificance to us today.
C
Glory of the Sonnse." The Reswider_
Underwood
Mrs.
Elgin
treatment,
If sou have visttors of who
Saturday t visit her ciaughter.s
Special Easter music win be pre- urrection brought peace, faith.
'wee a•mai s. operation at the Win,
your are not ashamed, please
Nashville, Venn.
Mrs. W. C. Skinner and son, W
Memorial Hospital Friday. Methodist Missionary work here.
sented by the chorus 'Choir 'of revelation to.supplant the sorrow,
report theta for this colunua
Robert Mills Williams arrived C. Jr. Auburn. Ky.. spent the Mason
The Rev. 0. Wrather of Union
trained voices, directed by Everett anxiety, bewilderment, doubt and
Mrs. Harry Jones and Mrs. Clint
Wednesday from Detroit to visit week end with Mrs. Skinner's parBenton drove to Murray City. Tenn.,.came to Murray Monof
Crane. The service will begin at the sense of guilt that plagued both
Fileds
IreM. ind Mis C P Currier and his mather. Mrs. Fannie Williams. ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
day to attend _funeral services for
Christ's friends and his enemies.
SUnday
afternoon
to
10:45.
brigs
Mrs.
daughter. Dot, were the guests Wed Olive.
vathan. near Wadesbero. The Rev.
his nephew, Fred Brown,
SerSun-Rise
annual
Easter
son.
Will
Bent
who
Is.
.
The
Jones'
stu'fhis Easter theme:-tile Glory of
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs, Chas. P.
C., Skinner is pastor of the
Cliftan Marna ate
Miss Thyra Dell Story and Miss
vire will be held at-Ill- o'clock Sun-"The SonriSe;"'win be the thoughtns as she entlege:
Currier, Ji . of Jackson. Tenn.
Council
of
Paris.
and
Normoving this week to an apartment Baptist Church at Auburn.
Guelda
day morning.
Mrs. Bobby Brown, mother of
developed in the sermon by Bruce
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Jackson spent in 0. T. Hales residence on North
Monday man Galliher, and John Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Pool and lit- Fred
Brown, arrived
:The 'First Easter," will be art B. Maguire at the Presbyterian
the week end in .Psiducah visiting Sixth street. '
Dallas.
Colo.,
guests
Denver.
were
tle son left Wednesday for
sermon at the Sunday night church Church service on Sunday at 11
morning from Venice, Fla. She Jr. of
Mrs. Jackson's relatives.
.
Mrs. H. P. Wear has been con- Texas. where Mr. Pool has ac- will remain in Murray a few days, Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
service, which will begin at 7:30. a. m. That service will be preMr. W. E. Calhoun. Golden Pond. fined to her hoist. on North Fifth cepted a responsible position with
Miss Mary Martha Overby was a 1. Miller.
The sermon will be based on two- ceded by the Sunday School which
Dr. Oliver. of Paris visited in
Ky.. purchased the Asher Story Street this week with influenza. the Borden Dairy Products Co. Mr. week end guest with her brother,
world-famous sjaintine s: "The •jli Meet, at 10
Both. act-witieb
Sneeia--4ase,
Murray-Tuesday- on bustneset-has-reaegned-e-position
OVerby 'sr, in Paticah.
Women At The Tomb" by Ender vices will be held in the Court
tileeHazel,
has
gone
Mrs.
Frye
Rose,
Tuesday. It is possible that Mr. undergoing treatment at the Wm he held with the PWA in LouisWalk
to
Emmaus"
by
J. E. Tucker. of Kirksey. who
a.%i "The
House.
Calhoun will move to Calloway Mason Memorial Hospital.
ville. They spent the Short vaca- his been seriousiy ill, is improved. for an extended visit to New
Girardette.
Beautiful copies of
Bruce B Maguire, Minister
,l's father.
La.
-sear Load of No. 1 Timothy Hay tion here with Mr. po,
Orleans.
county soon.
the Ender painting, in the original
Little Miss Betty Overby readmitted
family.
Tom
Miller
was
and
John
Pool.
Frank
WeabeadaY•
Tuesday
and
T. 0. Baucum was in Louisville an track
prs of the, artist, will be given
r.sit CANTDELED
actimithiaaLwvsk_tg
iiT71Crason Mernortar
no y ay enter school after spentling a week
-WrerttRk:
Car Load of ITO. FT11-fktiTathe first of the week attending a-"FarleY &
to those who attend.
card
and
Wednesday.
for
treatment.
received
froni
Mr.
Lai
FridayA
and
Tuesday
ceebtrack
meeting of petroleum' dealers O.-.
The Sunday School will meet at
with•ther grandmother, Mrs. L. M.
Dumas,
The case of Wilfred
Sheriff Carl Kingins was in
_
Mrs. Karl ,Frazee the first of the Farley & Butterworth.
Kentucky.9:30, led by George S. Mart, super- Negro. Murray,. who was charged
Overny of this city_
Lax
week by Hugh Melugin that they
Herbert
on
business
this
week.
The Rev. and Mrs.
intendent. A special attendance is with stealing corn entrusted to
Miss Jo Ann Fulton. - visited her Louisville
Car Load of No. 1 Timothy Hay
were in Sarasota. enjoying the ann,. little daughter. Margaret, of causin. Betty Overby. in Paducah
Herman and Will Broach returnexpected.
him for shipping was continued
on track Tuesday and Wednesday. Florida sunshine. Mr. and Mrs.
ed Tuesday from Lexington, Tenn.,
Kevil. spent Friday and Satur- sver the week end.
The Christian Endeavor Societies until Friday by Judge Phillips
Farley & lltitterworth.
Frazee. who left. Murray -a week day as guests of the Rev. Lax's
will meet at 6:30 'Sunday .evening. Tuesday. Both sides sought the
Miss Lela - Frank Brown spent where they have been -for the past
Mrs. Walker and Mi. go Sunday for a short vacation,
parents. Mr. and Mrs.t Houston Lax. the past 'week, with relatives and month buying and shipping corn.
Mrs. George Hail will lead the delay in order' to subpoena witand Mrs. John B. Arnett . were
,
are expected back the latter part near New Concord.
The Rex. friends in Paris, Tenn. s
Dr.' and Mrs. J. W. Carr have reMid-Week
Meeting, Wednesday nesses.
visitors in the home of Mr. and
of this week.
Lax is the ,pastor of the Methodist
night at 7:15. Mrs. Mayme RanMr. and Mrs. Ed, Adams and turned to New York from the.
Wednesday afterB.
Brown
Mrs.
J.
xiroon.
Mr. and Mrs. -Hany Jenkins are church at Kevil. • ,
dolphwill be the music sponsor.
son_ Timis...Ed. were in Paducah. Carribean tour and. are visiting Dr.
Chiropractic: The science that
William Packmann. manager cit Sunday' to visit Mr. and Mrs, Carrs son. Harry and Dr. Frank
Max H. Churchill
Simpson
of preparing to build a pretty new
- Miss Katherine
makes people well and
_Satseveral
returned
York
for
Bros.
store_
Carr
in
New
-Lerman
'Faughn Wood. , Max H. Churchill, youngest son
Princeton -spent the night with Mt. home on the Hazel highway on a
happy.
urday. from Carlisle, Lebanon and
lot on the old Fairgrounds site.
Car Load of•No. 1 Timothy Hay days. They are expected to return of J. H. Churchill, and associat•
and Mrs. J. R. Brown -Friday.
Mr. Packmann was on track Tuesday. and Wednesday. to- Murray about April 1.
Louisville.
W.
C. OAKLEY
DR.
Durick
returned
last
Master
Jack
Funered
Churchill
with.the
J.
H.
Cherry,
'East
. Mr_ and -grs. Floyd
Chiropractor
the illness of Farley & Butterworth.
-.Robert "Fats" Everetts, former al Home, completed a special
. *main 'ciret•t has ns
- Siheir S witty *eel from the Baptist Hospital at called to Carlisle by
Murray
Packmann,
his brother, Simon
609 West Main
Dr.-Gus Oliver. of Paris, Tenn., student of Murray State- College course in embalming at the Gupguests the tatter's brother. Melvin Louisville where he went the
There must have been a good
manager of Lei-man Bros. store in was in the city Monday. •
and very popular and widely ton-Jones School of Embalming.
previous
Fri.
P. M.
week
to
undergo
an
es&
Wed.
Mon..
Murray:
daugh_l
Garland. Mrs- Garland and
deal of insomnia in Jerusalem
Carlisle. He was taken to Mr.
Benton: Tues.. Thera & Sat.
Miss Wilma Lemons. senior at krioam in his school days here, is Nashville, Tenn., and was awarded
ter Gladys of..Paris. Tenn.. ands arnination. The fact that Jack was
a candidate for Circuit Court Clerk his diploma Friday, March .19. A
not kept for further treatment is Packmann's mother's home. in Murray, State College, spent
Miss Sinkers. also of Paris.
Lebanon.
week end in Carrier Mills. Oloney of Obion county, Tenn.
class of 42 was graduated in the exMr. and Mrs: ./.. Vis.Walger 'and indicative of his splendid progress,
Master Edward. Diuguid is re- and other points in Southern
If your home ls really clean, you ercises at the school.
*the Rev. W. P. Prichard visited which many friends of this brave
own
an
covering from the Measles.
Electrolux.
Call
282
for
glad
to
learn.
little
fellow,
will
be
nois.
Miss Lemons attended a
Max, a popular young man of
their sniete .and husband. Mr. and
One of the visitors in town -wedding announcement party-71M demanstralit'n• ...-. --spfst • p
lita, Diinl y in puryar, Jack was strickaa..4we years ago
Murray, is. a graduate. of. Murray
greeted
Was
general
Monday
who
L.
L.'
"Veal,
manager
of
Fourth
this spring with a blood stream inher sister-in-law and brother, Mr.
High School and has completed
Tenn.. Tuesday:
by many ,old friends was Mr. Jess and Mrs. Hoyt Lemons. The wed- the Western Dark Fired Tobacco two years of college work at Mur- Mr. and lark T. D. Smith' and fection and has suffered severely
Mr.
Waters.
Paducah.
Growers
Association.
returned
last
Waters. of
ding took place in Northern Misray State College. He is a licensed
A. B. Bracey were --in-__Mayfield and undergone several operations.
nearing 80 years old, work- souri on last Thanksgiving. Mrs. week 'from Washington where he undertaker in Kentucky and will
f/fonday to attend .funeral- services He makes his home with his whoinis the
Will Gatlin store, back Lemons is assistant teacher in the went in the interest of the associ- meet the State Board Embalming
ed
for Miss ,Tressa Allman's mother. grandparents. Mr. and Mrs, ..Dud in' early days when that mercantile music department of the Carrier ation. Mr- Veal was accompanied Exantiners in June. He has already
..
Miss Alisman is still ionfined to lei-Johkuson.
' Workmen began .last week on institution.. Ryan's and McElrath's Mills schools. Mr. • Lemons is a by . Mrs. Veal by motor as far as taken. -the Tennessee examination
her bed.
•:
& Graham's were among the 'out- student teacher in the geography. St. Mary's of the Woods, near and is a licensed undertaker and
Tom_ Pardue. of Hopkinsville, tearing down the charred remains
Mr. department in the University of Terre Haute. Indiana. where she emblamer in Tennessee.
Stores.
Murray
standing
"Air cooled comfort at
highway adviser fa. the 'first dis- of the apartment house on East
visited their daughter, -Miss Jane
Waters visited his sister. •Mrs. W. Nebraska at Lincoln:
its smartest"
While in school at Nashville,
trict was a visitor in Murray Mon- Main street in which Miss Effie
Smith last her life when frames J. Idecoy on Olive street.
Electrolux is the world's beat I Veal. while Mr. Veal went on to Max. was awarded the medal of
day.
if in d
„bt ank
nw,,,_1 Washington by train.
)iir. and Mrs. Cornus Alexander
Activities, an award given on gen- Your spring cleaning is a pleas- destroyed St last November. The
Dr. A. D. Butterworth has re- eral aptitude, distinction, and help
house left Wednesday-tiStr-ITetroit where e.r. Call 282 for demomaistiaskure if you -awn an Electrolux. Call building was the apartment
expect
to
make.
their
Home.
VIVATONE Woolen Stripes or Solids for home, ofturned
home
after
a
visit
at
the
of TrernOn Beale. - who will build they
'Will Brown, who has been visitto school and -individual .students.
2/32 for demonstration.
a mcidern, brick apartment house Mr, and Mrs. Alexander are resi- mg Keith Venable, assistant coon- Mayo Clinic and to see his broth- His average was very high in the
fice or store. Awnings contribute to comfort and
in Detroit, Mich.
on the site. It will be finished dents' of Kirltsey and Mrs. Alex- ty agent of Christian county, reRE
studies taken while there.
attractiveness as well as being weather condition'
.ander has been writing "-the news turned to his home Saturday.
YOU
some time this summer.
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, First
He and his family have returners.
If
car Load of No. 1 Timothy Hay of ,her'stetion for The Ledger Sr Sheriff Carl Kingins was in Natl. Ralik Bldg. TeL 1924.
if ed. from Nashville and will conESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN
• on track Tuesday and Wednesday. Times. which will' be missed •
Mrs. J. G. Rogers, near Lynn tinue to make their home here in
Frankfort Tuesday and Wednes-•
_
Senator T. 0. Turner-left Mon- day .on business.
ated
periodic pu,ns Farley.& Butterworth.
Grove. underwent treatment at Murray while he is associated with
Jesse 0. , Shelton and brother, day night to visit the St. Louis
Billy Venable has 'been added the Massn 'Memorial Hospital.
the Churchill Funeral Home.•
ban. M. Lulu Cain
: Cletus Shelton of Detroit. iMch., bierket,
Mrs. Evon Green. of Detroit, is
to - the personnel of the Murray
4
Timothy
Hay
Car
Load
of
No.
1
their
end
with
the
week
to, spent
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. HAVENS TO PREACH OS
'Lumber Coisipany.
•
KEYS MADE WHILE YOU ,WAIT
Wednesday.
ast
track
Tuesday
and
Jesse
ShelI beheyi Dt parents, Mr. and Mrs.
p. .0 5.'
Mrs. Herluhrt McCuiston. who W. A. Cotham. at Knight, .during
"RE-THINKING THE CROSS"
Prucriptioc to be
0.
rarley & Butterworth.
belpeal-gat-iima--‘0.4eggs=4:
111:1- .sit _the etty_
tbe -bia
,has been- visiting her tmother in the sit-down strike in the Chnhatt
-N.elt Door to Capitol Theatre,
ass
d-eie ant tie *Plaatraptimakir and Mrs. Bill McKeel. of! Mrs, Gertie lrvan of Paduc.,a,h -Murray-has returned to her home plant. Mrs. Green is employed by
The-eriata," will be
taes kit toteetvi
itaattlaa tar aaputille
Mr
and
Mrs.
Jim
Strader
'their home visited
!wormer and bstter:. Br it the rtrue 46,•• Detroit. returned
McCuiston's a . company which mikes brakes
in
Detroit.
Mrs.
mother has heen ill with pneu- for the Chrysler corporation and it
Is shut down' during the strike.
*Ionia foe the pail few &wit."
Mr.. and Mrs. bttis Valentine Mr. Green and Mr. Cotham's son,
and youneson. Buddy, have moved who work in the Packard factory,
from their home on North Fourth art, still employed. .
Mrs: L. H. Barclay and little son,
street to an apartment with Mrs.
of Arlington, are visiting Mrs. BarDurrett Padgett. West Poplar.
J. B. Shelton, owner of the Ideal clay's sister, Mrs. L. D. Hale, and
Grocery, has sold the grocery to Dr. Hale for a few days.
Mrs. H. B.. Taylor, Mrs. BarPrentice Overby. lie will move it
INSURED
to a new location with the Murray ney Watson and two children, who
MORTGAGE
• Meat Market. The store will be are spending the year iti Nashville where Mrs. Watson is attendknswn as. Murray Food Market.
SYSTEM
Car -Load of No. 1 Timothy Hay thg-Peabody College, spent the
en track Tuesday and Wednesday. week end at home.
Mr. Dave West is ill with
Farley & Buttervrorth.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Woods re- 'measles at .. bis home on the Coldturned today from Hartford. Ala., water Road.
where they went Monday to it- Air. and Mrs. lb-P. Scherffius
tend funeral -services of a close -siert today to spend the week end
with Airs. Scherffius' brother, Ed' friend. Mack McClellan.
near
Mrs. Ray. Maddox visited rela- gar Wardle arid family
tives, arid friends in Benton this Knoxville, Term..'
Now that-you have your'New Strit
C. L. SharbiSugh will leave Satweek.
- Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Brown :e- urday night for New Orleans, La..
What about those ACCESSORIES?
turned to their home in Carlisle. to attend a national housing guild..
Ordway, Mrs.
Pa., after attending funeral ser- - Mrs. Preston
Lee or
vices for the, former's brother, Eugene Hughes .and Robert Broachare in' Louisville today oh busi,Fred Brown, here Monday.
Dr. Herbert Siress visited yea- ness.
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Many Calloway county families have already fimanced a new home or a modernized,home through the
FHA at the Peoples Savings Bank.

Ann in_ESQUIRE)

, A durable Snap Brini Styled to .
fit your face

et Skating

,

$2.95 to $§
Ties •
A sh.84iDY c01771_,
-iection of
-.tripes and —
figures

• •.
7"
Whereas, that street skating has become a
serious problem for the safety of motorists and the
skaters, the Murray City Council has ordered policemen to enforce the city ordinance which prothik sidewalks and streets.
:...Aitc..slcafkif

Arrow Refuses to Let
Men be Overshadowed!
Let

Each violation of,asia•-ordinaMee calls for
FINE of freess--$1:0010 MOO-

51.95 to $2.50

LaiTS arid SIDEto comply with
forced
be
‘41yrAtikt-Will
the law and will be-subject to FINE,
(SiOned)-

the ladies have
Colors.- V/e men
now have them tooin Arrow Shirts: stripes.
gay eolors--right down
the line White. too.

mirr

WINFIELD SHOES
SHIRTS, SHORTS

1

rates Of interest.

50c to
$1.50

NUNN-BUSH, FRIENDLY,

REMEMBER, that you can also finance -improve;—
ments in plumbing, heating, and other modern facilities
through the FHA. •
*—
Yon -haven't any_ second mortgage worries. You
don't"'have to bother %about refinancing or future higher-

1

a

. $3.00 to $8.50

. 25c to 50c per garment

75c to $1.50

Your Calloway county building material
dealers have many building and remodeling
plans and will be glad to assist you in planning the kind of home you want. Consult
them freely.
•s

Peoples Savings Bank

F. H. GRAHAM, Mayor
Other Shirts

You pay for your home, or improvements in equal
monthly installments over a period of years—just as easy
. on your budget as renting.

BURMAN PARKER,
Chief of Police
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Roy Bard With Marine Hippodrome
Body Slowly Turning to Stone
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PAGE SEVEN

Tenn., were in Hazel Sunday night I iness.
members of the class prepared and
We had a lot of water here but routine administrative meeting and
and Monday visiting Mr. and Mrs. I Mrs. Jack White and little son,
served the meal.
not nearly so much as in some a program of music ..iand comW. H. Miller and Mr. and Mrs. C. •Jewel, who have been visiting in
After a delightful supper, talks parts of the state.
munity singing which was led by
C. Orr.
Hamel for two weeks, returned to
. Mrs. Darwin. White Entertairui
were made by Mr. Lassiter. Mr.
There is not .any serious sickness Foreman Fowler. Superintendent
Mrs, Grace Hicks, of Bruceton, their ,borne in Nashville, Tenn.,
Fetdrece Friday Afternoon
Crass, Ned Washer and "Cotton" now. However,
there are plenty Smith, Foremen Givens, Carlson,
Tenn., spent the week end Ninth Monday.
of measles about and I don't think and Fowler presented cliscussiorul
Mrs. Kent Jones, McKenzie, her father, Mr. Frank Paschall,
to
Among those confined
their
anyone will escape having them of a technical nature bearing'ors
Tenn., formerly Miss Mary Sue and her brother and family, Mr: homes with
measles this week are
Elder Jagoe Washer preached this
time. Hope all will soon re- the co.nservation4program. County
Garrett of Hazel, was honored and Mrs. Hafford Paschall.
Mrs: George Starks and. daughter,
hese in the school auditorium cover from them.
Agent Jahn T. Cochran related the
with a beautiful household shower
Mrs. Mary Parker was in Murray Willie Pearl, Will Frank Seely.
Tuesday night, March 16.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dar- Monday
Fred and Paul Bray, Max Bran,Spring is just about here and is work of thç. camp in cooperation
afternoon on business.
_
White,,- Friday
win
the tune when we all should be with his office and emphasized the
afternoon,
dun and two children of Mr. and
f
de
,the
atLstohseven
aveme
s ev nnci
te
huwitan
sdahspeosi
ce eighth
nol
Bob Turnbow was in Paducah um E.
March '19.
happy but with all of us .sorrow importance of the limestone proM. Roane's.
grade
wNonee
s
students,
ject to the vaulty. The meeting
The spactcus living room was last
end vnatiug relatives
Mrs. Ed Adams of Puryear was
will at some time over lake us.
account of the
not running.
c
alnotsed
en.
Hisiwi
e,th
cba
aedutur
re
paarks
in
Ian
artistically arranged for the ee- aid friends.inHazel ItelideY she•INAlt.
—irs--1.1rasTterr-tg-"EismIriiI 1'545ft we
have
R. I. Neely, 0. B. Turnbow, J.
easion. Clever contests kept the
W. and Mrs. T. S. Herron were
measles as this goes to press. The should be reminded of the One Martin.
M. Marshall, Lester Wilson, Charlie in Trezevant, Teen., last week
guests busy during the hours.
disease is just beginning to hit our who gave His life on the cross that
e honoree received many love- Armstrong, W. C. Ogbron. K visiting relatives and friends.
0. C. Dewey, special investigator
we might live.
school.
ssA
Wiliests liganlay
and
in charge, Federal Bureau of InT
agriculture
classes
are
Our
getSunday
school
should
start
loved
usefl-git.A plate lunch was served. Paschall. John Erwin and a num- Charlie Lynn were in Murray Friting some practical experience in the first Sunday in April and I vestigation irs Kentucky. Louisbet' of others were in Murray day and were guests at the Keysville, spoke to the company TuesThe guest list included:
axing, oreldsAhis.istek.„ The-It
everyone -11A111--Ciall is. la0.:
/hrs. V. IC 111rnnov;, MIS. 7. E.
finished most of their pruning last church fourth Sunday that we may tter--erelftlir.----Mr. -1:Ware-SY--fe1taST
John Jenkins of near Alino was
Littleton, Mrs. Carl- Marshall, Mrs.
many interesting phases of the
Miss Pearl Thompson, who has
week. .
make necessary arrangements. We work
Opal Scruggs, Mrs. W. E. Dick. in Hazel Monday u.' business.
of this popular federal
work in Paris, was home for the
have
a
much
better road now of agency
Mrs. Rob ROF Hicks spent Mon- week end visiting her parents.
Mrs. W. H. Miller, Mrs. R. R.
including the Finger Print
Which
I am proud of.
Division and its tie-up with state
Hicks, Mrs. Ada Millar, Mrs. Sallie day night in Murray, a guest in Mr. and Mrs. Jim Thompson.
the Mujn -144,aPetall '
As this is the year to elect coun- and county organizations of the
-istrresi ittr..-and-Mrs.
Mrs. R. B. Chrisinen of Henry. Gain James were in Paducah one
tr---91leteenr4--gueee-eanditissesMrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs. Gennith
is
again
and it brings a lovely spring day soon begin to shake hands
the'r reaching man hunts of the
Owen. Mrs. Dugs Clanton, Mrs. Tenn., went several days in Hazel day lest week visiting Mr. and
which means a large crowd in everybody now. I wish we could Dillinger gang, the Barrows, "MaNannie Lamb, Mrs. Owen Brandon, last week with her mother, Mrs. Mrs. Ellie Cochran and family.
be
as
friendly all the time as we chine. Gun" Kelly and others.
town.
Mrs. W. F. Grubbs, Mrs. Lois Wm. Mason, and Mrs. Bertha MadMiss Edith Jonas, Murray, was In
Waterfield, Mrs. Audrey Simmons, dox.
Hazel one day last week visiting
The "measles talk" is about over are when we are seeking office.
The regular Tuesday evening
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill and her Mint, Mrs. Clate Paschall.
Mise'Verna White.
in our 'community. I think there I trust that the ones elected will worship service was in charge of
not
use
selfish
any
greed
give
and
Mrs W. B. Milstead, Mrs. Bettie fons of Murray were in Hazel FriJames Parker Miller of Nashwere only a few persons' in the
the Rev. S. P. Martin, First BapJames, Mrs. -T. S. Herron, Mrs. day anti Saturday to visit Mrs. ville visited his parents, Mr. and
neighborhood that escaped hay- all a fair deal and that we all tist Church, whose characteristicalremember
Must
that
is
the
it
Wilkerson, Mrs. Hazel Churchill's mother. Mrs. Bertha Mrs. J.
Minnie
Miller recently.
trig them this tune.
ly sincere and well delivered- talk
_
--county and state's money, not our was appreciated
Jenkins, Mrs. Grace Wilcox, Mrs. Maddox, and family.
John Mayer visited' friends in
by the group.
Mrs. Sante Bus
hospital to spare no expense in
-Ion, who hs been own.
H.
I.
Neely
and
0.
B.
Turnbow
Homer Marshall, Mrs. Jack Kelly,
Clarksville, Tenn., a few days last
Chaplain Clarence Q. Jones, sectreating him and to send the bill visiting friends and relativei here,
were
in
We
-Paris
are
hoping
Tuesday
par
that
county
afternoon
Mrs. Felix Denham, Mrs. Will
week.
to them. Afterwards wrote in- has returned to Mrs. Calvin Ad- officials will assist in getting some tor chaplain, led the song service
on business.
Jenes.
and introduced Bro. Martin.
sisting that he recuperate at home ams', near Penny, where she makes new
Mrs.
Grace
bridges built on the Cqncorcl
Wilson, Mrs. A. M.
Here I come across again to conMiss Eva Perry. Misses Louise
Camp
Murray's Greyhounds
her home.
salary.
on
.
Hawley,
and Pine Bluff road this spring as closed their season's
Mrs.' W. B. Milstead. and
tiuue my letter which I had- to cut
and Madeline Lamb, Miss Mildred
activities when
Mad
dog
talk
is
all
Mr.
I
and
Mrs.
hear
Lloyd
Spiceland
now. we need them badly.
shorter last week so I could send
Patterson, Miss Julia Frances Curd, Mrs. H, I. Neely attended the quarthey dropped their game with
sin
afraid
of
every
spent
dog
the'Week
endiat his mother's.
I see.
There seems to be quite a bit Lynn Grove in the
it by Miss Elaine Ahart Sunday.
Miss Jewell Hill. -Miss Libbie terly meeting of Woman's Missindependent
Glad to learn that Mr. and Mrs.
Sometimes I think I'm very for- 011ie Tidwell, Mrs. 011ie Tidwell, being said through the papers tournament 2442 and won over
James, Mrs. W. C. Denham, Mrs. ionary Union of the Blood River
Had - a letter from iny brother in
Mrs.
Grover
Parvin
children,
who
Charlton's
Adam's and Calvin about scattering "flowers" while
W. Curd, Mrs. A. M. Hawley, Mrs. Association at the First Baptist
Detroit who talks like the old tunate in being the'member of two
Adams are being treated in Mur- we live. Most all of us wait until kiazel Lena post tournament game
have been critically
All
with
S. S. Gatrett. Miss Maude Walker, Church in Murray last Thursday.
Ledger & Times -IS pbunied upon jolly fireside groups. I always look
ray for mad dog bites. The veteri- our friends are gone. I never had Saturdar evening.
measles
and complications, are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
for
with
ward
J.
H.
pleasure
Broach
to
and
going
N. White, Mrs. John Jones,
Mrs
there like a letter from home.
narian announced that 011ie Tid- many flowers given roe and don't
improving.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ted
home
and
Broach
jetrirng
were
Mother,
dad.
in
the
McKenzie, Tenn.. mother-in-law of
Those who don't take it. make a
Mrs. Evie Jackson of Dearborn, special ultp to visit these whos do. brothers. the 'sisters-in-law and the well's cow had the rabies. We guess I will have any whrd" I
Murray Monday.
the bride. was an honor 'guest.
Mich..
who
was
Al
was
visiting
Youngermansand
her
children In- discussing all the hap- hone that the (lemons bitten will am - gone.—R. F.
Cross Spann
Those.' sending gifts were Mrs.
It certainly is a great comfort to
recover qpicitly.
Nola Whiiiell, Mrs. C. B. White, were in Hazel Tuesday on busf- brother, Joe Luter, and Mrs. Lu- me. and when we happen to get it penings.
ter, were visitors in the J. S.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Oliver had
Medium breeds of poultry should
Mrs. J. R. Miller, Mrs. C. ii-Pas- ness.
between
And
times
we
our
draw
on Saturday I'm "all set" for the
have been started a week or two
chall, Mrs. Grace Wilson, Mrs. Bet- Mrs. Sam Garrett and Mrs. Junes Smotherman `home Stinday after- week end. (It's well tho that it chairs around the other fire side, as their visitors for the week end,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Adams, Mrs.
ago. Leghorn and like breeds
tie Clinton. Mrs. Audrey .White„. of McKenzie were in Hazel last noon.
_
In two -or three sections— the mother. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde,
should be started at once.
Bias Adams, whose death was saves a domestic wrangle over who Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edwards, Mrs. Parvin AdWs. Olga Freeman, and Miss Lula Friday and were visitors in the
Plans should be completed for
home of Dirs. Darwin White.
mentioned in last week's Ledger shall read it first.)
Paschall.
Liana, Mr. and Mrs: Ramond and ams, William Brent, and Robert
The Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Under- & Times, was a brother to -Mrs.
An interesting and entertaining the entire year. Feed should be
the children. The radio never has Crouse.
Murray
certainly
has
many
lost
-wood of Paducah were here Fri- Alice Ellis of this vicinity, Mrs.
A number . of persons in this' program was given by the local kept before the chicks at all times
M. E. Society Meets
a chance at either gathering.
day to visit W. D. Kelly and fam- Bell Story of EdgehRI. .and. Davy of its • prominent ment this last
community attended the sale at Soil Conservation Service organi- with plenty of water. By using
The
sheriff,
Ellis,
Lucas
has
been
The Methodist W. M. S. met.for ily.
Adams of near Dover, Tenn. The year. Most every -week some carried back to the Clarksville Collin Hubbs', I Wit up on the zation Monday. It was the oc- strict sanitation one should expect
its regular meeting
Wednesday
Mrs. Dumas Clanton spent sev- latter not having had measles did death reminds us that it is no rewrong side of the be and -didel casion of a field lour and regular a good broad that grows rapidly.
afternoon at 2 O'clock.. Nine mem- eral days this week in Benton not attend the funeral. His two specter of persons and that rich hospital. His condition is unfav- go.
meeting of SCS personnel,
orabile...,
Item' were present.
visiting, Miss Corinne Nelson.
Bill Thompson's family were in this district. H. H. Lester, Padaughters, Mrs. Nera Hart and and poor alike, must go. .
down strikes are becoming Sunday dinner
The devotional was conducted
Not so long ago I attended s
Mrs. Minnie Lassiter is confined Mrs. Perry Armstrong and other
guests of Mrs. Ray ducah, project manager, and his
by Mrs. W. B. Scruggs. Meditation, to her bed in west Hazel because relatives are cheered with the con- funeral—the sirnpliest I had ever too much of .a fad. Wonder what Steele.
staff, including E. H. Ashbrook,,
next
be
will
the
Not
idea.
long
"Christ and the Race Problem", of illness.
witnessed.
The deceased's coffin
I will be going now but' will see project agronomist and former
solation that he remembered his
ago
newest
the
was
to
see
who
was given by Mrs. Audrey Simwas a home made one, covered
Guy Caldwell of Whiteville, Creator in ytnith.
superintendent of the Murray
you all in the funny paper.
mons. An interesting topic, "Chris- Tenn.. was here Sunday *to. visit
camp, were present. SuperintendCooper Armstrong and daughter. with calico. My first. thoughts could sit up in a tree the longer;
—Sweet Pea
who'
then
could
stay
on
the dance
tian Education," was given by Mrs. his sister, Mrs. Grace Wilson. who -Mildred, attended the funeral ser- were of pity,- then I considered
ents, technicians and foremen from
K. G. Dunn. MiFS Jewell Hill, and As sick,at her home in west Hazel. vices for Mr. Adams held from the while the print dressed and saver- floor, now who can out sit
the camps at Clinton, Mayfield and
Mrs. Darwin White after which
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Perry were Sinking Spring church last Friday. ailed procession filed past. What other. They're about to get, to
Paducah were also guests of -the
Mrs. Golthe Edwards led in prayer. in Paris, Tenn., Saturday aftercamp for the meet. The morning
Several persons from this vi- difference did it . make t:Then one something J can compete
'Well, as I haven't heard any- and afternoon
Following the program an execu- noon.
.
periods Were' taken
cinity attended funeral services for came to die whether he was dress- 'Otis Lovins only worked a short
thing
from this place in a long up with an inspection tour of
tive meeting was held.
The Rev. A. M. Hawley filled Fred Brow,n at Murray last Mon- ed for the last time in satin- or a time. in Detroit before another
the
his regular monthly appointment day. Sympathy is extended to the sheet? The old pine coffin is left strike occurred . and - he struck time I thought 1 had better write various work projects of the proit Martha Shelton and J: T. at Pleaaent View, near Clarksville, bereaved ones. His 'nether, Mrs ;whirl just as the finest casket heal Guy and Ann are still a line or some one. might think gram, end limestone quarry. ,..xpe
iwe'wete drowned.
1111, of• Paduelih. were in Hazel Tenn.. last .Sunday.
evening period was devoted- to a
Bobby Wrather Brown was reared and all riches and earthly pos- 'war rig,.tho I fear for Ann's figSunday night to visit relatives and
Mr. and Mrs. •Rob Lamb were in this vicinity and his father near sessions are, and once across that ure, for she's in a candy factory.
Nose
here
been
I've
desecrating
fi lends.
border
line,
who
knows which
in Paris Tuesday on business.
Sinking Spring.
the Sabbath writing and entirely
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Shipley and
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown of
Polly, the little daughter Of Mr. man is richest?
\irs. T. M. Marshall :were in Paris near Mayfield, were in Hazel Sun- and Mrs. Duncan Ellis who was reI don't khow of any' one whom I forgot that a new preacher had an
rather meet than Mrs. Mary appointment at the church a mile
re day last week on business.
day to visit relatives.
ported last week as having "the
Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Orr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Outland measles, is getting along fine, how- Lanier Magruder. I have several away. Will take the lazy way out
•
,in. Richard Keith, of Bruceton, were in Mayfield Monday on bus- ever, it was scarlet lever instead of her letters from the Democrat and find a radio sermon. So until
in my Scrapbook. "A style all her the next inspiration, adieu.
of measles., .. , • - •
'
—The Chatterbox
Brent Cooper had measles last own?" Yes, her writings earn that
praise and who could want more
week.
Miss Grace Lute-rat Murray was said than that. she was original..
Last Saturday was an unusual
a week end visitor with home
day in Dover. The Nashville Banfolks.
Mrs. Shannon Ellis and daughter ner is sponsoring a state spelling
visited the former's mother. Mrs. contitst. So. cnntestants from the By Hilda Johnson. Sue Marine,
Hafford Paschall of gear Puryear different schools in the county met Ruth Hanley and Maurine Rogers
TAKE PARTICULAR NOTICE of the
In the district tourney at MurLittleton low prices. Compare our
Sunday. who was ill with flu and for the "try out' at the- Dover
inerchaadise
and prices. We can aipleurisy.
They were accompa- High School Saturday. .. There ray Friday and Saturday we' are
ford_to
sell for LESS!
nied-by their aunt and cousin. were _thirteen prizes _ given—the entering the following: debate.
msg. 1,,eslie Ellis and son Herman. first prize ,a contribuVon from the oration, oral interpretation, _poetry
Bro. K.
Dunn filled his ap- county teachers. $8.46 went to a reading. (2) discussions, mixed
pointment'ait-Pleasant Grove Sun- pupil of Mrs. Rex Lashley. The chorus, male quartet, boy's solo,
day. We have been informed that other twelve prizes for which the gril's solo, and trio. •
ontestants had to snip a long
IRAmpfire Neys
Use quartet of Murray
The Campfire girls met Wedwill furnish special Easter - music time to eliminate all - others, were
at this church 4th Sunday morning. giain by. the business. men of nesday, March 17, and discussed
their third lesson in the YWCA
A. C. Orr who recently- had an Doyen
I hasse.n't severed all connection book.' The lemon discussed was.
attack of measles. was . able-the -teaching
profession. "Fun and Good Times for All."
visit friends in Paris the first of- With
Taught at Poplar Spring one day
. Noing_lkwaotalei
_
the week.
.
The Home Economies girls gave
T. W. Nesbitt- hist week finished last week and teach at Blue Spring
delivering approximately five and Monday. Stilt fee/ quite at home the basketball, team a supper
s
Thuriday night; March 18. to show
a half acres of tobacco which av- at a Teachers' Meeting.
Raymond B. Kirks returned from their appreciation for the good
eraged about .1250 pounds to the
Cincinnati with Mrs. Kirks last sportsmanship the team has shown
acre. The bridge . On Route 3 from Wednesday after a..few days. in the this year. The coach and other
-coupHazel, between T. at Nesbitt's and hospital. The, comiYany for which teachers
Two and thee-thread' sheers in the season's newest col-tits Itorile. Economies teacher. Miss Erthe creek,- is rondearmed. Wb 'riot Air•ArifitS
Moon dusk, new day,spripg_dawn, ptaza_heige
,condemn the bridge at BrikerS' services, for they wired to the win, supervised the . supper, and
Cross Roads which appears to be
-it LITTLETON'S price,
I
.
dangerous 'for leek bf bannisters.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Grogan and
family are enjoying a new- radio.
Mr. and Mrs'. Ellie 'Paschall. Miss
your Easter is found here. Always the
Earnestine
and
Gene
Radfiard
selection—and LITTLETON quality-,
visited their sister, Mrs. Keith
Veasly .and Mr. Veasly of Paris.
Tenn.. Sunday. Enroute they also
visited their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tiny Atkins of Puryear.
Mrs. Dunk Erwin who had a
severe attack of measles, is -recovNew pff the face models—
ering nicely.
Rolls, Sailors
In a magazine. -Christian Home,
Wanted terns
Looking
Sturdy, Good
some special Easter songs mentioned
are
"Jesus
Christ
Is
Risen
•
Today"; "The Strife is O'er The
Battle
Doue"; "Yet Sons and
daughters of the King"; tne"Come
stand rough
Step out Easier in new
Ye Faithful, Raise the Strain."
usage
You unsaved ones why not ere
Easter comes repent and VY-faith
accept Christ as your "Saviour?
color and --All please read 1st John 5:10. ... We have it
..•••••• •
'
Utopia club -menitiers Iii Garrard
county hive signed for a hybild
seed corn .project.
$5.30

weak

of
ght
uce
111F1
11
ireLich
Mtiurt
ster

I

jones
by

Cole's Camp Ground
--'11iT fourth noodle',

nas.
'gest •
to
,ued
lips
the
wit-

R.

Across the River

S. Pleasant Grove

I

r).

Poultry

CAMP MURR.4Y
CH.4TTERS

1

Sit

GLASS

You will find a full
line (zf all sizes of
WINDOW GLASS
—at—
Murray Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

Sulphur Spring

For "Last Minute" Shoppers..

tRit

Kirksey School
News

Congoleum Rugs!

The Most Complete Line in the County
Gold Seal,9x12. . $5 to $6.50
Crescent Rugs,
9x12
$4 and $4.50

We Still Have Fine Selections for
Your Easter Wardrobe!

Accessories

Q.

Ensemble Them

PURSES

•

Patents, Calfs in Luggage Tan and the
new red colors
Admiration HOSE

treretip:rirast -.rink'

Cotton Mattresses
• $6.00
Innerspring p4attresses1
• -Finest Af-ailable
$12.50 up

Hankies...Flowers
Everything for
smartest

—r

HATS,$1.00 to $2.95

..Lingerie ... Gloves

SHOES,$2.95 to $4.95

Cane Bottom Chairs
$5.50 and up

'rib.
-•
dek

ROCKERS
Durable, able to
o

WNBILT
Shoes
Choose your

$1.35 up

•

Grocery Department
24 lbs. Jersey Cream Flour,
'100 lbs. Godchaux Sugar

TOM, kielk,— atid CHARLIE, Stud.,

9$c

A poultry floelc "of 25 hens beEdward Thomas, Fleming county, laid 20 eggs each last
month and . nette4- a .profit of
$12.50-

will stand this Lieason at; my farm, loc$ed some 2
miles Northwest ,of Lynn Grove.

longing ti

•H. I. Neely & Son
HAZEL, KENTUCKY

$4.00 Cash. Come all Year

Terms:
-

Students of Pikeville College in
LYSN
Pike county planted 30 shade. tree
t
_ .1 slips as a demonstration unit.
,...................e,...,.........
...kris•••••••-••••••16.••••ar•..• . .,-S
...
•
-•.• •

1.1;\Ti
_

V.

er

No matter what it is you still need, there's still tifke to get it at
LITTLETON'S. Suits, Shoes, Hats, Shirts, Sox, Ties, Handkerchiefs, Underwear!

E. Littleton & Co. Hazel, Ky.

LEBERT JONES
GROVE

For Men
Only...

•

•••

•

a

•••••

-.111

gs.
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inpiiinsittogi --_WSW L
State DPoruliceePn
ivers
regarding the Wilily's loss. their
-Drivers W
resources, their liabilities or debts,
1L:wilb Lance
already received .and
Two more drunken drivers were
• their needs. Verification of these
arrested in Graves county Monday
facts was made before presentation
night by State Patrolmen Charley
--the committee.
B. Adams and Harry L. Crawford, Restdence of W. H. Lawrence
, The building repair award was
who are working this district.
Set Fire from Explodmade upon the recommendation of
The two laws violators% who gave
ing Steve
One Building Award, Many the Red'Cross .Budding Advisor. 3,954,712
Pounds • Bring their names as Berl Bright and
Food Orders Given by
, The remainder. of 'the cases to
$331,280.08 to Growers
Charley Miller, were apprehended
Fire, originating from the excorn* under the eyes of the same
Digester Committee
This Year
.10 on the Mayfield-Falsomtiale road. polsion of a kerosene stove, comcommittee wilt- be taken up at its
.State highway No. 98, and pleaded pletely destroyed the lovely farm
next meeting Friday night.
guilty in Mayfield Tuesday morn- home of W. H. Lawrence's, promiDISTRIBUTION BEGINS
-(WEEK SALES DIMINISH
_Members,of the award commit
ing., Sentence will be passed later. dent Lynn Grove resident. SaturTIIURSDAY MORNING
AS
CLOSES
MARKET
teq .are T. D.' Turner, Ronald
Adames"Who is
native_rif_
-Citutihili; Vernon
way, county, arrested two er
Stubblefield., I
Sixty.nine Deed relief cases were
. Mr And Mrs. Lawrence were
Dark tobbace,., sales on the Murdrunken
driving
U.
in
Trigg county hurrying' through an early morn'.
T
MelEirath• Mrs.
D. ray floors are diminishing daily as
PloWd upon at tbalirst meeting of Scott.
s.• J. D. Rowlett, Mrs. R.
two weeks ago and they wel-e
libe• local Red Cross disaster relief
ing breakfast to go to Mayfield on
M. Pollard. and Mrs. B. Melugin. the year's crop reaches the mar- fined in court.
'Mined committee, held at 8 o'clock executive secretary of
ket. Floor dealers expect the .1936
business. The stoves, having_ been
the local
.wodoesday night at the
crop to be completely marketed by
lighted by -Mr:-Lawrence. explodMurray chapter.
headquarters. Most of these cases
the last of t
ed With a bang_ spreading_ flames
eeption of few small erons thal
throughout the room. Mrs. Lawical.ssoLIVrig: during the flood.
hold to the last days expecting to, ,
rence called to Mr. Lawrence who
Nit_ were registered because they
ware raaroteted and had to be supgain • higher prices as.- the markt.'
was at the lot feeding, and before
plied with food from Red Cross
closes.. Sales this week have de- I
he could reach .the house the
hosts during the height of the Increased rapidly with .only 23.709
flames swept by a brisk South
Rev. R. H. Falwell Jr..
undation. Many more assured lopounds being stild Wednesda
yere _unrontroustdp
Fill !WWI
e season saes on a! Mu
_a few household articles
Applications' for
Soil
conser-- floors to Saturday. Marcia 20.
In Pastor's Absence
were saved - from the mass of
A letter from Red Cross
yetion Program
totaled
3.866,762
pounds at $332.flames: consisting of a few chairs,
Regional Director Richard F.
('lose soon
The Rev. Sam P. Martin, pastor bed clothing
583.14, an average for the period
Allen informed the local chapand small personal
floorof
the
First
Baptist
of $8.34. Season's sales by
Church, will articles. The fire loss was partials'
ter of the organization that in
Farmers in Kentucky sehs, did are: Grower.. 1,089.335 pounds...at leave Murray after .the Sunday
ly covered by property insurance.
slew of the • prevalence of pelhat lake part in the farm program -196,122t09. an average
of 19.01; services to take part in the city
leg-ra in parts of the flooded
last year, and who desire to pare -Murray. 999.492
wide
Baptist Simultaneous Revival
pounds at $78716.areas. yeast aill be offered free
ecaae's. in-ahes1989. an aVerage of $7.88; Outlands. apaten in -Tampa.
beginto all chapters in the flood
Conservation Program. are requesta.777.335 'pounds at $145.683
90. an 'fling Tuesday night, March 30: He
zone. Distribution of the yeast • ed
to file work sheets fof• their eerage ef 0.19. '
Leeny Cordelia Key was born
willsbe the preacher- at the Palm
ill be handled by the Chapter
farm .not later than Mare" b 31, !
Avenue Baptist Church, where May 19, 1372. After living here 64
offtetals,
With ttie sales for atie•--three clays
County Agent Jno. I.
months and .7 days, her
goetworilM•. this week. the season's total Rev. Glen Erich Wiley. is past. r. years.
hounces.
The revival campaign. will continse spirit took its flight back to God
cal offIcials that they were ãb1e to
on January7.28, 1937.
through April the 11.
Those farmers Who participated
the growers 5331.280 06. a season's
take care Of themselves without in the program,last
year need. sot average of
She was 'married to Wayne
While out of his pulpit. the Rev.
further assillance. One building file work sheets
$9•49'
this year. HowMertin has secured Rev. R. H. Fal- Thompson Key November 12, 1889.
Sided for the past week are
repair award
made.
d, a ever, if any/Mange has been made
well,Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. To this union was b.irn 8.children,
follo;;s:,
sinizabarLot--tamilies with large 12- in the siae of the
farm, or if the
Falwell. Sr.. to preach Sunday 3 girls and a boys. One girl dying
abilities were given stock feed and prodtrctt . i:s
Thursday.
March
18
operating a different
morning and evening. April 4. in infancy and one sun dying in
Growers, 12.240 lbs. at $1575 11.
grocery orders to sustain them farm 4
- 1 1937. he should notify the
Mr. Falwell will be in the city at- young manhood.
average of $12.87: Murray. 4,035
until they can recOver under their coniKty agent's office
tending . the St-tider
immediatelY lbs.' at $280.85.- average of
-irs Rennet: She was made to realize the
Own power.
$6.96;
•.
of such_change:_ ....
- -Under the direction of Ralph need of a Saviour early in life
Outland.
5.945
lbs.*
at
$638
10:
avDiestireaments i'of the ...awards
Churchill. Baptist . Student Sec- and accepted Christ as her only
The work sheets - for farmers erage
$10.73.
began
8 o'clock Thursday moot- taking part, in the
retary:: R. Ft. is the'Sfale president hope far salvation and was saved
program for the
ing. •
Friday. March 19
time in 193? will show the
of the Baptist Student Union this y God's divine grace and joined
. ,.
. first
.
Growers. 4.650 lbs. at $465.08. av- year.
the Missionary Baptist Church at
lone 'Mae Chase. area director 1936 acreage of each separate crop
•
. erage of $10.00; Murray. 6.29 lbs.
for Calloway county, who preside ant.Land use on•the-fatrns.
NIS' Grove. She has proved to
For
the
11th
of
April the Rev.
ea, at the meeting. outlined, :Red
her family, neighbors and to all
Under the program this Year. the at 544727. average of $8.50: 'Outformernd.,
a
as r will
e
lands..
12.995
$1167,55.
lbs.
at
averCross policies in "hailing awards. county office will jurnish each
that !knew her that she had been
fare:Ch=il
morning
in
age of .$8.99.
Miss Chase stressed the fact that farmer a statement showing pastsr bespeaks for both of these made a new creature in Christ
aseistanee to these flood sUfferers bases, She number of acres -upon
Monday. March- 22
honored: men, and brethren a Jesus. and had been redeemed by
Growers. 14.190 lbs. at $15115.21. record
is made on naed and not on loss. -Which payment can be received for
his blood.
- attendance
- of members and
• All of the' 94 cases rekistered &version, anct the amount of soil- average. of $11.17: Murray, 3.483 friends.
God has called • her: to that
„from
Heavenly home that she has so
way. count)..•
we r el buliciing.'allowance for the fisrm. lbs., at. g326.66 .averate of - -1;9.21;
,tho , - y ftwestigaied by
The pintos
return'
Citlae3e-1513:0 Tbs. 'at'$1572.39.'eVny times 'spoke of her during
-trained With "hi-' iiiibrrnation farmers can
the _Ttatripa meeting in time to fill her last
Red Cress- workers.
, determine early in the season.an: erage of $10.06.
days of illness. During
-the. pulpit.- of the First Baptist her last hours she
Each case .was presented tii the proximately the amount of paycalled her chilTuesday. March 23
Church Sunday. April 18, morn- dren, husband and
committee by a number instead of ment tkaiscan be earned under the
friends around
Growers. 14.210 lbs. at $1576 35.
ing:and eeening.
the fam!ly name ti s.-ere lair- Program , They will be
able to average of $11.09: MurFay, 9.963 - The Rev. Martin has' called. her bedside and 'told them of her
love - for them and that the home
plan their -farming operations so lbs. at $857-.70 .average of $8.61;
through the superintendent of the "where .she was
las to fiCithe• program to the hee
via was more
heeds Out:ands. 6.860 lbs. at .$571.47. av- Sunday School, Dr. Hugh
'than this world te her.
of their Satins and' at the same erage of $8,_33.
•
rath.
a
mass
meeting
of
all
Sunda'.
Now she is at rest in that home
time qualify for full payments.
Wednesday. Mumls 24
School workers far April 19 at 7:30 where all is peace, ;pay and hapFarmers are being urged to file
Growers. 9.08.5 lbe at 4834.70. av- .11.'
work sheets prior to March' 31 so erage of
piness.
$9.19', Murray. 8.759 lbs. at
- Children. she doesn't peed you
that: necessary information about $810,17.„average
of $926; Outlands,
now to change her position, for
bosas_simp aersages.. and.the sal- 511212--ibo.- at Eis6t.28-.
average ofshe has no pain and she does not
allawaseat.itar DDT van b2.4lid
suffer. She .has been carried wife.I Ifurnished by the county office in.
ly home.
sufficient time to be 'of greatest
March
Fires in the belief that -tise-tersthe-fartn.• As a neighbor and friend, she
- HA
ogs
ST 7S-.5100.Tj3;j5itlitLectM.
1E
hitl
2y
4
the family knous betsteady: top 10.35; bulk 170-300, Has.
ter than We could pos10.155,1030; 140-160 lbs. „9.350
10.00: 100-130 lbs. 7.5050.00; light
sibly know, we suggest
24-PHONES-25
pigs down to 7.00; southern and
.$41hat they make their
•
own decision regarding
Grand Jury Will tronvene April off qua t y below sows 9.00',1ago.
Treatment for hydrophobia was
TWO 10e 'pkgs. Octagon
Cattle
calves
3.000;
market
1,800:
the cost of the tuners!.
12th: Petit Jury Meets
penis received by ,..Calvin Adams.
not established on steers, odd lots
Soap Chips
lic
Second Day
We serve si ithin th.
-1.'ailavray county farmer, and his
abcut steady in the 7.00 column:" TWO Ific pkgs. (wagon
family's means always.
.laughter Irene following possible
Granulated Powder
1 1c
Circuit court Clerk •Claude L. mixed yearlings and heifers steady
..ntamination front a hydrophobic:
Miller'lists the following jurors to to strong. cow stuffand bula Large carton Oats and Plate _ 25c
aw. Dr. J. A. outland- is giving
steady;
vealers
unchanged:
mixed
Sincerely
serve inlhe April term of court
90e
• he treatment.
yearlings and heifers 7.50!a4.00. 24 lbs. Dainty Biscuit flour
conveningsadonday. April 12.
85c
Adams said that a 3-mongis-o1d
heifers 10.25: beef cows 5.000 24 lbs. Red Bird Flour
Tot
,
'The
;wispy bit the cow. who "three 1. The grand jury will report Mon- 6.50, cutters and low cutters 3 7$0 12 lbs. White Frost Flour
49c
J.C-Churchill
weeks later showed urimHtakable day while the petit jury will -meet 4.75; sausage bills --51011 6.25; Sep Quart Wonder Fluff
-!gris of madness.' Adams and his Tueiday, the second day ofcause
Funeral Home
vealers• 9:75; nominal. range slaughSalad Dressing
25e
Those named on the Grand Jury ter- steers 6.50G12.75; slaughter
iaughter assisted in treating the
Oleomargarine, lb."
17e
Telephone 7
list
are:
John
H.
Moore..
Carlos heifer& 625'.i 10.75.
.ow.•-(apd.fear*-was felt that they
•3-pounds
50e
:sight have contracted the disease. Roberts. J. B. Austin. Wins:Whit- •
Murray, Ky.
--•
While Jowl. Meat, lb.
Lie
nelLs.Jr.. Prentice HarLeRufe Clark.
•.'as asie,stroyed
- 25c
3 No. 2 cans Tomatoes
Parker Harrell. R. W. Hendricks.
Washington Bright
Raymond•Perry Wadesburoe Mart'
Ahipley, Peyton Thomas, H. I.
Evaporated Abples, lb.
15e
gieely-•'
• -Two Commissioner's Sales sched- 2 lbs. Evaporated Peaches
25e
ittr. Lawson, Nevan
Miter uled for Monday were called , off. TWO 10-os. pkgs. Soda
_ Sc
Story, tuck Lawson, Orval Junk- The sale of the W. He-Lawrence S. boxes Matches
20c
leakte. with 20 acrei of ground.
-ins. {us Getirin.
3 lbs. bulk Raisins
• 25e
which
Grove,
1.-Yan'
being
neaZ
was
-6.--1---Brbael% --Oscar- Jones- Guy
1Gallon Golden synspl-_, IRE RI' gee
Rudd. Will Alton, S. L. Hargis. -sold . by the Home Owners Loan Gallon
White Syrip ___ 60c or 65e
Corporation,
burned
early
Satlast
Hall Hicks.
3 cans Mackerel
25e
The Petit Jury will be selected urday morning.
The Diuguid property here in Want to BUY conniry Jowl Meat
from the following 38 names:
Murray, which was the home plebe PAY in trade for EGGS
20e
e E. SI -Ditigt1
Cochran, 0.
Cain', Dewey'La
•
ed off when an aereemat WRS
Craig.
LeesBurchett„ J. 0. Wrather. Ben

69 FLOOD CASES
CONSIDERED BY
LOCAL RED CROSS

WEED AVERAGES
S9.49. FOR YEAR;
SEASON NEAR END

WORK SHEETS TO
BE FILED MARCH 31

LYNN GROVE HOME
BURNS SATURDAY

REVIVAL PREACHER

Obituary

a- -

•

at

evening.

crop'

mai-

Decide for
Yourself What
the Service
Shall Cost
You'...

-

Livestock

JURORS LISTED.
Cow Bitten by Dog
FOR APRIL COURT
Shows Hydrophobia

-Swann's Grocery

•

Commissioner's- Sale -Monday Called Off

Armour's Star Bacon, lb.
35
2 lbs. Veal Chops
35c
Beefsteak, pound
20c
2 lbs. Sausage
35c
Pork Ham, half or whole, lb.
20c
Pork Shoulder, half or whole, lb.
I8c
Reef Chuck Roast, lb.
15c
Beef Rib Roast, lb. ,
. 11c
Lard, lb
• 14c
Hens, lb.
27c
Salt Butts, lb.
14c
FRESH FRUITS
FRE
01TERS.
KANSAS
STEAKS

•

ary

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs And Hides
WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

Phone 214
_

Swann's Grocery

.‘ere.Miller,

'

tale:steno- Barnett:six'
sert Jones, A. E. Jackson. Port, •
!stubblefield. Tremop -Cavite
°rein' Beach. Amos West, Johr•
Walker, Bud Edmonds, W
Holland.''Max T. Tarry.
_. Lonnie Hill. _Tolbert _Carr, If. I:
Wisehart, Lrven
Miller, Chest(
Morris_ Devoe. Reed.
Wayne- Howaed, Abe Rogers. Ls
...ern Graham A 0. Todd. J.
Key, Charlie Miller.

'me

Tennessee Man Held
In SlaIyiri
, ,Pete- Anch-nt 26. opeeator - if
-.fiefway s„tore. in ?Henry Count:.
:":AIi,eseq_L, near the7Kentucky lino
eirrendel'ed to Sheriff A. 0. ,Jaci:
on. Paris. Tenn.. Saturday• nig't
o the slaying of his . brother-it
1.1w. Lexie Ward. 30. in an are,
, awe* ae tieletts'
Ward was „shot eilOces 8n" it.
.nelseirt-Inrrit, re in the 'arm
revolter,
Andrue not if e •
Sheriff Jackson who Went- to Me!
,..ay and arrested'.the storekeeps•
;.. r Andrus iva,
..1; to appear before. •••
G •Nrt..u. in (Cris Vic
examining trial. Officers la',
al-ey- heel-- riot learned the Can"
r the argument ..a.e/hrch . resulte:
si the fatal shooting.

Tolley &-Carson

IJIONE 37

Biological Exhibits Are Termed
Unbelievable by Visitors

KROGER'S
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
Camels,

Lucky Strikes, Chesterfields

'CIGARETTES

SUG

PURE

CANE

•

Paul Jones, Sunshine
Carton

10

BULK

STANDARD

Del Monte or C. Club Sifted
..
No. 1 can
•
No. 2 cat a
63

PEAS

10c
15c

Standard Pack
No. 2 cans

3

HARVEST DAY

WHITE

42c

EGGS.

WE DELIVER

has

5--Pound Bucket

CALIFORNIA

-Pound

25

box

5-Pound package

LARGE 14-OUNCE BOTTLE

Embassy Salad' DRESSING
29c
Quart jar
All Green ASPARAGUS,
19c
Full No. 2 can
Mary Lou DILL PICKLES,
17c
--Quart jar
29c
Half gallon jar
SALTED PEANUTS,
2 pounds
-

25c.

LIFEBUOY SOAP,4 bars 25c
RINSO, large package 21c
8c
Small package

10`

Soda CRACKERSWesco, 2-113. box
..
C. Club, 2-lb. box
TOILET TISSUE,
Clifton brand, 6 rolls,
FIG BARS,2 lbs.

15c
23c
25c
25c

PEARS, C. Club, . . . .
2 large No. 2 1-.2 cans. 35c.
No. 1 can
10c
_20 Mule T(4111

BORA _X,
pkg
,
15
BORAX°,8-oz.- can . . . 15c

2
PURE HOG LAO
PICNIC HAMS
SLICED BACON
FRANKS
DAISY
BANANAS
size
TEXAS GRAPEFRUIT
rt6
100-lb.
79
POTATOES
1
FLORIDA ORANGES
CARROTS Bunch 5c
SPINACH

Pounds

4 to 6 Pounds Each
Pound
Pound

Pound

GOLDEN YE/ I, OW

Large 54

for

5-Pound peck

bag $2

Large 126

19c

whi

Me(

ALL-PURPOSE
Every Sack Guaranteed

P'‘,.
77511

25.c
25c
35c
19c
39c
39e..

1

rest
two
ty.
Unit
cote

25c
35c

2 powida

PURE PORK

Fancy Wisconsirt

61

esti
roa,
Rut
cil

Milnur

Pound

5c

ing
whi
enr
! the'

25c

8 Small or 4 Tall cans

No Rind-No Waste

83c
$1.00
35-c
24c
Z5c

No. 2 1-2 cans

Country Club

STALEY

Act
bot
sep
con
insi
lye
• big
ed,

89c
52c
33c

POUNDS

2 Large

SLICED

LK 8 Small or 4 Tall cans 25c

MI
SAUSAGE
FLOUR SYRUP
PEACHES
SOAP CHIPS -CATSUP

the
sys
the
wo!

Marvels, 20 Grands, Wings,

Old Golds
Carton $1.15
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-

PINEAPPLE

F
Cl'
t uc
me

Singing Convention
Sunday a Success

Armour's Star

We have a full line of TESTED GARDEN SEEDS,
FIELD SEEDS, SEED POTATOES:
We will PAX 21c in trade for

MAMMOTH MARINE
HIPPODROME CCLMING
TO-MURRAY -A-MIL 4

Political
Announcements

Shankless

LIVE BETTER AND SAVE MONEY, THE BEST
OF FOODS IS ECONOMY

TOILET TISSUE, 1,000 sheet, 6 for
WASH BOARbS, Southern Silver, each
APPLE SAUCE, 2 for
FLOOR WAX, Johnson's 50e size
O'Cedar Wax, 30c sire and 25c polish cloth
PANCAKE or WAFFLE FLOYX,,,
,
,,
TWO 22-oz. pkgs.'
That good PINGDINGER COFFEE,
fresh ground, THREE pounds

For her, the troubles of life are
over
e
And your dear loved one is at rest.
She is watched over by the angels,
In that home of-eternal bliss.
- .

"Colossus- The 1113 Ion sea mons- his astonishing exhibition Where
ter, one of the features, of the Life Begins, which you will 'find
Mammoth MerineeHippodrome has moSt educational and' interesting.
caused no end of comment in the The exhibition will exhibit ieseeistscities thus far inside a "personal ray for one day only...aing !Sun,appearance" on his coast to coast day, April 4 arpi- wilie-epen to
tour. Everywhere it has .been a the pubtic.from atooti until 10 p
magnet for an eagerly interested m. The specially constructed failroad car over 100 feet long, will "
Shrong.
be placed on a siding near the
Extensive research by officials of
depot. Admissions ten cents.
a west coast Whaling company
who are responsible for the Hippodrome exhibition coming to
Murray April 4, convinced them
that people in all walks of life are
more than mildly interested in this
gigantic sea mammal. Hence the
The Ledger & Times is authordecision to send "Colossue" on an
extensive tour, that poeple might ized to announce the followinip
have the opportunity of seeing this candidates, subject to the action o
sea monster in the flesh. Weigh- the Democratic primary, Saturday,
ing
:mem_ them 8.0_,..tens and is 55 Abgust 7, 1937.
feet in leith7'FOR MAGISTRATE
Liberty District
Besides The-exhibition ot-the sea
J. F. BRATTON
monster there will be a number
Hazel District
of oddities from all over the world
J. W. UNDERWOOD
which ipclude; Serpentine, strange.
wadisooro
lingrintsrimmb as -the MerL. A. BURKEEN
maid, and will be up to the pub.
lic to say whether she is human
or fish.
Another oddity is Anna John
Budd. the woman who is changing
to man, an unusual dual-sex perThe singing convention was a
sonality, also Roy Bard the "Ossi- huge success with a large crowd
fied Boy" whose body Is slowly and a big dinner. About '40 pertinning to stone, alive, and slated sons were present in the morning
as an attraction worth seeing.
The big dinner was served at the
Madam Sirwell and her ...troupe lunch stand 'by each person paying
of performing 'Fleas, are another his -own bill.
feature with the exhibit. At the .After the- dinner was over a
Frea-tiferie-Yoti
frny:1 large number remained. The
insects walk a tight wire, ride adjoining communities appreciated
tiny bicycles, roll a hoop, do a fan the fine hospitality 'shown and
dance and many other astonishing hope to be with them again next
feats. Dr. R D. Smith presents year.

BULK

FOOD MARKET
FLOUR, Myty Good, 24-1b. bag
WHITE FROST FLOUR, 24 pounds
COFFEE, Beechnut, the world's best flavor
TOMATOES, No. 2 can, 3 for
*CORN, No. 2 can, 3 for
KRAUT,-417
084INY or TOMATOES,
No. 1 cans, each
PORK- &d BEANS, 22-oz. cnih4t-f9z,
HOMINY, No, 2 1-2 can, 3 tor
LIGHT GLOBES, 60-watt, 3 for

was an outstanding character of
tette.stesse. for all who knew her.
Affectionatel77and patiently did she
administer to the needs of her
family as long as health permitted
her.
Her life stands out as a menumine to her memory and within
itself says more than all friends
combined could say.
She leaves a' husband, two
daughters, Mrs. Bertha Kuyketsciall
tind Mrs. Nora Howard; four sons,
One, Albert, Collins and Dolphus
Key; 11 grandchildren and one
great grandghild, two Misters, six
brothers and many other relatives
and friends to mourn over her departure from this world. But God
knoweth and doeth all things well
and he is too good to deal with us
tInIustly. So let us be submissive
-7
1/111, aird
-nOr weep not as
for those who have no, hope, for
we have the assurance that she is
safe in the arms of Jesus. 4
Loved ones, look to god tar he
2100. ^a•O
hearts, and may he help you to or
able to say, "The L,ord giveth and
the Lord taketh away. Blessed be
the name of the Lord."

DOZEN

Pound

29c
19c
30c
15c
22c
15c
25c
45c
39c
5

.•

Seed Potatoes -- Cobbler, Red Triumphs, Certified Cobbler?
Onion Sets, Cabbage Plants, Onion Plants.

,`alp.

-1.
7 141(....•

--.4111....1.1:1=1011a1ik1,11114114#111.0a.419,0110gill1,rivailird,lee4.4,
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COMPLETE COVERAGE 6F ALL CAI.LOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Rural Highway Department, WPA
Building Up State's Rural Roa

J.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 25, 1937

Which Farrows 48 Pigs
in Less Than

FRANKFORT, Ky.. March 22- ment and by adding its men and
Closer cooperation between Ken- machinery to the man power of
tucky's Rural Highway Depart- the WPA, road production will be
ment-and the Government's WPA, at a maximum. To bring about
01%to,. ii, -TN wrist%
!miserly%
the secondary and feeder road ways and the WPA it is necessary
systems in - approximately 755, of for the officials in each . county to
the counties In the State. By agree with the Area Engineers of
working together the two agencies the WPA and the Rural Highway
near y mu/leers on he same projects.
s n
double the amount of work that By agreeing through- the -cotusty -ofboth accomplished while working ficials, to work hand in hand. long.
separately in past years and the 'substantial stretches of Secondary
continuance of this program will and feeder roads are being built
insure the State its most product- or reconstructed.
.
ive year in hiatory, so far as rural
Engineer Phelps. in his last rehighway construction is contern- port . to Commissioner . Williams.
stineet-that since- -March- I he- -has
The two agencies had ben work- spent the entirety of his time and
ing separately until late in 1936, effort in bringing ,the agencieS to.when they joined forces in Breck, gether arid that in 90 counties the
enridge county. The results of. projects had been so arranged that
" ' the' Combined efforts •cf the two the WPA and the Rural Highways
was a surprisingly large amount
were now working together.
extra work and a new peak in
This work is done _under the
road
production , was reached. supervision of tri State engineers.
Rural Highwa3• Commissioner. Ce- Both agencies are furnishing the
cil . Williams, and his engineer, D. rnaterial 'end both government -and
M.- Phelps. Jr., pleased with the State specifications are being met.
results of the coordination-of-the
By working together. • in this
two agencies in Breckinridge coun- manner the Rural Highway Dety. immediately began work to partment is
accumulating more
unite the two forcers in other road.machinery. and is better precounties.
paring itself for the future. When
. The Teural Highway Department. the WPA becomes non-existent in
which is gradually adding to its future years. the -Rural Highway
mechanical units in each county. Department will have acquired a
has plenty of road building equip- supply of equipment and can

ed.

The True ExPiession of the Easter Spirit
A selected chnice of cut flowers: Roses, Tulips.
• -GardeelaL Easter Lilies and Carnations- Ales
grand assortment of lovely plants and ferns; Hyacinth, Plants. Tulip Plants and others.

MRS. A. 0. WOODS
Florist
Phuee- 188

COLLEGE WILL BE Says TVA
HOST TO SCHOLARS

H. Moore Owns Sow
a

Maligned

Norris Claims Power Interests
Spread False Propaganda

Year

J. H. Moore, . one of the most
substantial farmers in the Crossland,. section. tolS„us Saturday of
the unusual fecundity
a red
Duroc Sow which has given birth
to three litters totalling 48 pigs in
less than a year.
The Ursa-was 444i ;46•Ft44---20: 14436
when she farrowed 'a litter of 18.
The flex? -on September 20, just
exactly six' months later, totalled
18 little porkers and the last. on
March 12 ,was 14.
Mr. Moore says the sow is a little past four years old and he
wouldn't take a $100 bill for her.
then apply all of its funds to labor
and materials. '

Tobacco Acreage
Increase Is Seen

e
a year In Calloway.
[$1.0°Marshall. Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere Is
$1.50the State of Kentucky.
a Year to any address
than abater.

$2.0Oother

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2,935, • WORN TO
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Error in Calculating__
, Pieces inDoores

_

Quilt

Volume CV; No. 12

Tobacco Is Nearest All Sold This
Date in IO Years,011ie Mayer &tys

The Ledger & Times has been
-- --011ie Mayer, of Hazel, who has
WASHINGTON, March 19--Senaadvised that there was an error in been one of the best knoWn tobacMusic and Debate Tournament at tor Norris (Ind.-Neb.),
told the
figuring the number, of pieces in
MSTC This Week End
Senate, today power companies had
the quilt owned by Mrs. Will J. co buyers in Callowky county for
Planned
Ualse-and-zisabeionc 971[10larad.
Je.a.cs. cie,
pbblished last
ganda" against flood control fea- emoree, wriicn
Thursday that the Calloway county
week as containing more than 40,. Plans are going forward for the tines of
Tennessee Valley Atithntcrop was the nearest completely
000 pieces.
District Interschplastic Music and 1 } dams. •
cleaned up at this time of the year
Mr.
Doores
brought
reus
tne
He
bianded
as
"untruths" newsDebate tournament to be held at
in the,past decade. Prices on the
vIsion
Raiff mat me Murray
floors
have
increased.
Murray State College March 26 paper articles he lead which he
good
ladies
of
his
family
did
not
said accused President. Roosevelt
steadily as the season nears the
and 27.- All high schools in -the of erring
wish
to
claim
any
'honors through close and the same thing- has been
. in giving credit to the
first district will be invited to dams
for minimizing flood dam- art error in arithmetic. He prom--the case with crops purchased at
participate and the winners of the age in
that territory. The Nebras- ised that when a more accurate the barns.
various music and debate events kan
said -one article asserted the ccunt had been made that we
Mr. Mayer has been buying for
will be eligible to enter the state dams
were not for flood control should hIve the figures.Kennedy & Swann for the past six
contests at Lexington._
ut for generation of hydro-elecyears and was previously -connectThe committee -in charge of ar- 'Inc power,
liens Pay Nice Dividends
ed with the same firm for
rangements for the - affair is com- .Norris read a portion of the
to Thomas Hargis, Cherry years between 1915 and 1923. For
posed of Walter C. Jetton, Padu- President's statement of March 4
Thomas Hargis, who lives. near six' years, 1925 to 1931, he purcah, K. R. Patterson, Mayfield and In which the chief -executive said
Cherry. brought 43 Gozen eggs to chased tobacco in rife .country for
M. 0. Wrather. Murray. Dr. that "with- two dams completed'
Murray Saturday for which he re- Helifield & Son, at Hazel, returnJames H. Richmond. president of there .is no flood damage there
ceived top price of 20 cents at the ing to his Murray connection whin
Murray State College, said that this winter."
the Holifield warehouse at Hazel
Sid B:ggess poultry house. •
he was heartily in fever of the
Mr. and Mrs. Hargis have ap- burhed six years ago and the firm
contests and would give his supuring a two-month period. 578 proximately 100 hens • of
various retired from the leaf businegi:
port to them in every way.
Ohio county 'people read books breeds and they get
70 to 80 eggs
Mr. Mayer says that the Murray
State College has acted from a traveling library.
a day from the flock.
market continues to gait) in 'eelas host • for the Interscholastic
Masic and Forensic tournament
f-r the last several years.
Counties - tnelmied
are:
McCracken. Graves. Calloway. Fut,
ton. Carlisle, Ballard. Marshall,
TILL 5:00 P. M.
and Hickman.'.
(Except Sunday)

D

Predict 1937 Crop Will Be 15 Per
Cent Greater Than
1936
WASHINGTON, March 19-The
Agricultural Department's crop reporting board forecast today tobacco acreage for 1937 would
t*arly 15 per cent greater than
the 1.882.200 acres planted to -all
types of tobacco in 1936.
If such an increase materializes.
the board said acreage still would
be about ten per cent below the
five-year average for 1928-32.
The- report said flue-cured toThe above title is for the poem
bacco growers apparently intend to printed below and calls attention
increase their acreage about ten to a universal short coming of
per cent over last year while indi- man:
cations were for a 31 per cent in- A hen .is not supposed to have
crease in burley tobacco plantibgs.
Much common sense or tact,
If burley •-tobacco is increased Yet every time she lays an egg
the expected percentage, the reShe cackles forth the fact.
port said -1937 acreage would still
be about five percent below. _the The 'mile, the most despised of all
five-year acreage and 19 per cent
Has a mcist persistent way
below the recad Teaming in. 1931. Of letting folks know he's around
The report said Tire-cured _laBy his insistent bray.
bacco growers apparently intend to
increase their acreage about nine
The busy little bees they buzz.
cent and -dark - air-cured growBulls' bellow and cows -moo,
ers their acreage about 30 per cent: The watchdogs bark and ganders
above that harvested last year.. t
quack.
For ,both- elf these classes bt t0--And dotage'
pigeon coo.
.
bacco. however, the. board said
would litill-Ise-atabliantially The peacock .spreads hit tea and
low the five-year- avereges. .
squawks—
Indications were said' to point.
Pigs squeal and robins sing.
to an increase of',four per cent in And+ even serpents know enough
acreage - of
Maryland
tobacco,
To hiss before they sting.
which would equal the 1931 record
,
average
But man, the greatest masterpiece
That nature could devise,
Will often stop and hesitate
Before he'll advertise.

ume from K -;t:ly county. Tennesse:e.
.s
The Murray loose leaf-merket
-will be closed in -a few weeks.

Prof. J. H. Clagett of
Western College Dies
BOW-LING GREEN..Ky., March
_19-Death today claimed Professor
J. H. Clagett, 80, instructor 441-English Literature at Western State
Teachers College , hel:e since 1908.
Funeral services will be held tomorrow. - - Fiderdreds of Calloway colintians
who. attended the Western' State
Teachers College before gurray
State Teachers College. was estab°dished. studied under Prof. Clagett.
Were foand of, him and extremely
regret to learn of his death:
.
Read the Classified Ads.

C1=0=101=0=[0====t0=I0C=10=10====:10=10
BALCONY . , 16c

BALCONY.. 16c 0

CAPITOL

They All Advertise

THE CAR THAT WILL BALANCE
MANYI BUDGET IN 1937enn:

A.

TILL 5:00 P. M.
iExcept Sunday/

EASTER GREETINGS .. • •

0

Spring is in the air! Birds are singing, and now we bring you a ?nessage of'jqy !. It's all about our SPRING JUBILEE.•
▪ PRESENTING . .. Thirty days of outstanding entertainment with the
leading,stars
Hollywood.
Romance! Comedy!' Adventure! Drama! Every type of screen de!ight to please you.

TODAY

FRIDAY
Wolves of Wall Street
Scramble When a
Woman Screams!

I:ERE COMES THE TEXAS

0

PLAINSMAN!

e„.43

Ship 250 Hogsheads 11
Tobacco to Francei
Two hundred and fifty hog! -.
heads of tobacco were shipped to Ihir
France Sunday by Outland. Bros..
A hurry-up
-or
he leaf
was received the latter part 'of lest
week and it was necessary to load
The big quantity out Sunday in
order to reach New Orleans in
time for _transfer to --an ocean
freighter.
Ordinarily, tobacco is shipped to
export seaports by boat from Paducah but this time it was neves_sary to use rail shipment_ to save
time. The Outland firm has been
yers of French type Lobate() Tor
-the past several years.

Don't put up

DONALD GRAYSON
MARION WELDON
.5, C. C. Cole..on, Ir.
rza.r)

testi.ra., wig

%OW

also -JUNGLE JIM"

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
GUY KIBBEE .
UNA MERKEL
LYNNE OVERMAN
With

SUNDAY and MONDAY

These two great screen lovers whose paths now cros
bring you the beauty, the thrill and
the glowing glory_ of the
RVIERT
world's most feverish Iov,e storyt

0

THEY ALL LAUGHED WHEN HE STARTED TO TOOT!
••• But Clarence proves he can do
,Folloyy the adventures
any
of Booth Tarkington's Mr. Pix-ri
as he fixes things for. cycrybody

trnsetil

with useless

•;

0

N

Get rid of it

ERE'S something new-a car that is lavish
with body room, luggage space, and styleon gas and oil!
yet is

H a MISER

Its 60 h.p. V•8 engine ihas the same design,'
same quality, of nsseiJelole.gggiel precision manufacture which have made the 85 horse-power
.Fottl V-8 Faikinfaturr the world around.
Furiheranorel this "Thrifty 60" Ford V-8 has
exactly the same roomy body as the-Thore expensive Ford, on the same 112" chassis!
. And when you drive it—notice how smoothly
and quietly it accelerates! Not the equal of the
brilliant "85" in performance and top speed, of
c.nirse,litit a real performer!
And when it comes to delivering more miles
per gallon of gas and quart of oil, this "Thrifty
or stands alone in Ford history.
See this car today.It sets an entirely new standard of economy in modern motor car operation.

•

YOUR FORD DEALER
usual down payment, buys any mocha

$21 A MONTH, after
("60" or "85") Ford V-8 from mile Ford Dealer. Ask your
Turd Dealer about the easy payment plans of the Mite
sal Credit Company-the Authorized Ford Finance Plans.
NaineteaV.-aolV-=
-"weeirteur-wameraff

Smooth, quiet 60 h. p.,,
V-8 Engine
New Easy-Action SaietyBrakes

When functional pains of menstruation are severe, take CAROM.
If it doesn't benefit you, Consult a
'physician. Don't neglect such pains.
They depress the tone of the nerves,
cause sleeplessness, loss of appetite,
wear' out your resistance.

0

a

Oct
bottle of Cardul and_ase whether
it will help you as thousands of women
have said It' helped them
Beside, easing certain pains Cardul alas
in building
the whole system by helping
to get more strength nom the food
they tat
-

up

women

Yellowstone

National Turk"

Luxutiouis New Interiors
New Effortless Steering

A Snack or a Meal

Improved Center-Poise Ride -

THE BEST PLATE
LUNCH IN TOWN

Safety Glass throughout

Meat, 3 Vegetables
Dessert

3 Body Types:
Tudor Sedan, Fordor Sedan,
Tudor Touring Sedan, Fordor
Touring Sedan. 5-Window
Coupe
•

SOFT DRINKS, BEER
•
SANDWICHES.. SOUP
CHILE

•

LOW-PRICE FIELD

at the lowest price
in years!

Icifience"

OYSTERS

LUNCH
Near Square

Eleanore Whitney
Eugene Pallette • Johnny Dota(ns
nez Courtney • Charlotte Wynters

Roscoe Karns •

DAY-NIGHT

o=i0,

uieI BAR.CaMORE
ELIZABETH ALLAN•JESSIE
RALPH • HENRY DANIELL

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
HELEN
VICTOR _

it

"Where- Friends Meet"

E. Main St.

"LITTI.E
"CHEESER"

"Don't you care,
Clarence, you can play
for me any timer T

•

THE QUALITY CAR IN THE

0

-and.-

Noise-proofed All-c?eft Bodies

Large Luggage Compartments
In all models

0

ond

PAI-N

AT A NEW LOW PRICE

LI

4,CHARLES STARRETT1.
Sensohon•

llosk_eiLAIIL White Leghorns
owned by Miss Lula M. Cowan, of
asounly. 44rodueedrfh of eggs last month.

1

0

SATURDAY ONLY

0

0

ALL-THESLIEATURES

0

0

MOORE * B RODERICK 11
*give 04

11

Ike Jury
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Simpson) on at the newspaper for ,.printing nice hams fourth Minireay ,eid the
well thought at by his neighbors
You did'. it; the person that he sold it to intend
what you do_
County Advisory
serving on a
newspaper merely records it.
low send it to .Congressman GregCommittee and in the committee's
Dizzy Dean has signed'again and
rehabilitated
ory. Washington. D. C. lie says
be
can
opinion
Contolidatien of The Murray Ledger. The 1CalloWay Times, and The
everyoee is hoping that he'll do
By Jimok
Sri- Supreme Court justices are he is proud his hams are nice Rehabilitation Programs of RA through is loan and practical farmTimes-Herald.-Octeber 20. 1928.,
more pitching
eligible . to retire and, of enough for the congressman to
and less talking
Published by :The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
ing advice.
Explained By District
teedi
, EnurtkeStrise.t..-hturray, Kentucky.
hereafter.
Harms eat.
esuree. if they
,The
Superviser
'Those big taxpayers who are
"To get a- supervised--loan.;willing.
is
Roosevelt
L. H. Pogue will preach at Coldfamily must be deserving lind must
Joe T. Lovett
Editor griping about the amount I of init would appear that the best
water Church of Christ Easter
G. C. Dyer, rural rehabilitation be willing to follow a farm plan.
come Ms they-tate lb pay should
shot nowadays is either to get in
In a letter to this editor, Time Sunday, March 28.
supervisor of the Resettlement Ad- After the applicant has rented or
remember where they got the
the Civil Service or join a Labor Magazine apologizes for calling
dough in the firse place-from the
On account of sickness in fam- ministration in Calloway, Graves, otherwise acquired the use 'Of a
Mutray "an enreconstructed Southgreat man of people.
ily and the inclement weather I Hickman- and Fulton counties, has good farm, we help•to plan a balern town" in its story of the flood.
have not had the pleasure of at- announced that supplemental loansl anced crop program to suit the
NATIONAL LUIGI:4AL
• • • • •
Man a man who votes dry in a
tending
Church -the past *inter. ,are now being made to families particular needs of his family.
Unemployment will soon be over local option, drinks wet
ASSOCIATION
It is quite amusing to listen in
in a perturning Under the supereised loan
-With_ shame. - issafesse-that I
--4-84-5-fsi the-se I. 41 -keeps addiag -4e -Hs- sonal oppiW--The farm plan iireludes food
offs the' -M-treeeat7 Vera-Was Of- the
and that new epplieatious are and feed as first eti•elitials, and
- staff of organizers. •
origination of the "sit down strike wandered so." being received from farmers in money crops sufficient to pay' off
It is a genuine pleasure to ex- ese" association. Certain persons "-If Tenuessee, south of Kentucky, need of such assistance.
I' 4 11 .
04441/Ill b
the loan with helpful guidance.Shorter hours - requiring more tend heartiest congratulations to and peoples are accusing this coun- and Illinois, north of Kentucky,
Entered at the Postoff,ce: Idurra'y. Kentucky, as second class mail matter workers
Applications may be_niade at the
"wet",
whiskey
saloon
will soon solve the prob- Cies. Copeland, of Dexter. uPalti try and that country of beginning were
states, that would automatically supervisor's office, located in the
Subscription Rates -In First Congressional District-Mid Henry and lem better than the NRA. which his appointment as an attorney for this, seemingly new niethed of obWPA. office in Murray on MonStewart Counties. Tenn.. $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.59-, Elsewhere. PRA might be all right tor big indus- the Unemployment Compensation tainmg desired results. But the make Kentucky a "wet" state, even
day morning, or with county welif
Kentucky
voted
"dry".
-The
County
like'
steeland'
but
market
Callcrifey
iitatihnobiles
tries
@
sout
Informitien
fact
is that this custom is old as
Commission at Frankfort
Advertising' Fates and
It is
furnished upon ..pplication.
has no more business in a small A high and rare compliment for a man. "In the beginning" and ever saddest of these it might have fare officers who will refer such
application to the County Retown than a tag in a parlor.
Calloway county farmers needing
young attorney to receive such a ,..nce babies have used identical been."
habilitation .Supervisor.
old folks were tired.
•
••
aid bCciiiise of the flood should ap.Iahneinlias bougeet himself
aPP0,0-tment. inunelli•- meljtod•-. in gettme,.
• This is changing gradually. We
ately after passing the state bar wanted when they wanted it. Who a brand new- white hat with a
Time Magazine says John
• can see -it in the alert and for- Lewis is Man-of-the-Year thus far examination.
has not seen a tiny ,tot suddenly black band. If there ever was a tion provides rehearlltition loans Resettlement Administrate:in whose
A wadi:I.-wide mlarratiob 'from ward-looking program of the 4-H
drop- to the- ficier and refuse to pore bey that need a new hat, it and practical farm guidance to de- office will serve as a-- clearing e
serving farm families unable to house Mid determine from which
urban ceisti7rs back to the farm i clubs of our Kentucky counties.
Clay
young man
ady budge until, it was satisfied and was Joe.
iitiith Spring_ St ,Patrick's Day
secure needed credit etscivhere," Federal Agency a loan can be obHenrY Perd-----MartY " and in the matriculation of young
on
occasions
Commendable
'mixing
Was
in
in
a
series
of
attainments
Murray
and
has
Saturday after'
'will hope that he is. right in his men in the colleges of agriculture. and.Bock Beer craning along to- a -fine mind, a splendid
the superviser explained. "Loans tabled_ The Risgettlement Adminis•
personality, hair-raising yells to hurry the noon. Awful big crowd in front
,
aether-thes Iris•hman declares it's
prisplaecy. -Eceeituse such a . move- When we sew osisszeiuth a cam- cause
energy,
along.
I--1111Ve
enthusiasm
of
Ten
also
hotieed
Cent store where hun- will 'be made to farmers who,can traticii representatives will take
and character
y
ear.
the
season
of
s
the
best
would go fare toward Pahang ortable living on the farm. and
that we . predict will carry him that if you let them aldne, in most dreds of women and girls were. I be depended dpon to put forth an applications, or refer the applicant
1•• •.• •
out vexing economise probletn&-; p;O-4=ide them with at -least some of
cases. they wouldwould soon forget their came very
isthe
a lo
adder osu
near embarrsing a honest effort -to repay them and to the proper agency for help.
oc
fcess
aire
.
killh
With a brother in Congress. Ros--Mgt-only- Ale United 'States. intiTtbe, conveniences of the city. we
.• •- • •
You may contact a Resettlement
babyish prank and tottle off- into woman, accidently, trying to get to carry out their farming operaso-f-We ---wofid.7 will filed'imost other counti-Tenci-re--7.-fe -them living in eoe Vincent may not be so disBeyond our natural gratification some other diversion.- However,'through. If I had he would have tions in accordance with agree- Representative at the WPA office
ment with the Resettlement •Act--- in Murray 'every Monday morning,
have suffered from concentration rural districts. Then we • shall see turbed over being left*off_ the list at seeing any deserving
young sometimes a .keen smack on the called me every thing on earth
if millions of workers , in the , greeter production - of gram and if assistant attorney-generals.
ministration.
man from Calloway county honor- proper location Would expediate but a gentelman.-"Eagle",
larger:cines at the expernie of the livestock and of raw products .for
-The rehabilitation- program is
At the Flerningsburg stockyardS,
ed. we have a personal pleasure a change.ot tactics. Just what acagricultural communities. We cars industrial use. which means wealth
often referred to as 'supervised' hogs, cattle, sheep' and calves
LetS-alf hope the farmer doesn't in seeing Clay thus rewarded for lion should be taken against our
ascribe ti-'s as one of the reasons , and comfort and prosperity.: to- the decide to -put on a sit-down strike. his ability. When he was a stu- sgrown-up" babies of today I could
character credit'. because 7a_ Per- laititigEtifiSR95-diaing 1933:
for our • present day strikes and natign,
son with firm experience tut backA poultry house built of poles,
dent in Murray State College. in- not. at this time present.
7
general industrial unrest.
Undoubtecily the farm homes . of
Two crops that always produce cidentally an, outstanding one, he
Most everyone is through burn- ground, who needs assistance to and a stone furnace, are taking
Quoting -Mr. Ford, eAll- 'tett*! America are better than they were an abundant
are the seeds of did a fine piece of work as thia
ing tobacco plant beds in this vi- get on his feet. mae qualify for a care of 700 baby chicics for a
rehabilitation loan provided he is Magoffin county fanner.
.-aith comes from thelarid. It isa century ago. Most °L.-them now discord and WSW oats.
writer's assistant in publishing The
., •
s- •
• • • • •
the only -security - in • the eterld. 6 have lights, and are well heated:
'Stella
Ledger &'Times.
Buforrl. Hart has the measles at
new
era ahead in this!.Transportation has made farm*
and I see a
The Chamber .of Commerce and
this writing. 0 gradual return to- the soil. Folk' more aecesible lo the cities. and the Young Business Men's Club
Heartiest congratulations'are also
Oue sick -folk are rapidly getting
Mr. and Mrs.. Dtvis. Wyatt. In
to. the-country- with-7Mee versaL-: One can
ean --travel to Of Murray" deserve fine feathers in order -arid extended with- pleasttr -. Sunshine birds- -Are - ar- Sinitkir
ArAbugo,./gan_.cil
a topch of- city . We. and good town 'front the farm and get back for their caps for their work in ure to' little Miss Jane Jones. -tal- riving- from the Southland. green troll are
visiting friends and rela-1
A MAN WAS PASSING the bank the other day 'alien he notrettsportatron will make it poss- in an hour or so. where .it once obtaining and keeping the lime ented young daughter of Judge wheat. fields are the reasons why. tins
here.
heed a sign in the window which suggested that he save a part
ible fur them to maintain connee-• was an all_day job. But they can crusher going all winter.
and Mrs. T R. Jones upon her I turned lose and bought some . Thomas Wyatt who' has been Hi
of his Money. '
• • • • •
bons with industry and other a't'- be made much better
fine showing in the state contest bronchitis medicine. Now I don't -is recovering nicely and is now
tivity in the cities."
Even in trus generation. AmenAlio. Calloway county farmers at Glasgow and upon winning a need it.
able to be up. .•
At FIRST he smiled: Why *as the hank so anxious that
Here is a .nugget of real truth. ea will see a steady return to the owe
debt of gratitude to 'Garth trip to Warm Springs: -Georgia.
An Irshman cut a turtle's head
Mt. and 'errs. tate adnah it'll
he vase his money? It N•Wg true he had $10 in his pocket that
It is perhaps a trite saying that farm. if America will bur see to K. Ferguson_ state oommissioner of where she will be featured in a sff with a sharp axe. But the Sunday for St. Louis. Mo.. where
could be spared, but he had not thought of laying it away.
all wealth comes fromthe soil, but it -that the farmer, particularly Agriculture, for his splendid co- short for the movies_
turtle just "walked oft. "Dead, Mr. Latham will undergo an opera.
-If I save this $10 now." he said, "It will come back ta me
in the final analysis it is jUst,about the young.,lermer, is assured 'at operation in • giving the county
faith and bejabers lied don't know lion.
Glenn Ford, who used to work it". he said,.,
later %kith Interest money added."
America has been feeling lead a fair 'return for his labor, this crusher. Senator Fergieson has
true- Misses Corette Riley.-Tressie Ri•
_
•
the al effecti of the. greaj-exodus StabilitatiOn of farm prices is one Manifested. his friendship for the, for The Ledger Si Times in the
In selecting_ seed Corn -use o
Ityl.••__Lucille and Louise Wyatt.
So he turned and came bark to the bank to start a new
Irma the fans for_ses_Vral decades, important. thing...A/Mit well,he
Of Calloway-. county in cqmposine room and also was rim 8. 10 -and 12 row to the cob. -I were-'dinner guests of Miss Ruby
saving, account eith that SW. Many people pass the bank evthe meehanical departmefft of The tried planting 18 and 20 'row 'corn- •TUrner last Sunda,y.•
There- are certain- 'elemental reas- .build up our rural popidetion in more -Ways than one.
ery day with .rooney they could easily .gave. U.they were- only
Tritsune-Democrat- about ten- Years once and -only <Mee:- About onis- -'4Whiftitie Riley- is on the Sick
Voe. that exude* -One_ nt -.the - the ;future: _Scene .progress'hart willing to make small deposits often.
primar'y caums, of course, is our been made along this' line since
Unlen County Advocate says-that ago when this writer owned that third. of the stalks were barren • • Mr..and Mrs. Aubrey !Reiser and
failure to make farm life interest- President 'Roosevelt took the helm, to knitters life is -just one yarn paper. died in Detroit - last week Stalks. • -What.,ars..imbecile- 1 was!
eltvhin,
eir, rris
pare
es
-ec
nits.ro
the
'THINK IT OVER.
and was buried in 'Berko° last
' ing -La boys and girls. As America and its beneficial results are going
after another.
Will Perdue had a milk COI/ w
han-s•is
lan
Ct with
•
•
.
.
Thursday. Glenn was a fine. earn- to die, leaving an orphan •calL Dr. and' Mrs, 'Thomas Crisp and „Mr.
hareem • rentie-rritnted---and _elite- to be evident in many spheres-'
• minded the youngsters grew -rest- Paducah 'Sun-Democrat. .An expert declares the third est, -conscientious little chap' 'and Bageess was called'to 'Jess Hale's arid' Mrs: S. D. Hciuser.
,
leis: they pined fur ,the ga-y places.
year of MP:led life,- is the hardest. his untimely death makes the to admipister hyPerdermic irdecBeriey Houser has returned to
• They left the' faxed .1v - it*" thouHow to fix electric .cords, and Many. norradayi
.
. never day mar- hearts' of all here in the shop film WI-scow-with laryngitis.
`
04.•
- Detroit after .a short visit here
BY
heavy and sad.
'sends. .It •was' up to the old folks., plugs, wire lamps-and re-wire old tied that long to find out
Felix' Worley's 18-year-old mule, with -relatives and friends,
•• •• ••
to•prodecee the nation's food, mend lamps 'were illustrated It Boyd worth a $100.00 got to ripping Mid
Mrs.- Jessie' Mason was •heei to'
the ' fences, repair the; barns -end county ''-hogriersekors' 'club meetThough his relativeS did all they playing' in the horse . lot and felI---s--(wilting last Monday in honor
-The . Nine Old Men iSuprem.e
could
mirk the cows, ..And rr.any -of the ingi.
for
Glenn.
life
Wasn't
very
•
COUrt. have replaced one middles
dawn arid broge
neck.' Once I ofher brother and wife. Those at-r
WASHINGTON. D..C.
kind to hirn.
mother died Tule
gdoel:•Work Mule to choke -tending were Mrs. Arthur Wyatt,
when he -Was a mere baby and the to _death - cil an -ear of corn 'The Mrs.. A. 13. Wyatt! Mrs_ Jim Bean,
lad had to learn early how to second day • of April. A iferspn Mrs.. Victor Sifnmons.• Mrs, LeonC$5000 F
PAOlitimum
2,27gA
EACH iii2i
make his own way. Shortly after don't -know . just- what is anted of ard crouch,: Misses Odell Bean:
he came to 'work here he 'married Aineon her, and it_j_s a blessing. not -Kilda `Wyatt- Ruby Smith. --V-orline
an attractive little girl -from this to know.
' • •
• • ' • Wyatt. Virgie and Urshol Simcounty who died in little more
"The lame man limps on his mons. Mrs_ Davis W-yatt. and Mi
than a year. leaving a little son lame leg.- Noah Webster's blue, Jessie Mason.
who is being reared 1i5' his grand- back spelling book.
Hazel, Kentucky
parents: near Dexter_
A. P, Slaughter sold one of his
the, Claassified _Column.
Read
• • • • •
•
- • .
That tragedy almost brok•
Glenn's heart arid shortly afterward he went to Detroit where he
Vag soon -obliged to take to hiS
bed, a sufferer from the white
lalague
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TN SENS-4110N OfTHE YEAR!

We pause to wipe' away an honest tear _for Glenn-as fine and
brave a little fellow -as ever lived.
-lay he Rest in Peas
-Fe-li--

•

THI METERNISER
Proves

Spring came- in last Saturday but
couldn't- see- it for the dud
storm. •

we

s.

Gi"FI
to KPPO'
UL S NEWKNOP
ur PAS

We're afraid if the newspapers
undertook a sit-down strike it
-would be alright with the readers
for -erriltret -to lteep- miring.- •

thrilling new completeness__

- -lnALL5'BASIC SERVICES

The Elizabethtown News pertinently- cor;.rnents: Don't get rnaci

1. GREATER ICE-ABILITY
Ends "Cube-Scrugglc" and "Ice-Famine"! SEE
THE -PROOF!

49i.der or Reference

2. GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY.
rge Hart, Administrator ,of 1:
.-Diencen. Deceased. Bonnie Dun.
can Farmer. Ola Duncan, Leona

Neve 9-Way Adjustable IntertorLSEE_TELE PF.09111--

3. GREATER

PROTECT-ABILITY

Keeps food safer, fresher, longer! SEE THE PROOF!

4, GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY
5-Year Prnieccion Plan, backed by General Motors.
SEE THE PRO00.

$. GREATER .SAVE-ABILITY _ ONLY FFLIGIDA,IftE-bas tlte

Pata-111ivit
CUTS CURHONT COST TO THE BONE.
Aniciiitrt reirtgetattIeg 111111bantlX1 COW,
berth
!Only 3 moving parts, iwilssaisieg•
the Motor ... permanentiy oilei sealed
against moisture and dirt-C;trogaien
DUTY at amazing saving. SEE THE PIWOE
with in actual electric meter test.

• •guy THIS PROF-WA Y
No neerj - now to buy extept on
PROoft-„Nor to do itflOgt COMpletenest in All tiaStf ktfrrgeraone
Sei*ricei!For FRIGIDAIRE witir the

• xlcruLatiwinsa..a
SUPEEDterY.at an amazing saving
and proles It
ccinanin.See elersrasthat Frigidaim
.
ii -teal 614.4t CINIPC/C kg- pruvtdeir-

•

- e•••••N••••.
•

AND SAVE AiMAZiNGLYI
lood-storer and food:preserver ever
known! That it will save enough on'
Zurrent and foodebills to pay for
.isself, and pay you e peons hesides!
,joiJoill talus in 1257 you Reed
FRICADAUILE'S COMPLETE SERVICE- ,
ABILITY. See our PROortitMONSUIAITON

PRICES'
AS LOW AS

$1085°
•

•

t, •-• WI*.

EASY TERMS

Duncan, .Lilburn
Duncan, and
Laura Duncan,
.
Plainuffses
Vs. Order of" Reference'
Lola Hill. leiell-M11. Solon Duncan,
Leon Delicate Johnnie Duncan,
Jeatietta Duncan: James Ttiomai
-Duncan,
of Murray,. J. • M.
_
_
Defendants
-It Le 'Ordered that tins catie-e."' be
referred- to. George Hart, Master
Commissioner .--og• this Court, • she
take proof of Claims against the
estate'of J. P. DWican,
and all persons holding .clanna
against said estate wilt - prawn
their claim*, against said estate.
duly proven," before .this Court's
Master 'Commissioner. ftn or before 15th day_ of April. 1937, or be
Isrever 7
-barred from
collecting
same in any other manner exce
through *this suit. '
- Witness my hand as Clerk or
vaid Court, this the ',Rh day 'Of
C.14,-'
-C7.-L. %/Mr.
Callows.
•

EMMY
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Sese
more power, smoothness,economy in any
,WHY IS GULF'S NEW NO-NOX ETHYL
car. And—equally igaportant—it starts inthe gasoline sensatioh of the year?
stantly—cuts down battery wear, excess
_Becausa:.there's he= a crying need
choking crankcase dilution!
for a frier ;hat cannel ku.2,c1cl Motorists
have hafted the new No•Nox Ethyl is the
orry Gulf's new No-Picsx Ethyl at the
answer ... a fuel boosted to such a new "'flign dr the Oratige Disc. Costs no More
than other premium fuels. A tankful of
high that it is absolutely knociproof--even
No-Nos and a crankcaseful of Guifpride
in the high-cTnrression,1937 cars!
'Oil can't bc topped!
Motorists hive 'discovered that it gives

FREE AT ALL GULF DEALERS

EMI

New Funny Weeldy with fuN page of puzzles, games,
and other feetsires. FUN FOR AU. TlfE FAMILY! •

, 1
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Tenant Farmers
Assisted by RA

•

Mae, returned, home With Mr. and
Mrs. - Rudy Dunn for an extended
Vi

avet

Alderson and Charlie
The President's recent tenacy .Denham spent Thursday • night as
message and legislation now be- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tuckfore Congress indicate a cupcerted er of -peer Owensboro.
John Hardy Curd of Evansville,
drive to solve the ProVielnli VS
farm tenancy and bring aid to Ind.. Was dottier guest ThilrglaY
thousands of farmers at the "bot- night of Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Curd.
tom of the agricultural ladder."
Miss Agiless Uoune. spent last
states. G. C. Dyer, Rural Rehabili- week in Nashville as the guest,. of
tation Supervisor fur the Resettle- -her brother. Rudy Dunn, and Mrs.
ment in Callowayscounty.
Dunn.
Miss Merl Wilson is visiting Mr.-The helping-hand of the federal
-•
government already has been ex- and Mrs. Eissis-Holland.'-Quite a number from this comtended to many tenant farmers
through the Rural Rehabilitation munity attended the singing at
rogram. Mr. Dyer said. Of the Lynn Grove Sunday afternoon.
- fa-families who have received re- Among those attending were Mr.
habilitation
loans in
Calipway and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson, Mr. and
county, :approximately 40 'have Mrs. Edgar Wells, Mr. and Mrs.
W,avel Alderson, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
been tenants.
Brandon, Mr. and Mrs. • Amos
"An important beginning in the
Wells, Guy Steely and Nellie Mae
movement to reduce the preysPaschall.—"Ruse bud".

,

.gineers Have Battled -Mississippi

Jurors Both.

For A Century But Are Still Losing

WASHINGTON, March 20-1f tected on an average of from two
the Mississippi river in flood time in three to fourteen in fifteen
should break all its - *levees and years, depending upon loCation.
spreaa over'its'natural flood plain,
"To keep the Mississippi within
the water would inundate an area its banks as far as possible, the
almost as large as Ireland, it as cal- Army since 1927 has been adding
culated by the National Geographic an average of three feet in height
Society. In this yast lake would be tO levet% which previously were 15
mingled watertfrom 31 of the 48 to 30 feet high, and giving the
states
Unlon.
river - more elbow room by
-The .FaTher oT Wateta -TS -one' of straightening, wideningwidening and deepthe toughest enemies that the ening the main channel.
United Stares Army has ever
"At bends in the river and at
fought," says a bulletin from the other points, earthern levees- - are
Society's Washington, D. C., head- sometimes scoured and undermined
quarters. "Army engineers have by swift currents. To prevent this,
been battling hirff'
.3or a century the Artily has developed various
and have not yet clinched their types of huge 'mats' which are
vSctory.
placed under water against the
"In the last decade alone, federal levee sides at . danger points to
agatTerr-the.-Prote04---ugolimit-vidlng greater opportunity for
made of interwoven
Missisgippi
h asy e approximately They are
farm -ownership- for tenants has
equalled the combined cost ,of the branches, or small concrete slabs
been made through the rehabilitaWar of 1812 and the War with linked together by metal fastention work," Mr. Dyer declared.
ings, or of asphalt, laid in huge
In loving memory' of ritY dear Mexico.
"It is recognized that the farm and uncle, Henry Coleman, who passed
"Two thousand , miles of earthen sheets on land and allowed to slide
home Supervision given in connec- away February II, 1922. and my dikes
or levees, nearly as long as into the water at the desired
tion with the rehabilitation loans. aunt Bell Coleinan who followed
the Great Wall of China, guide the place.
-Mont with -farm debt adjustment 10 Months later, December
Surplus Water Diverted
22, path of '01' Man River' from Cape
and co-operative services, will go 1922.
"But to build levees high enough Havingteamed successfully in the
_
Girardeau, Missouri, just above
Astaire-Rogers hit, "Swing Time,"
far toward helping thousands of
At. my home Aunt Hell's old- Cairo. Iiiipnis to the sea. Since the and strong enough to confine the
Helen Broderick and Victor Moore
farmers take the important upward time rocking chair still
remains by last disastrous Mississippi flood of largest floods would be impractiare now united as a co-starring
step-form tenancy to farm owner- the fire place in memory of
her. 1927 alone there has been added to cal, so when 01' Man River swells
team by RKO Radio in "We're on
ship.'
I was' left an orphan at the age the levees 600,000900 cubic yards so much he must overflow the
the Jury," a laugh-punctured com"The latest agricultural census of 4 years when "Aunt saell"..sind of earth—twice
as meth as.Wks-ex, Army plans for him to 'do it with edy in which the
two -are presentfigures
are MB tenant "Uneleslierrey" took me in their eavated forthe Panama Canal. The -leak-. possible damage. Back and
ed as fellow'jurymen in a murder
families in Calloway countrand home and cared for me until I was total amount of edllh
are
parallel
main
channel
to
the
in the levees
that 32_ per cent of all (arms_ in married 21
areas of low lands and trial. Although their methods may
floodways,
years later. After amounts .to far more.
_
ialloway county ire operated by "Uncle Henry's" death, "Aunt
of
minor streams. • into be a bit upsetting to the dignity of
cburses
"Levees'-,alone make possible the
Bell"
tenants.
waters are guided. the Court, the two comedians mansurplus
which
lived with -me until her death.
day-to-day existence of New Orage to inject into the proceedings
"You both have gone my -precious leans,.100 miles from the Missis- The flood ways have their own'
more fun than the law allows,
darlings, .
sippi's mouth: Built on low ground levees, to prevent the excess water with
a happy effect. At the Capt
.
.
4And -every day l.rniss you more. tbe.entjre city is below high water from spreading to far. Down .the
to! Theatre riext Thursday and FriMay both your rest be sweet, mark:' in fact, .its site...slopes dpwn- floodways, with a minimum of
day.
eternal
Well, the big day iFourth Monward_slightly away from the -river. damage, rolls the surplus water
day)_. of .the year is here. There On Heaven's happy golden shore." A stranger is startled to see a ship that the regular - channel cannot
will be but very few men but
—Mrs: Johnnie Simmons sailing up the river with its Will carry, eventually • rejoining the the Army engineers call a 'superwhat will be in' Murray and the
higher than his head. So marshy main stream below the danger flood.'
womeni also.
Eleven purebred
"Such a flood would bring 3.000.hulls were is the soil that many of the dead point, or reaching the _Gulf by
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Dunn had bought by Jackson county farmers, are 'buried' above ground in vaults. another route.
000 cubic feet of water per second
as their week end guests. Mr. and at la. cost of approximately 8110
Gulf Reached Up Valley
"At the upstream ends of the'
swirling down between the levees
Mrs. Rudy Dunn of Nashville. and each. .
-s-'
-The vicinity of Cairo, Illinois, floodway are 'fuse plug levees'
before- the first -major diversioe
•
Mr. and Mrs. Bura . Wibon of
where - the Ohio and Mississippi which work like a steam engine's
Half of this, however, or
Memphis. They returned to their
W. B. Mason. Garrard ,county, rivers meet, once was reached by safety . valve. They are levees so point.
1,500.000 cubic feet, would - be dfhomes Sunday afternoon.
sold
a
highsproditeiess
the
Gulf
•In
an
s
arm
Of
Maim.
of
hybrid
Mrs.
seed
built
that
when
the
river
t3
-rises
_
_
verted far 'upstream near Angoia,
Ina Nesbitt and daughter, Myrtle corn for $8 a bushel,
the long ages since- then, the silt- 'the
.the clanger point,. the 'fuse plug'
Louilana-110 miles on an air line
laden waters of the Mississippi is-oyertopped by the flood which
above New Orleans—and turned
have- built more and More land be- then breaks Throughthis portion
into the floodways that follow _the
low the site, of Cairo, until today of the 'levee and caryes its own
Atchafalaya river into the Gulf of
the City is 600 miles from the, sea. way into the basin below. SomeMexico to the west. Farther down,
Through this alluvial valley the times the process is hastened by
20 miles above the city. another
-Mississippi winds serpentlike, me- blowing up fuse plugs as was done
250,000 cubic feet per seceed. would
arnlering so much that it flows this year just below Cairo, Illinois,
be diverted through the giant Bon11.000 miles to travel the stragihts
"There are three important flood-net Carre spillway into huge Lake
line distance of 600 miles. In re- ways on the west side of the Mis:
•
Pontc6artrain which connects with
cent times it has extended its del- sisSippi. One between Cairo and
thrs-"Gulf.
Only 1,250,000 cubic
into
Mexico
the
Gulf
at
the
ta
Of
New
Madrid,
Missouri,
already
has
PRESENTS
feet per second would roll between
rate of one mile every 21 years.
been opened and helped lower the
the New Orleans levees, and the
"In effect the long levee system .flood stage 'at the former city. An"COLOSSUS"
dikes can hold back- this amount
provides a -sort of canal for the other extends from the point
without danger of overflow,. the
TON
Mississippi from Cairo to the sea, where the Arkansas river joins the
engineers calculate, at a .stage at
narbetween'
water
eOnfioing
the
N
Mississippi, to the Red river in
row limits. and preireriling if-front Louisiana, following a course *be. its natural flood tween the main river and Macon
spreading Watt:
plain in time of high water. High Ridge_ on the west. The third folbluffs do away with the necessity lows the' Atchafalaya river .and
of levees on the east side of the two parallel channels from ' the
river for half the distance from Red river to the Gulf, west of the
Cairo to the Gulf. They extend main steram.
most of the way from Cairo to
"To keep the flood crest from
55 FT LONG SS
Memphis. Tennessee, - and front rising too high, also, the Army is
Vicksburg, Mississippi to Baton building storage reservoirssAM tribRouge, Louistanna Levees guard utaries of the Mississippf to withthe west bank of the fiver for its hold water temporarily from the
itfie length.'
main sfream until-it can be safely
-The alluvial valley of the Mis- released.
- ---.,sissippi between Cape -.Girardeau,
"Low-lyieg- New Orleans, its
Missouri. and the Gulf of- Mexico, highet ground only ten feet aboye
contaths about 30,000 square miles- the Giilf of Mexico would be
and the levee system is intended swamped if a flood of major proto 'protect more than 20,500 square portions flowed solely down the
miles of this, equal in area. to main channel of'the river with no
Maryland- and Massachusetts,.-from other outlet to the sea. But two
any flood. The remaining area: safety valves' insure the safety of
PERFORMING
about as large as Vermont is pro- the Crescent City even from what
FLEAS

*

In Memoriam

Midway News

•

MAMMOTH MARINE HIPPODROME

and
Congress of Unbelievable Biological Exhibitions

At

68

10 •
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20 feet above average low water.
"The Missisisppi at New Orleans
is 40 feet deep along the docks, 200
feet at midstream and, from onethird to two-thirds of a mile wide.
Upstream the river varies in depth,
even at low water. From the Gulf
Of Mexico to Baton Rouge a channel of 35-7,feet is' Maintained for
navigation, but to some places the
stream is 200 feet deep. From
baton Rogpe to Cairo the channel
is kept at a depth of nine feet."

Legion to Discuss
Plans for Building

Plans for a building to be erected on its lot in South Murray will
be made by Murray Post of The
Ameriean Legion at its—sogular
monthly meeting Thursday night
of next week, April I. The post
Harry Sledd, adjutant, reported
recently purchased a building site that the membership was steadily
on Vine street between 6th sand increasing, now being over the 12.5
8th.
mark.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning subject: "LIGHT AT
MIDNIGHT".
Evening
subject:
"THE TIME IS SHORT'.
Sunday School every Sunday at
9:30. with classes for all ages under
the care of spiritually minded
teachers, taught in separate classrooms. Dr. H. M.,McElrath. superintendent.
—BopiestkInion—ever-y
Sunday evening at 6:40.
Each
Union conducting a very • helpful
program "So rooms separated- tram
other rooms. R. W. Churchill, director. -.....
Mid-week 'meeting every Wednesday evening at 7:15. This meeting 13 for all the rnemberi and all
their friends. The Workers' Council meeting follows immediately
the MAT-week meeting.
The church extends a cordial invitation to the public to worship
here whenever possible.
•
Spm P. Martin, Paster

WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE SAY
SUNBURST IS ....
•

UNIFORMS FOR LOBBYISTS
—Alabama's Legislature is considering a bill which would require
lobbyists to weir uniforms so they
can be idenTified, - each group
wearing a
distinctive' costume.
Here are some of the styles proposed:
Railroads: Overalls, carrying an
oil can and a switch lantern.
Public utility......men:
Carry a
water faucet in one hand and a
hand-telephone set in the other.
Insurance business: In a rubber
coat, high boots, and a fireman's
bonnet.
Educational- interests: cap and
gown - and a coonskin coat.
Bankers: Old gold uniforms and
one black eye.
Druggists: A white uniform, carrying tray of lettuce sandwiches
an& soft drinks.
Medical men: Internei' uniforms,
carrying a stethoscope_ and a bottle of smelling salts.
Liquor dealers: Large. white
apron, with hoops, resembling a
keg of beer, and carrying liquor
at least fifteen years old.

.GLEAMING TILE, spotless chromium, glass tanks
that are scoured twice daily with live steam . . .
this is but a fraction of the expensive equipment
which makes Sunburst milk the purest you can
buy! But more necessary than equipment is the
watchfulness and care of specially trained, spotlessly clad dairy experts who make more than a
dozen separate tests of the milk!

Sunburst Purity Starts at .the Farm!
At the farm itself standards are Pat 23 high. Sunburst cows are state inspected; they are fed BALANCED'RATIONS the year 'round; dairy barns are
kept spotless; the latest milking equipment is used;
milk is cooled scientifically before leaving the farm.
You buy safer, purer milk when you buy from—

Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191—

Two portable. limestone crushers
In operation in Larue county.
s
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•_
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ROY BARD

hank Yttti Friends

-THE 0537F/ED SOY"

ANNA-JOHN
DUAL-SEX PERSONALITY

SERPENTINA
THE MERMAID ?

TSERPEN TINA
Thin NLer ma.

Will Ex`hibit

MURRAY
ONE DAY ONLY

Forihe Nice Business Yoy Are Giving Us
- Our Shoe Sales are good. Mr. Jeffrey and all
the help in that department try to make each customer a, satisfied dim,
Florsheinis,
ys and °tiler high class lines.
—
Misses Bessie Brandon and Katie Martin are
very appreciative -of She Ladies - Reality
sales. They have for 12 years been serving the lady
customers in different departments in this store.•
They are now managing the Ladies Wear Department.
•
The Basement Department with the largest
stock of work clothing ever carried in Murray, together with populai,:, prices dress up things for you.
Joe Irvan and Dewey Lampkin are in charge and
always appreciate your support.

APRIL 4th.
NEAR N. C. & St. L. DEPOT
GREATEST COLLECTION OF
CURIOSITIES
EVER ASSEMBLED

IL
PROCESS-

Definitely Guaranteed
MothTioofedlor
six Months!
-

Tte different departments of our store are
managed by competent and appreciative Calloway
county people who appreciate your patronage.
Their pay checks are necessarily based upon their
volume of sales. When you trade with them you
are contributing to them as well as me, as their pay _
comes first.
•

A

Send Ifs your Winter wearing apparel and let
us condition all garments for you. Dresses, Suits.
Coats cleaned the
Quality
way—

"Dri-Sheen" Moth Proofed service at
NO ADDITIONAL PRICES

It is evident that prices will be much
higher, so it is an opportunity now
to save from present.abcks.
•

EXHIBIT LOCATED

BY
OUR EXCLUSIVE

We halPe added to -our equipment thelatest in dry cleaning—"The Dri-SheenProcess that completely cleans your
clothes—restores life, lustre and fresh_ness,toour garments.
The NEW ODORLESS method of drycleaning- makes -your- most soiled garments fresh afid-new again! Makes silks
look like new.'
Beautiful Finish ... Odorless . . . No
Shrinkage

•

Nature's Strangest Living Enigma

ict

cotsMatS
‘LH
_ 1
Any
111
Garment
Cleaned and Moth Proofed
?' in One Operation!

FLEA
CIRCUS

-- —
Fleetwood Crouch, commander,
said the organization of ex-service
men expected to get assistance
from the WPA•on its project.
Members are expected to _announce Thursday night their donations in cash, material and labor,
jesrgesdenationS have already
been promised.

AiliOnlogs

10 T. 0. Turner's Store

t12-pAlf N

PHONE 44

PROCESS

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS

_1.

"We Intend to be a Step Ahead"
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Clark.

•
Lednard

Simmons, - and
Speight Williams spent Saturday
eight with Mr. and Mts. Earl WitHello tii ail! Hope each one is ,tiarns of the Blood River vicinity.
-vo4f cold. days of March.
eilleanar
Bob Allbritten, Johnnie Simmons
As for Kentucky Bell. she is per.
and-children. Pernie Mae and E. H.
fectly satisfied with et. Grass on
made a.trip to Hazel Sunday after.the yard is green and pretty- stownoon to Dr. Grubbs' office with E.
.
ers.are
a' , is bloom.
and .4essie auclare, paw H. who was sufferfng with an inClay
9ected tooth. Maybe he will get
-was-sets&
rest for a while now.
Mitchell • were in Murray Tuesday. rto
Mrs. Jessie Simmons of Micle-1
Dereturned
to
Te
Winrna
liewey
r.
donia are spending the week with
•
,r
troit Friday morning.
herdaughter.t.
:
:
ilenee
Mary_Heua
. . , en
.mr.. allz
andicELabbiei
.v 0
„ihria h
oatiran ofnearNewpr
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Knight'Nevi7s
._,
It seems as though spriler
here. This, Sunday. March 21,
a ne-autinii day and everyone tit
With Meastes. Joe Carr is, bettei
and has gone to „visit for a
with his sister, Mrs. Charley Brie,.
Cr.

Men's and Boys'

CAPS

39c

This - is my • first time- te--awrita.
i
a letter foe the paper and I hope !'
will miss the wastepaper hasai
1 have been a reader of The -Le'dge'r & Times for a - long time.
'
ae-- aeod--the ;lettere- art-an,
per—Cedar- --Kraeb, Across-- the j
River. Eagle and all the others. I I
haven't guessed the name of the
Cedar Knob writer yet but •I wcell.:
like to see rher.
Mrs. Bucy and two sons are
proving from IL.recent illneaswit
measles.
Lowman Thompson's two baba
are very ill at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Cunningham

--irrn a
azaaar_i‘a
"
.4_cbtaga". Damata.
...
.--"Ktfrie -Simmons •piTh
lasT1 "Wednesd"ay -or- -old- time
Me•. and Mrs. Jim Osbron. nearTc11-111I,
• .-- •
prints that was pieced 60 years ago
Murray.
mrs...•chatiie
of Hazel by her loving aunt, Belle Coleman.
Route 2. and Mrs. 'Genie Williams
Mr. and Mrs,' Frank Lax, who
of, the Blood River section were
have been sick for some tune, are
, dinner 'ILueets of Mr. and. Mrs. Sip
-Ad-WU Impeoving.
Williams Wednesday. .
Mrs. Mary McClure tell a 'few
Bro. Robert Hart and Cleve Lax
was painfully inwere in Murray Wednesday. Cleve days ago and
wishing for her a
• got lost from Bro-. Hart and had to jured:... We are
rapid.recovery.
. .
ure. 'who has
Miss Mkille
about 9 o'clock that night. Cleve
Bob MeCage.
very low at this
visiting in Detroit forseveral
said that •it was a nice. littN walk,/been
•
time
with
measles
'and piteurnonia.
weeks,
returned
home
Saturday.
" for 'him. •
Mrs.. Eller IrViii-sn's able to be up
With best wishes to all. I'll be
-- Mrs. Nora Wilson of Hazel Route
after being confined to her bed
2. who spent the-raSt-three months ghingt--1)•' Bell'
with flu. Her son now has the
with her' sere ,Bucy. Wilson of
measles.
.
Memphis: returned home Saturday.
Nearly everyone in- this seeliet.
-Uncle Tone" and Johh .Burton.
have." had the measles.
Colie Crouse, Noble - and Johnnie
I:kilo Eagle. if you will get
John
Jones'
sale,
which
occurred
Simmons. Bob __Alibritten." Charlie
some coon grease, and rub it on
last week, was attended by a large ,that, _knee you,
Williams Jcn and
wall :be able_
Rudy Hendon find sons. Robert and enewd. and the bidding was Very, donee `a jubilee.
Mr Jones and children.
Bill Edd were in Hazel Saturday. spirited
Yes. and -Sweet Pea" I enj6y
Rella: and William. have reading _}..our.
Mr.,and Mrs... Albert Allbratertletters.._teo_.
.
and. Warren'left Saturday. morn- gone to Paducah temporarily. They
Mud Splitter is strutting"- his
ing for 'Bowling Green to spend a haven't yet decided on a pertera.. onions. He-has 'just finished putfew days With their sister.- Mrs. nent location.
ting a hltie roateen..Jus. home.
Ivey -Wilson. and Mr. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Nit-came and
Hoping to see these items 'in
'John Freeland. 'of near Free' children. Linda Sue. and Raymond. print. I am---Pop Eye.
lands Mill. was.carried. to the Wm. vaited Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Mason Memorial Hospital Sunday Shankle Sunday. Mrs, Shankle acMETHODIST CHURCH NOTES
afternoon k-ery :II with pneumonia._, companied them home for a .feet
Clay ateClisse_ is very ill with davits' visa.
During thteEaster time we have+
- flu.
. Chesley Moore. of Tennessee. been studying in the -School of
Mirr—and Mrs. Eunice Williams i-eisited his father. Jim -Mc-ore• who Christ," • learning, -What He Say,
•and daughter. Eran of Cedar Knob I has been very ill.
and -What He Does.- Conclude._
visited Mr. and -Mrs. Oren Sim-1 Abe. Ben. Leis Fay. and Ural out studies this Easter Sunday tie
mons Saturday night near New Todd. all have measles but are subject will be 'IL-earning Fret:
Providence
very much ...improved.
Christ. What He Is.' Christ • a
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Allbritten and
Burial services were held. Sun- not an accidental, personality. F,.
daughter, Dickle. of 'Hazel keine day for LaxWard of Midway, many centuries the purposes •
:
2. and Me. arid Mri. Warlick Hut- Term. who was alleged to have God were shaped to His coming.
son ar.d.. son. Joe Max. Mr. and been killed Saturday by Pete" An- The prophets from the days of
Mrs.. Sip .Williams and children. drews. Mr. Ward and Mr. An- Moses had told Of his advent. He I
Northit•4eari and •
Otho drews were brothers-in-law.
was•d
an is the
e -Christ of Proph.. Virgil Lassiter is setting another fee.- Thousands of "ArlitiOUS he-arts
three acres of peach trees. Mr. looked forward .for the ,Cominr
Lassiter set 5 acres tat fall.
Messiah.
•
- Very - little- plowing 'has been
The Christ of history is as much
Free From' Constipation
done around here, but the farmers a source of power as any fact_ in!
Nothuag beats a clean syslem
are all ready, to get started as soon human- 'history. His coming has I
health!
At the first sign of constipation. as the ground dries Iltinciently.
Changed 'customs and instituted retake purely vegetable BlacksDraualat
_
—Olive Oyl.
form measures 'that_ 'have • reached;
•
tar prompt reaef.
to the ends'of the earth. Ttle •
Many insn and women stir that Blacktrir.gs Fitch refreshing naiad. Dif
Christ of today is the risen C:
cinissfint action poisonous erects st
the ruler- an the- hearts of intl.., constinatiOn are sisii-en out. Yob awn
C
ef human beings. 'and these
feel better raore efficient
Blatt-Ora:4h: co't' iess than mon otter
lions _are..largely_ the: Mr..14- 04144.- •
lsrzadvea
septette* people of the wurla.will deny -it'
At 6:45 the • young peeplea'. _de•
GOOD LAXATIVE
partment, will- sponsor an organ
recital, with Miss Lillian Wetters•
at the pipe organ., Miss Linda Sue
McGehee will •sing. .accompanied
oy William Hoppe on the -violin'
All totters cif goad music ...Wilt
enjoy 'this musical treat.
Following the organ recital the
p4.stor
will -preagh
on • eMoses.
House and 4 acres, adjoining Baptist Picnic Goces-t-Statesanan",
A• class will----be- received int.,
grounds and State School; 4-room house, garage,
eurcle_ Membership at the morn- •
coal house and a big stucco brooder house. $1,500;
.n5 service. Possibly more people
t on good terms..
!Tart Nish, ,
arne into the Church on Easter
70x260,
alllot
house,
d lot; 5 room
House
e-.:rning than at any other service
oewly decorated, all modern conveniences; on S.
•-turing the church year. so this
will be a good time for those Wilt-,
12th'St,-, between Poplar and ,Main; $1,500; $500
wish to unite with the •Ildethodist
''cast„ balance On good terms.
hurch to cast their lot with 4.
150
x
Hazel,
lot
A nice, -house and lot in
Also, this would.,.he_ dii opportut.
200, edge city limits; 7-room house and outbliild-*axle to take your place in
Mrs;$2,600-;=terrns, 46131Y7ash-, balance in 10 yrs.
fltrurch-ictiocil at 9:45. Bro. HZ.•
•A-111 see- that yau have a ware
Nebrict house; 6 reoms..`nice basement,.all
•s-elcome. Honor your Lord thModern conveniences; lot 75x175;* $3,100; $700
Sunday by. being .at his
cash, 6alance in 20 years..
worship. If you are a NItTwo beautiful lots on Smith- Eighth St.. lots
•ee shall expect. you to meet
70x250; one with double garage on it. Priced right
is
.r Mack Jenkins,. Easti.,1_

Protemus Palaver. .

Af Your Best!

Not Everybody. in
allotvay county sub• scribes to the Ledger
tit Times but 'nearly
BLACKS DRAUGHT'everybody
reads

Nice new styles-8 piece tops—in
adjustable sizes* Choice of good
looking imitate materials in greys.
1:ms,_ browns, blues, „enyeglaline&
...=••••=1111111111111111111

Men's S1.00
Broadcloth

DRESS SHIRTS
MU

Offers "Ace" Styles. .Away From High Prices!!

411

SEVERAL,'OTHER HOUSES AND LOTS, VACANT-LOTS ANTI FARMS NOT LISTED

•

Farmee&, Rhodes'

Phone

.149

Murray, Ky.

Spring 'Round the
Corner...
•

Women's 49c
"Ray-Glo"

Tailored and lace trlannatid panties,
scamps, scanties,istepins and jaunties. Snug- and loose fitting styles.
All sizee

For Spring and Easter

$298

Chiffon and Service

NEW

SHOES
$198
and $2-98
•
•Gat,„rdines . *Sueaes

SILK HOSE

Were up to $4.98
...There's still a lot of Speing left
so
- DRESS yourself up at this eariy sale. All.
the new prints . : . navy and black with
white . . even bolerci and redingote frocks!
Newest style details: ,14 to 20-36 to 48 sizes.

55c

Top quality, 13.c hose at a very
special price-. Full fashioned, tem
thread silks; clear, ringless and perfect fitting-6 new colors. 8ie to 10

- K.,:

Tailored and Dressy

'Patents
*Calfskins
Blue. Black. Green, Fled,
eind Beitfih Tan
STYLE HITS •
• New Swing Straps
• New 'Colonial Straps
• New
Monk Straps
• New $tepin Pumps
•- New Ties or Oxfords
r

• New Heel Heights'

SPRING
'BLOUSES

Stnarier Than Ever

Silk, acetate*
-hanky Lucas.
Fully and lacy
yles also smart,
tailored models in solid colors and
pnrits. 32 o 42 sizes

Were up to $9.95

si 4.9

SUPS

39c
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Fitted and la.as cut styles. All have
burst-proof seams. Lace trims on
V. neck and completely around bottom hems
Tea-roses and pink
colors. 34 to.,44 sizes.

Mannish and Feminine
:11odes

Girh'$L49

.

Taffeta
DRESSES

'.4i.-y're headline fashions! In Peterconibos••s-irr
• ar.-Serlielt
new toques, rall---rao- xes
brims and visors All warred colors 'including black, broa n navy
arid. grey.

„seta-nee an-ha-re ihat New suit
Here**.„anon
. or that EXTRA suit for a trifling.sum!
. good looking
Soft& mannish tailleurs
tweeds,, dressy suits! Sizes Tor misses,
women.

98e to $1.98

Were'up to $9.95
Men —

3,to Stand 7-to 14 sties in whitehr dainty tints. Ruffle pleat styles'
and sithple; Mired skirt - models
with pretty puff sleeees,

It's Just a Few Days More!

$22.50'fashion town'
Blues, Grays, and
'Browns—In Plain
i Shades, Stripes
Checks and Plaids,
Fine Worsted.

SO

- Big irai-ik Junior

Bau

LONG PANTS

T.
of II
was
Jobb
Petri
the
last
Mr
oil n
for
!nett
the
befoi
on t
„He
Wail
the '
mess
Bens
testit
corn!

98c
Fancy Suiting patterns and plain
color falertes.• A fine selection ef
'spring long pants for boys from, it
to'.16 years. Alt brand -new wide
j.ley cuff bottom-4*We
--

Children's

Only two more days_in which to purchase Your Easter and Spring suit at this low price. These clothes are qualit3,
make; fine fabrics, well ...tailored . and, correctly styled.
You'll ,save many dollars by-buyingin this event- _

V
Ir

Aged

Lace Top Taffeta

Ultra Fashionable

___SpeciaLlet

was

event
aid
four

9c

$595
You'll gloat over this COAT clearance! castat aweeds . boxy swagger§ . . reefers
. princess Oats . . . the styles yoti want
at CLEARANCE prices! Be here
EARLY. Sizes for misses, women.

fatiloway Circuit Court
A. W. Simmons. Administrator •
S P. Alexander, ahd A. W. Sir.
mon-e
Pia 11 .
Vs. Order of ReferenCe,
•.VInnie Farris Alexander. Are,
-ea, Jess Dick, Dal Dick,
'Ack. Dave Pick. Mrs. Wilt Mer'en. lifts. Dave Alton,
'
_
It is ordered that this cause 1. ,
referred to George ,1'art....4.1ase
romtnissfoner--o( this Court,
•aiee ,proof 'of' claims against th
estate of- S. -F.- Aletandei--,,
oasecle and all- perions holda
!aims against said estate will pia
sent their claims against 'said c.
'ate. duly
proven, before • th,
Court's Master Corr.reissioner.
,,r before the 1-9th clay"bf Arin
1937; orlicst7
'
fdriar...-YrdtiK4r.dens
-onetime same ill env ether Trier
rier except through tl..s suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk
said. Court, this the 15th 'Cray ,
March 1937,
•
'
C. L MILLER.
Clerk, Calloway Cir
•
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29c

Real Estate For Sale!

Order of Reference

Mumr

-UNDIES

•

and terms right for quick sale .
40-acre farm. close ta,Goshen, on MurrayCqldWater road ;, 12 acres in grass; 3 1,2 miles west
___n4'3iterray; 4-roorn house,. _and porches; one tobacco barn; 6-stall stock barn. $2,650. Can giv(•
possession if'bought hy April 1.
•
204eree .wit,h4Inuh,le-eqqp,boirr-hpuse: dote to
_
Goshen; $650. Gi‘e possession at once,
- .72-acre farm. 60 acres cleared; 4-room house..
one stock barn; one tobacco barn;6 1-2 miles southeast_of Murray; 5 acres in wheat and 30 acres in
• grass; 1 1-2 miles of_c_hilic_h_ anfLa
milP
,'10UUash balance
,1 i
-Be
and 4year. Can give possessionrApril 1 if bought
at'once.•, .
'47-aere-farfili.“2riniles east "V Murray, -half
irate ei.fT- bTaCITCTI3
v
rto
-6-1550-m-good tobacco barn, 6-stall stock barn; quarter mile_
of school; $2,650; $1,300 cash, balance on 10 yrs:
time at-6'per cont. Can give--pessession April 1 if
bought at-once.
_
.
Beautiful country hcirrie, 2 1-2 miles nath gfs
Murray. 8-rhriott turitse, gootrtobacCo barn,16.;inOle
imuseTchicken,heuse. stock barn and 20 acres; ilTrtnedi4iie pos,sessien; $2,650; hall* cashc balance14:
terms.
A real-limy-111 acres. 75 acres in bottom;
a mile h(irrh of .Murray on black t7p road; hous.,!.,
stack barn, tobacco, b,arn; $5,000; 'part cash; bat'Once on good terms..
•
Big stock barn, jugt two blocks,,,west of the
court squall. on Ma_ple,street; Lot 952051)..; Ecntinz
-PO 00 a month; one :goarri' 40x60; another 140x
100; half cash,halance tfri good terms.
,

p.

Fancy checks, plaids in dark tones
:;nd brightly colored small Patterns
en light grounds, also plain white.
Li to 17 sizes:

Though sales have been exceptionally large: there ,:emain
_complete stocks from which to .Sklect just the,
and shade suited to your build and,seitacting *On.
m4y never have this op-portunity again.—

Eye,,y70,,,,a _model_h_44ere—sialt4e and

FOOTWEAR

•

-A eomplete seleetien "of black,
_brown or paterrt-orfords and straps
ea vetildis and gruwStry7-1•01717*=,
log girTs.
8 tolar,..

Doubla_Broasted

Dc

Covert Cloth"'

36 to 46 Sizes

. Dc
hone
edSit
'Int' 1
chilc
Aug'
beer
Slut
Sb
Nvo
'), and

'LONG PANTS

Your-fast year's white Sboe•
Dyed to ainhost any color
to Match your Dress

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

696

WashiThie,., covert cloth longies in
siZet _8' to 16. They tire full . cut,
nicely shaped and in the/ lateft
style. Stury, long-wearing and funshrunk. .

(4CI4 DEPARTMENT STOPE.!!•44.

Located at Murray
'Hatchery

—

111.1.14
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